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The Thirty Years
Writer: VILDANA SELIMBEGOVIĆ

We assembled
this special
issue as a war
time memento,
but also
with special
dedication to
the late editor
of Oslobođenje
Kemal
Kurspahić,
after whom
our prize will
be named and
which we will
award in an
open call for
all colleagues
from Bosnian,
Croatian
and Serbian
language
speaking area,
as well as
to reporters
whose
translated
texts will be
published in
this region

D

o we remember and
how? Where we were
when it all started, did
we believe it was the
end? Why images from
Ukraine look so familiar and cause
anxiety? After more than 100,000
dead and millions displaced, have
we not learned a lesson? Does it just
seem to us or is it that democratic
west finally realized how perilous
are the dangers of authoritarian regimes, capable of killing in the name
of denazification and for prevention? Each of us – even those born
in this century – have their own war
story. And geography really has no
importance in that regard. The proof
are the lines that follow, delivered
to Oslobođenje from New Zealand.
They were written by Đenana, the
sister of Suada Dilberović, a twenty-four-year-old student from Dubrovnik who joined thousands and
thousands in the city on Miljacka to
protest the war.
“April 5, 1992, Sunday ... As in the
movies, moments from that day
flash. An open book on biology because the exam is the next day. The
reason why I did not go with Sutka
is something I will never forgive myself. If I had gone, who knows. Maybe something would be different.
As it is, just memories, pictures
of that day. Sutka leans on the door
frame while putting on her shoes
saying she will not stay long. It was
difficult to study while the protests
were broadcasting on television. I
should have gone, too, I thought. Of
all the hours spent watching TV that
day, I remember one sentence only,
a girl fell. Fell? I approached the TV,
but it was hard to see anything. A sea
of people. A girl fell. How do I see
who she is in that mass of people?
Someone is knocking on the door.
Sandra, Tija and Allen. An unusual
combination. I do not know which of
them said what, because after that it
is just dark and emptiness. One girl
fell. Sutka. Why her? Did someone
on the other side of the gunpoint
knew he was shooting at a human
boulder in a small body, into a heart
so large that the whole world could
fit in. He turned off the light of life
in the eyes that smiled at each wellmeaning person. It is not fair, there
was so much good ahead of her.
Why?
I still remember that day with
the same disbelief and pain. If time
heals wounds, it seems that this
wound takes much more than thirty years. “
A hundreds of thousands of sisters, mothers, fathers, brothers, sons
and daughters have memories of the
moment when someone knocks on
the door and seeks an answer to that
a million times asked question in
one’s mind: why? For more than a
month now, thousands of Ukrainians
are also suffering the same torment,
and their families, fellow citizens and
all those who have sought salvation
throughout Europe share that refugee fear that many Bosnians and Herzegovinians remember all too well.
Our colleague Ron Haviv, the author of the photo from Bijeljina that

petrified everyone with a bit of humanity in them - whoever saw it once
didn’t forgot: a member of Arkan’s
paramilitary army kicks dead bodies –
these days and weeks, Haviv is in Kiev,
from where he sends warning photos
again. For this issue of Oslobođenje,
along with photos of Kiev, Haviv also
sends his memory of the one he took
in Bijeljina, but it should be said that
we received response for participation in the special issue
dedicated to the memory of a time
30 years ago not only by Roy Gutman, but also from Ed Vulliamy and
Tom Gjelten, who came to war-torn
Sarajevo to write a book about the
Oslobođenje.
Yes, Oslobođenje has its own war
story that we are still proud of today - the newspaper, despite the
proximity of the front line and despite the fact that it was a regular
artillery target of the invaders on
the besieged city, managed to reach
its readers every day. I dare say its
relationship to the reality of war is
even greater and more important.
Oslobođenje namely, in those most
difficult days of Bosnia and Herzegovina, made the profession proud
while preserving its dignity and retaining critical thought. That was
the reason why the newspaper was
awarded with the prize “The Paper
of the Year in the World” in 1992,
and that during the 1,425 days of
siege this newspaper received numerous international recognitions
for media freedom, contribution to
democracy and preservation of human rights, including “The Sakharov Prize for Freedom of Thought”
in 1993. And there are no doubts: the
greatest foundations for such an attitude towards the war were laid in
peace time when the editor-in-chief
of Oslobođenje Kemal Kurspahić
came to the forefront of the paper.
Kemo died last fall and his first associate Gordana Knežević reminded of the difficulty of decisions often a complete editorial board was
faced with. He himself, writing to
Oslobođenje on the 65th birthday
of the newspaper, the jubilee which
was also the occasion for us to award
him with the lifetime achievement
prize on August 30, and at least show
how proud we are of his engagement
and the legacy he left behind, pointed out the eternal journalistic dilemmas. In the article “My story about
Oslobođenje” he wrote some unforgettable lines about the newspaper
that refused to die, but also about
the people who made that paper
in an underground shelter of the
burned, demolished, and bombed
buildings, about Kjašif Smajlović,
executed in the correspondence
office in Zvornik, wounded Salko
Hondo, the accountant Zuhra Bešić,
who was killed by a sniper bullet
while returning from work on the
bus, the great journalist and person
Vlado Mrkić, who wrote the most
touching war reports on the pages
of Oslobođenje. Kemo’s lessons in
journalism, as witnessed in this special issue of Oslobođenje, along his
legendary book “Prime Time Crime:
Balkan Media in War and Peace”,

and Kemo himself - everyone who
knew will witness that - knew how
to look ahead.
That is the reason why this special issue, as a war memento, was
compiled with a notable dedication
to the editor of the Oslobođenje Kemal Kurspahić, and on Tuesday at
1 pm, on April 5th, at the Chamber
Theater 55 in Sarajevo, we will gather to remember Bosnia and Herzegovina from 30 years ago and to remember Kemo’s lessons in journalism. So important and applicable to
Ukraine. Universal and warning. It
will also be an opportunity to establish the Oslobođenje award that will
bear the honorable name of its war
time editor Kemal Kurspahić. Professionalism with a human face, the
search for truth and the need to separate truth from the flood of lies and
deception, loyalty to principles and
faith in journalism, all those qualities
that characterized Kemo throughout
his career will remain in the propositions of the competition which will
be announced on Oslobođenje‘s
birthday, August 30, for all journalists from B/C/S region, so that the
first prize would be awarded along
with marking the 80th anniversary
of our newspaper.
The publisher and the Management of our media group have decided to inaugurate one more recognition that will have an internal character and will bear the name of our colleague Hamza Bakšić. Oslobođenje,
O Channel and our website, thanks to
the strategic partnership with USAID
and Internews, formed an integrated newsroom, the first in this part of
the world. Print, television, and digital journalists work together, create
stories, research and share information. At times it seemed like mission
impossible. Today we live the story
with pride and share our experiences with younger colleagues ready to
learn. Hamza Bakšić, a notable name
in Oslobođenje, spent a good part of
his life on television, and with special
zeal he was devoted to young people
ready to bite into journalism themselves. He even wrote a manual for
them. That is why he is the symbol of
activism for today’s journalists from
the Group.
This Oslobođenje special issue,
thanks to the engagement of “The
World Association of News Publishers - WAN IFRA”, will be marketed
worldwide and is therefore it will be
published in English as well. With
gratitude to colleagues from WAN
IFRA and the hope that the suffering of Bosnia and Herzegovina - as
witnessed by our pages - will not repeat in Ukraine in the same intensity, here comes a warmhearted recommendation: journalists and colleagues, both local and those from
around the world, pay attention to
articles published here that speak of
suffering, but also of personal experiences which document the incredible strength of the struggle for truth
and principles, as well as equally important role of journalists and the
media. Bosnia and Herzegovina and
Oslobođenje share the living proof
for that. Long live Ukraine!
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Sarajevans on the barricades

March 6, 1992
Barricades, March 2, 1992

Searbian snipers shoot at people gathered in front of the Assembly of Bosnia and Herzegovina
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Sarajevo, April 6, 1992
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30 memories of the beginnings
of the war 30 years ago
There was never a consensus about the time of the beginning of the war in Bosnia
and Herzegovina. Some say the aggression started in autumn of 1991 with the attack
on Ravno. Some also say it started with former JNA digging trenches around Sarajevo,
for others, it started in Bijeljina with coming of Arkan’s Tigers, while some say war
started in days of barricades aroung capital of Bosnia and Hercegovina, i. e. attacks on
MUP’s school at Vrace... Nevertheless, all of us have our personal rememberance of
the moment we faced the war in our homelands, on roads, courtyards of our homes.
We asked Bosnians and Herzegovinians to share their memories with us
Writer: MATEA JERKOVIĆ

Prof. Dr. Franjo Topić

Prof. Dr. Jasna Bakšić-Muftić

Prof. Dr. Azra Hadžiahmetović

I was in Sarajevo. I was regularly giving lectures at
Faculty of Catholic Theology and that day, we were
supposed to move Croat Cultural Society HKD Napredak into Napredak’s palace. I must say that for
me, war in Sarajevo was not surprise, because before that, I was engaged into helping Vukovar and
other places in Croatia. Napredak and I also organized help for Ravno in east Herzegovina. We registrated Napredak also as a charity organization very
soon and started gathering more organized humanitarian help.

At the beginning and throughout the war, I was in Sarajevo
with my whole family and my daughter, who was 18 months
old at the beginning of the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
When Ravno was attacked, we were watching the news. We
were returning home down empty Tito’s Street and I was calculating in my head how long it would take the tanks to get
to Sarajevo. The sound of footsteps down the empty street
and fear of uncertain future were the prelude to war for me.

I was in Sarajevo. I shared the same destiny throughout the war with all the citizens of Sarajevo, my fellow
citizens. Of course, at the very beginning, I had a lot of
fear, vagueness, a lot of disbelief that it can not be happening. It took me some time to realize that it actually is a real agression on Bosnia and Herzegovina and
I shared the same destiny with all the other citizens.
I can’t remember exactly where I was at the time the
war started, but anyway, it was in Sarajevo, probably
in home environment. At the very beginning, heavy
shelling also reduced movement, yet I worked in college all the time.

Dr. Neven Anđelić
Dr. Mirjana Marinković-Lepić
I had realized that war began in the vicinity of Tuzla. That May 15, 1992, I was returning from business
trip when we were stopped by patrol in unidentified
uniforms with weapons, and a few hundred meters
away, we saw an interrupted army convoy leaving
Tuzla. Looking at vehicles, we could see that there
was a gunfire. One of them was wounded and that
was the moment when I realized that the war had
started. We didn’t even return to Tuzla then, we took
a turn to one nearby place and came to Tuzla on foot
the next day.

After we broke into the building of the Assembly in the
noon hours, during the evening I recieved the message that
professor Zdravko Grebo can’t come due to the barricade
in Đure Đakovića Street at that time. I headed there with
other three physically fit guys, only to find out at the barricade that professor certainly did not come and they would
not stop him in any case. A little further on, in the building
where the radio was located, where professor was spending considerable time these days, and which was once the
seat of the Central Committee, some armed men opened the
door for me, let only me in and then, in the dark, pointed a
rifle barrel at my back, and led me to the room where the
professor and his associates were captured. I never found
out who were these people that “took over” the building that
night and let us go a little later.

Sead Đulić, president of SABNOR
I was in Mostar. The explosion of a cistern near Sjeverni Logor, JNA barracks, this officially marked the beginning of the war in Mostar. It is, if I’m not mistaken,
April 2 or April 3, 1992. That evening, I had a rehearsal at the Theatre, a general rehearsal, because the premiere was scheduled for the next day. But that meant
we are stopping with the work, that some other, uglier time is about to begin. The period of care for young
people I worked with and questions about what will
happen to them.
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Josip Pejaković, Bosnian actor
On April 6, I was in front of the Assembly of Bosnia and Herzegovina, calling on the people to defend Bosnia and Herzegovina. It is in all archive. I know I am the only survivor of all
the speakers who were there.

Mirza Ibrahimpašić, painter
I was in Sarajevo. I was there both on April 5 and 6,
when it started at Vrace. And when the war started is
another question.

Milan Dunović, vice president of the
Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina

Diana Kajmaković, prosecutor of the
Prosecutor’s office of Bosnia and Herzegovina

The beginning of the war caught me as a student of the Second Gymnasium of Sarajevo. As a high school student, and
later as a faculty student, I simultaneously participated in
the defense of Bosnia and Herzegovina, believing that both
freedom and education are necessary for our homeland.

My first memory is when my sister was wounded at the
first barricades. I was two meters away from her, and bullets were whizzing.... And the next thing I remember were
granades. It was May 1 or 2. I lived in the municipality of
Stari Grad at that time. I stayed there throughout the war,
married, gave birth and worked all the time.

Zlatko Berbić,
founder and owner of Radio Kameleon

Academic Mirko Pejanović
The war caught me in Breka neighbourhood where I lived
at that time. Personally, like many of my acquaintances of
my generation, I rejected the possibility that there could be
war in Sarajevo and Bosnia and Herzegovina. At the beginning of April 1992, we formed the Center of opposition parties with headquarters in Daniela Ozme Street. I acted as a
president of Democratic Party of Socialists in that center.
Late academician Muhamed Filipović was coordinator of
that center. The shelling of the office we were meeting followed soon, so we switched to the new way of meeting, the
only possible one in Sarajevo, which was already under
shelling in those days.

Adil Osmanović, member of the Parliament
At that time, I worked as a secretary in the Municipality
of Teslić. The situation at the beginning of 1992 already
indicated that there could be certain armed conflicts in
Bosnia and Herzegovina. At the beginning of May, reserve forces, JNA reservists and tanks already entered
Teslić. All Bosniak and Croat employees were fired. On
May 26, through the woods with my 8-month old son, I
somehow managed to sneak through those guards set
up by JNA reservists on the territory of Tešanj municipality. There we formed our war branch in exile and our
Teslić territorial defense, and later a brigade.

At the beginning of March, voluntary police units were
organized in local communities in Tuzla, in organization
of the Municipality of Tuzla. At the beginning, I signed up
as a volunteer in Slatina local community, where I temporarily lived. We were on duty in night shifts on the
Kicelj hill above the city center, where the JNA / volunteer brigades were under tents, fully armed, having party time with occasional bursts of fire! We naively thought
that when they see us watching them, this would prevent
them from carrying out their intentions. And the four of
us on duty had only one pistol, my private 35 mm pistol. The beginning of the war in Tuzla, on May 15, was a
caused conflict of drunken soldiers who fired from the
trucks of the row that was leaving the barracks through
Skojevska Street towards Brčanska Malta. A passer-by
was killed in Brčanska Malta. Police returned fire, which
turned into an armed conflict in Brčanska Malta, a conflict in which I didn’t participate, but later I was actively
retrieving weapons from burning trucks and drove all to
the civil protection, believing that it would save the city
from war... In June, Mayor Bešlagić gave me approval to
bring purchased equipment for Radio Kameleon from
Slovenia, because I recieved the permit from Belgrade
back in 1991, and paid for the equipment in Slovenia, naively believing that there would be no war. That summer,
we brought equipment under humanitarian packages
and Kameleon started working.
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Prof. Dr. Adamir Jerković
The aggression on Bosnia and Herzegovina caught me
in Zenica. At the beginning of the war, I became the editor-in-chief of Radio Zenica, and then of TVBiH-ITC Zenica or TV Okrug Zenica. I immediately started working
on breaking through the imposed informative barrier. I
started preparing the famous radio show “Susreti svjetova (Meetings of the worlds)” in which I gathered wellknown domestic and foreign journalists from world
capitals, including late Vlastimir Mijović, correspondent for Oslobođenje from Moscow

Damir Uzunović, Bosnian writer
It can not be said that there was one beginning of the war.
For me, there were at least two. One in March, on the first
barricades, when I realized that something serious is going down, that people were lying down under those barricades, and forces coming from Vraca side, bearded people,
they were nothing more than Chetniks, they had some logs
of their own, at the underpass I passed to go to college, because I had to take an exam. It was a significant beginning
of the war. The second time, I saw it from the window, on
April 5 or whatever. Sowers of death passed under my window, machine guns on special wheels, heavy, as a small
cannon. These machine guns passed under the window,
and then, a little behind them, a group of guys in sneakers
and jackets. Those were us, and those carrying sowers of
death were the enemies of Sarajevo, and it remained so in
the end. Of course, I was soon the one in the sneakers and
that’s how the war started for me.
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Jakob Finci, president of the Jewish
community in Bosnia and Herzegovina

Goran Mikulić,
owner of the Publishing House Art Rabic

April of 1992 surprised us all, of course. First, we were
surprised by president Izetbegović, when he said on
April 4: “Sleep peacefully, we have agreed on everything, there will not be a war.” And then, when it started
on April 6, from the demonstrations in front of the Assembly, an all-night session, shootings, sniper fire and
everything else. It was clear that the war had begun. Unfortunately, we were not ready, but we managed to defend ourselves. I hope that we will never be in the same
situation as we were in April 1992.

When 1992 arrived, I had no idea what was in store for
us. At the end of February, I opened a warehouse for
construction materials with my friend Nebojša Perić in
front of the Pioneer Valley, which was later almost a dividing line, and 20 days later I bought a business space
in Pofalići neighbourhood. This is how much I knew
about the war that was going to happen. The planes
were really flying over us, we were shouting “down
with the government”, down with these and those, but
I could not believe. I even took ma 12-year old son to
those demonstrations, so he could see how people are
protesting, what it looks like when people are not satisfied, and a few days later the first grenades started falling. I immediately went to the local community and
signed with the volunteers. I was eighth on the list, I remember that well, and we founded a unit by the local
community. At that time, that was the so-called territorial defense and we dere assigned to the protection of
the Blood Transfusion Institute. Then started our clash
with those who were above the city, and then I was
convinced that, of all those 200.000 people that were
with me, one part, let’s say most of them, simply disappeared. They were not there with me, with us, and we
stayed alone in that city, trying to defend it, to defend
the city from some who want to impose something on
us, which we don’t know yet, but they are simply shooting at us. I wasn’t sure that they also knew what they
wanted in the beginning. And everything was found
out later. My wife and I stayed in the city throughout
the whole war. I don’t think there is a type of grass we
didn’t eat, because we were so hungry, we didn’t have
anything, no reserves, nothing. I was severely wounded
several times in the defense of the city.

Faruk Kapidžić dia
The massacre began at the time I was in my second year
of study at the Faculty of Architecture in Sarajevo. The defense of our bare lives started in June 1992 when I joined the
Army of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which began to form. The
real warfare started on Treskavica in 1994, when I was assured that we formed the Army of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Warfare stopped when we started liberating our homeland.
Warfare stopped by the end of 1995, but the war, it seems,
never stopped, it only changed its form.

Zdravka Bago

Prof. Mr. Amra Zulfikarpašić

Dr. Sc. Tatjana Neidhardt, B. Arch.
It was not easy to leave Ilidža in 1992, to leave everything behind. But to escape into the besieged Sarajevo, it was a lot
worse. But, I could not imagine myself as a refugee, alone,
somewhere in someone else’s world. If I am going to suffer
and perish, let it be in my city. And I suffered like all my fellow citizens during these four hard and humiliating years.
The thought of my daughters escaping this horror was my
only and constant consolation.

I was in Sarajevo, in my parents’ apartment, across
from Police station of Stari Grad. The famous “Stari sat”
cafe was working, and the police, fighters, neighbors
were often there. Everything was known. From day one.
The war has come to our street!
Looking at the time we live in, I am truly proud of my
war experience in Sarajevo. I always think with sentiment about the time of the struggle for freedom and justice, love and friendship, the time of mutual respect,
the time of of hope and great expectations. Today, as I
watch my neighbours struggle, somewhere in Ukraine
tanks and jets kill people who are trembling hungry in
the basements of burning houses, as I watch shelters...
waiting for “the referee to signal the end”. I spread my
arms towards the end!

It was my daughter Ivana’s birthday on April 4 1992,
at shopping center in Grbavica neighbourhood. She
turned 12. I remember that Eid was the same day. Bag
ready for shelter stood in the hall. The shooting started
and frightened parents were coming to pick their children. I was in disbelief: Is it another misfortune? Less
then half a year has passed since the sudden death of
my husband and the father of my daughter.
I tought, when he died, that it could not be worse.
And it was unbelievable, horrible... During the war,
I often remembered my wonderful neighbours, the
Sandžaktarević’s. When I cried after my husband’s death, Seka was telling me: “Don’t cry, we may regret not
being in the place of the dead.” I mourned in exile with
my mother in Ruma, with my Bosniak friends - Muslims
from Zvornik (Mustafa Kamišalić’s family), who fled to
my mother’s in Ruma before me, and few months later
to Slovenia. I returned to Sarajevo after the reintegration of Grbavica as the “first constitutive”, although the
constitutiveness was recognized only later. I returned
in 1996 to a devastated apartment in Grbavica.
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Prof. Dr. Mustafa Hiroš
War had started with the first barricades, and for me,
it started on April 17, 1992 when my family (wife and
daughters who were 7 and 4 years-old at that time) left
Sarajevo and went by bus to Croatia, and I continued to
the Clinical Center, to my job.
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Boris Kožemjakin, president of the Jewish
Municipality in Sarajevo
Although I know today when and how the war began in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, in April of 1992 I saw the first war
grenades as incidents and provocations, and I became
aware of the real war on May 2, with an attack of united
forces of then still JNA and paramilitary forces of the later Army of Republika Srpska. And then I realize that my
country is attacked by aggression from the outside and
the destruction by the “domestic” forces from the inside.
I can not say I didn’t know in April that the war is beginning, but I didn’t want to believe that it is possible for one
to attack his neighbour. Whether it was naive or i was optimistic, believing that people were all those I loved and
I was convinced that we are all equal, living in the same
idea of peace and freedom. Perhaps my anti-fascist family
upbringing was also the cause of my delusions and belated acceptance of the war in our country.

Prim. Dr. Dragan Stevanović
Since I was an active military person in the former Yugoslavian National Army (JNA) and, by coincidence, I
witnessed the internal change of JNA, first into the Serb
and later into the army with Chetnik ideology, for me,
the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina began somewhere
during the second half of 1991. Since that moment, I had
a firm decision to return to Sarajevo as soon as possible,
to be there when it escalates throughout entire Bosnia
and Herzegovina.

Prof. Dr. Suad Arnautović
At that time, I was an official of the Ministry of Defense
of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, that is, at
the Republic Ministry of Defense in SFRY was called
at the time. It was from that position that I was analyzing the situation in the former Yuoslavia and, together
with my colleague Matija Dobrinić, I wrote an analysis
Military question in Bosnia and Herzegovina and with a
proposal for what the Armed Forces of Bosnia and Herzegovina should look like. I published that in Feuilleton in five or six sequels and then in Slobodna Bosna of
that time. Already in the first days, I joined the preparation of the resistance as a volunteer, forming the Vratnik unit in Vratnik, Municipality of Stari Grad. Later, it
will grow into the 12th Brigade “Hadži Lojo”, i.e. Second
Mountain Brigade. My third engagement is about music.
I wrote the first patriotic song called “Procvjetali zlatni ljiljani (Golden Lillies Bloomed), sung by late Faruk
Jažić, immediately after the international recognition
of the state of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Suada Kapić

Prof. Dr. Dževad Drino
I was in Bosnia and Herzegovina, in my native Bugojno. The war here began with battles in neighbouring Kupres, earlier than in Sarajevo, and no one needed to convince me whether there would be a war or not... Fortunately, the defenders organized quickly and well, which
eventually resulted with the first liberated cities in our
neighbourhood - Kupres and Donji Vakuf.

I lived in Grbavica neighbourhood, and for me, the war
had started three times: First time when barricades
were set in Grbavica from March 1 to March 2, second time in the dawn of April 21, 1992 when paramilitary formations took turns in front of our building on
Grbavica, some of them were falling out of the tanks
and surrounded us, and the third time was when the
city was attacked and completely closed on May 2, 1992
(at that time, my sister and I were already refugees from
Grbavica in our own town).

Ognjenka Finci, Prof. emeritus of the
University of Sarajevo
Ahmed Žilić, lawyer

Kristina Ljevak, independent journalist

I left Sarajevo for my native Visoko on April 4 to celebrate Eid. I returned to Sarajevo on April 6, 1992, in the
time when big convoys of cars were leaving it, and only a
few were entering Sarajevo. I thought about the then current difficulties and challenges of functioning of the new
democratic government in wartime conditions: whether
the Presidency of (Socialist) Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina will know and have the political will to declare
the imminent war-danger and the state of war, in order to
name the aggressor and identify the enemy - which is the
most important task of politicians in all countries at war.

I was less than 12 years old and I was in Sarajevo. My first
memory is the barricades that prevent us from going to
school, war would be a term that would be placed in our
lives a day later. If the adults thought that it would only
last for two weeks, no wonder I believed it would last
shorter. I remember most intensely my own childly dedication while keeping up with the broadcast of demonstrations in front of the Assembly. Unfortunately, that image
remained with me for the next thirty years as a permanent reminder that it is difficult to fight against anti-civilization principles with reason and civilization.

For me, the war began on the night of April 27, 1992,
when the Olympic Museum, which is located near my
house, was set on fire. Due to the force of the shelling,
all the windows on the south side of the house shattered instantly.The smell of burning and the crack
of broken glass. Hidden in the basement, I was overwhelmed with a sense of shiver and uncontrollable
trembling. I realized that war has come to my doorstep.
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End of the post-wall era
Europe and Bosnia
between post-war
and pre-war
Piše: CHRISTOPHE SOLIOZ

W

hile the horror of
war, epitomised by
Russia’s slaughter of
Ukrainian civilians, is
inescapably unfolding in Ukraine, I am reminded of the
siege of Sarajevo, of the bombings, destruction, war crimes and the genocide committed in Bosnia. Here, the
wounds and the traumas are not yet
healed; and there, in Ukraine, the worst
is again underway.
While Ukraine resists, the Russian
warmachinelauncheshypersonicmissiles and also opts for the strategy of
the urban siege, notably in Mariupol,
Kharkiv, Sumy and Kyiv. The formula
coined by Aron in 1948 ‘peace is impossible, war is improbable’ is henceforth
obsolete. From a patient waiting based
on hope we have rushed to a waiting
based on despair.

Spheres of influence
This represents an abrupt, bewildering end of the post-wall era. Ukraine at
war has ‘unexpectedly’ thrown Europe
into a new world and prompted a totally new consideration, albeit as yet unformulated, of the post-1989 period. To
say the least, we are back to a world order based on spheres of influence. We
have to face that we have never been
closer to World War III; and that war in
Ukraine will change the face of Europe.
Since Februaru 24, Putin has unexpectedly achieved Russian isolation,
driven Ukrainian identity, rearmed
Germany, united the EU, revitalised
EU-US relations, rejuvenated NATO,
paved the way for Finland and Sweden
U-turns on NATO – with even Switzer-

hydrocarbon war; and economic war
in Europe and the United States. Putin demonstrates that he intends to
achieve his objectives, to bring back
‘White Russia’, by any means necessary. We have moved ‘unpredictably’
beyond the point of no return, but the
security threat is real and Putin’s actions seem to have no limit. How far
will he go?
The next step might well be the nonNATO but close-to-NATO countries,
notably Sweden and Finland where
Russia’s air force and navy has already
been testing reactions and defence capacities. Further targets might be Moldova and Georgia. Additionally, the fallout from Russia’s attack on Ukraine
in the Western Balkans will most certainly be massive – particularly in Bosnia where Putin might well be tempted to reward the blind support that, up
to now, he has received from Serbia’s
leadership.
Via the voice of Russia’s Ambassador
to Bosnia, Igor Kalabukhov, the Kremlin – which has been meddling in Bosnia for years – made its threats open
on March 17 by warning that Bosnia
could suffer the same fate as Ukraine if
it decided to join NATO. The Ambassador further gave to understand that
his country may have ‘plans for Croatia,
Hungary and Poland.’ Albeit undiplomatic, such a statement tends to illustrate that Russia considers Bosnia, and
central Europe beyond it, to be part of
its zone of influence.

From the time of the siege of Sarajevo

individual countries’ interests and incomplete or incoherent strategies, notably in the fiscal area, might well undermine the current broader unity and
policy on Russia.
As diplomacy has given way to the
balance of power, we have to consider moving beyond sanctions which,
on their own, will not put an end to the
war. An effective rethinking of the military and political stances of both the EU
and NATO is urgently needed. To state
the obvious, it is high time to discuss

What is to be done?
In 2014-2015, the international community put itself in ‘stand-by’ mode
with minimal measures that
scarcely made an impression
Didn’t Bosnia deserve
on Putin. Contrary to the Yugoslav wars in the 1990s, the
the same outpouring
return of war is now forcing
of solidarity years ago,
the US and Europe to take the
threat seriously, show unaincluding military support
nimity, enact unprecedentto defend itself? Is Bosnia
ed sanctions and
to direct significant
not part of Europe?
military support to
Ukraine. Finally, Euland opting for a different sort of neu- rope seems to be showing that
trality – and accelerated the green tran- it is capable of commanding
sition. Our economies will significant- the emergency register. The
ly change as a result of this, as well as robust response of the West
our understanding of freedom and has been a surprise to everydemocracy.
one, including Putin.
While the world is increasingly movYet the question remains
ing away from democracy and the liber- open as to whether this newal order, Russia is cold-bloodedly trip- ly-crafted consensus can last,
ping down the road from ‘sovereign notably whether the EU will
democracy’ (Vladislav Surkov) to au- be able to cope with the multhoritarianism and a totalitarian police tiple consequences of this
state. Following a strategy driven by an U-turn for its policies of poattempt to divide the EU by isolating litical cohesion, defence and
and bribing ‘greedy states’ (Charles L. energy autonomy. Further,
Glaser) – i.e. individual countries (or or- we may well ask how the EU
ganisations and key individuals within will counter the cyclical emothem) or entities such as Republika Srp- tional economy: today’s euska – Russian President Putin has cho- phoria (supporting sanctions
sen the all-or-nothing strategy of out- and welcoming refugees) may
right war in its various post-modern well become tomorrow’s reforms: warfare in Ukraine; cyberwar; sentment. Furthermore, Mariupol, Ukraine these days / EPA

different ways of strengthening the defence of the entire Baltic and Nordic
region as well as the western Balkans.
As for the EU, firstly, it is high time to
envision a new security policy. Germany has taken the first convincing steps
that must be followed by enactments.
Secondly, it matters to close the gap
of the East-West divide and achieve
in practice the convergence around
which there is otherwise so much hot
air. Otherwise, the unexpected unity
will rapidly fade away. Thirdly, a new

regional central European framework
must be driven by democratic values
instead of retrograde populism. The
new geopolitical context opens a window of opportunity for a resolute counter to illiberal politics and for a true reorientation of the EU’s enlargement
and neighbourhood policies.

Bosnia back on the radar
There is a certain ‘indecency’ in this
sudden – of course absolutely welcome
since it is long overdue – mobilisation in
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favour of Ukraine’s territorial integrity.
Nevertheless, didn’t Bosnia deserve the
same outpouring of solidarity years ago,
including military support to defend itself? Is Bosnia not part of Europe? Putin
faces a determined andunanimous Europe. Alas that this was not the situation
which confronted Milošević.
The Bosnian crisis of 2021, engineered by the Serb member of the Bosnian state presidency, Milorad Dodik,
threatens to undo the Dayton Agreement that ended the war and redraw
the country’s borders along ethnic
lines. As in the past, Bosnia has been
supported only rhetorically with initiatives that are mostly cosmetic. And
worse, following the same policy of negotiating with the three nationalist and
corrupt overlords, negotiating notably
changes to the election law that would
secure disintegrationist agendas and
that benefit most of all the Kremlin’s
local clients, could only be doomed
from the start.
During her visit to Sarajevo on March
10, German Foreign Affairs Minister,
Annalena Baerbock recognised – what
has long been obvious – that the EU
and Germany have not been very active players in the region for quite some
time. Beyond this admission, however,
the remarks were far too generic to deduce any change of direction.
Most worryingly, on March 18, the
EU Council amended the decision
concerning the possibility of restrictive measures in view of the situation
in Bosnia – i.e. the adoption of sanctions targeting Dodik – introducing a
requirement for unanimity instead
of the qualified majority voting procedure; a manoeuvre permitting the
retention on board of Hungarian autocrat Viktor Orbán concerning sanctions on Russia. Bosnia deserves better
than horse-trading.
The new geopolitical environment
sparked by war in Ukraine may, however, possibly offer Bosnia a way out of
its ‘quagmire’.
Past mistakes should finally be acknowledged and, above all, the ongoing strategy which de facto pushes for
the division of Bosnia on ethnic lines
should be swept away. It is time to reengage in Bosnia, but much differently than in the past. The paradigm shift
and robust strategies, now being enacted for Ukraine, should also be applied in Bosnia.
The ongoing reinforcement of the
European military force EUFOR Althea is welcome and should be bolstered and made more visible in Republika Srpska. Noteworthy, the Operation Althea is backed up by NATO
under the 1999 Berlin Plus agreement
– thus the EU can use anytime NATO’s
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capabilities. This must be supplemented by a process of profound political reforms involving non-nationalist stakeholders as well as civil society with the task of strengthening Bosnia’s sovereignty and territorial integrity. Further, it is high time to review,
adapt and speed-up the EU integration process. Finally, it seems obvious
that the time has now come to close
the Office of the High Representative
and thereby get rid of the Peace Implementation Council Steering Board
– systematically used by Russia to support Putin’s ally, the secessionist Milorad Dodik.

Lessons to be learnt
In his 1993 address to the International Academy of Philosophy in Liechtenstein, Alexandr Solzhenitsyn pinpointed that the 1989 mantra – ‘the end
of history’, ‘peace’, ‘the eternity of democracy’ – was nonsense. In his view,
if there was a lesson to be learned from
the horrifying 20th century, it was that
it is up to each individual to limit themselves, to limit the murderous impulse
of which that century was the illustration. Unfortunately, the 21st century is
proving itself unable to extricate humanity from self-destructive and automatic collapse.

To state the obvious, it is high
time to discuss different ways of
strengthening the defence of the
entire Baltic and Nordic region as
well as the Western Balkans
More urgent that ever is what Václav Havel termed ‘postdemocracy’. In
the footsteps of ‘non-political politics’,
postdemocracy meant nothing more,
and nothing other, than a democracy that has once again been given human content – a revolution of ‘head
and hearts’ (Tomáš Masaryk); a general awakening.
This is precisely what we may learn
from Ukrainians. They resist; they fight
stoically. Naturally. But they also tell us
that a nation is not about a story of the
past. Having a nation means asserting
its own existence on a day-to-day basis
and directing action towards its future.
Democracy is not a state, it is a practice
aimed toward the future.
From here on, instead of ‘Waiting
for Godot’ we must rekindle the sort of
waiting related to the hope of finding a
way out, via a sense of being able to act
and having the will to do so.

«Passages à
Sarajevo»
Artbook by Christophe Solioz and
Milomir Kovačević Strašni for the
photography. The book is dedicated to
the victims of the siege of Sarajevo

P

assages à Sarajevo (Geneva,
Georg, autumn 2022) follow
the logic of collage and brings
21 sequences, each one combining short autobiographic
urban miniatures (snapshots of urban spaces), quotes and photography.
Among the 40 photography by Milomir Kovačević Strašni, the artbook features portraits of Joan Baez, Christian
Boltanski, Ferida Duraković, Louis
Jammes, Edin Numankadić, Abdulah Sidran and Susan Sontag.

City-sketches
Not only for a foreigner, Sarajevo’s
streets and districts are written in a “foreign language”. Like a hieroglyph, a
text, a dream, they request to be deciphered: “The knowledge of cities is

the marginal, the liminal and the transient, to that which escapes the everyday perceptual realm. The knowledge
will emerge from the juxtaposition of
the deciphered surfaces, the respective texts, and pictures.
Such a perspective opens the way
to new understanding of history and
of the relation between past and present that might show Sarajevo’s surface in another way. The mosaic of urban miniatures seeks to disclose what
is more enduring from the ephemera.
Furthermore, they will attempt to capture things and people as they are about
to vanish or are remembered only after they have already gone. While highlighting the visual character of the urban miniatures, the pictures will underline this dialectic of disappearance.

(Author is Professor of Philosophy
at Collège de Genève)

Bosnia in the 1990s

bound up with the deciphering of their
dream-like expressive images.” (Siegfried Kracauer)
In one of his famous city-sketches,
Kracauer emphases the relation between construction of a space and
dream interpretation: “Spatial images
are the dreams of society. Wherever the
hieroglyphics of any spatial image are
deciphered, there the basis of social reality presents itself.” — Kracauer plays
here with the words Raumbild (spatial
image) and Traumbild (dream image).
Theses urban miniatures pay attentiveness to that which lies at the edge of
our conventional field of vision and/or
which fleetingly crosses it. Distraction
involves here a particular openness to

The book includes quotes by: Ivo
Andrić, Jean-Christophe Bailly, Walter
Benjamin, Maurice Blanchot, Bogdan
Bogdanović, Dževad Karahasan,Ozren
Kebo, Lewis Mumford, Jean-Luc Nancy, Isak Samokovlija, Mesa Šelimović
and Abdulah Sidran.

From the Book
A part of the text from the book
“L’homme-Sarajevo”, Espirit, 1995,
of author Bogdan Bogdanović, was
written next to the 1994 photograph
of Christian Boltanski, a French artist.
...The images of Sarajevo that television shows us every night reveal that
it’s all the opposite: a labyrinthine city
you can’t get out of, not even in theory..
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As I sit in Kyiv
The world, stunned by the violence of the break-up of the former
Yugoslavia, kept repeating to itself: “How is it possible for another war
in Europe in the 20th century?” Today, the world, stunned by Russia’s
violence against Ukraine, utters (almost) the same phrase
Writer: RON HAVIV

A

s I sit in Kyiv, the Russian
bombs strike the city intermittently, echoing the more
serious attacks happening
elsewhere in Ukraine. The
beginning of this war had similarities
with what I saw
30 years ago, in another part of Europe. Bosnians are set to acknowledge
the anniversary of the beginning of their
war of independence, with the commonly known date of April 6th, 1992.

In Bijeljina
I have always thought the war actually started days earlier in the town
of Bijeljina, which towards the end of
March had split into two different ethnic sides. I had arrived on the Serbian
side and like the war previous in Croatia, the combatants, in the beginning,
were the townspeople, fighting against
the others. Civilians were being killed
by other civilians, armed with hunting
rifles, shotguns, and some with more
serious weaponry.
After a few days of fighting with no
obvious change in position or real understanding of what was to come, the
next level of fighting arrived in the form
of the Serbian paramilitary unit, the Tigers, led by the infamous or heroic (depending on one’s point of view) leader,
Arkan. Sweeping through the city, the
Tigers solidified Serbian control. I witnessed executions and documented
them. My image of Abdurahman and
Hamijeta Pajaziti and Ajša Šabanović,
lying on the ground, came to represent

People flee Russian forces in Irpin, Ukraine, March 7th, 2022 / VII PHOTO / RON HAVIV

My image of Abdurahman
and Hamijeta Pajaziti and Ajša
Šabanović, lying on the ground,
came to represent the concept
of ethnic cleansing that
continued throughout the war

Tigers in Bijeljina, April 1st, 1992 / RON HAVIV

the concept of ethnic cleansing that
continued throughout the war. In the
documentary film, Biography of a Photo, that Lauren Walsh and I are co-directing, we explore the life of that image:
from its beginnings in 1992 to the ways it
operates still today, thirty years later. At
first, that image had little to no geopolitical impact; the warning of what was to
come wasn’t heeded by global leaders.
But the image took on new roles
and meanings over time. It is known
throughout Bosnia and much of the
world. The photograph, referenced in
the opening of the Hague Tribunal as
one of the inspirations for its creation,
has served as evidence in war crimes
trials, it has been used in peace and
reconciliation programs, and it has
inspired much art, including paintings, film, and literature. Yet it has also
been called ‘mis-captioned’ by some
who don’t want to confront this past,
and there are others who continue to

celebrate the hatred depicted in the frame. It has
even reached the point
where the image is used
as a symbol of cruelty and
ethnic cleansing in other conflicts. The suffering of the Bosnian people is seen as experienced
by all.

The brutality of the War
Thirty years on the image is powerful; it continues to appear and reappear. And thirty years on we also have
to ask about the limit of that power. As
we now witness some imagery that can
easily be exchanged between Ukraine
and Bosnia, I am confronted with the
idea that the photographs I showed the
world of the Bosnian sacrifice were limited in their ability to remind people of
the brutality of war.
The world stunned by the violence
with the breakup of the Former Yugoslavia, repeated to itself, “How can there
be another war in Europe in the 20th
century?” Today, the world stunned
by the violence that Russia is applying
to Ukraine, utter the same but different
phrase, “How can there be a war in Europe in the 21st century?”
(Author is the co-founder of the VII
Photo Agency and The VII Foundation)
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A reporter asked her why she was on
the Bridge, and she replied, “I am the
mother of two children, and I will defend this city”.
The Sarajevo heroine gave her life for
freedom. Ante Sučić, the famous mayor
of the City of Sarajevo from 1975 to 1981,
when Sarajevo was chosen to host the
1984 Winter Olympic Games, was her
uncle. But Sarajevo ignored her sacrifice for many years. Olga’s ex-husband
Goran and their family were trying to
prove for many years that Olga too was
killed on that fifth day of April, 1992. His
outcries sounded like a whisper.
Only few heard him. With the support of Edina Kamenica, an Oslobodjenje journalist, the Suada Dilberović
Bridge was finally renamed the Suada
Dilberović and Olga Sučić Bridge, on
December 3rd, 1999, and a new memorial plaque carrying the names of both
victims was erected on April 6th, 2001.
Memorial plaque on the bridge / SENAD GUBELIĆ

Is This Sarajevo?
Today, we are writing new stories on the Bridge which
preserves the history of Bosnia and Herzegovina’s capital,
the Bridge of Suada Dilberović and Olga Sučić, the Bridge of
heroism, defense and the soul of Sarajevo
Writer: MATEA JERKOVIĆ

“W

e won’t give you
away, Bosnia”,
tensofthousands
ofSarajevansand
friends of Bosnia
and Herzegovina chanted while walking down the streets of Sarajevo on that
fifth day of April, 1992. It was a response
to the imminent war and barricades
that the aggressor set up during the
night between April 4th and 5th. At the
crossroads in Pofalići, citizens chanted
in unison: “We don’t want Vukovar, we
don’t want Vukovar…”
Columns of people were moving
while the sound of sporadic gunfire
reverberated through the city. The
crowd responded by singing: “My Bosnia, wonderful, dear, beautiful, gorgeous…inside you is Sarajevo, the city
of sevdah…”Shortly afterwards, a river of citizens arrived in front of the Assembly of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Then, gunshots were
fired from Hotel Holiday Inn, directly onto the crowd…Screams…More
and more people were moving towards
the Vrbanja Bridge. Then came more
gunshots…
Two bodies, both female, lied on the
bridge pavement. Several meters away
lied a wounded man. An exact number
of wounded people was not known…

Awarding scholarships from the
Fund ‘‘Suada Dilberović’’ / FENA

The loss of a most loved one
Suada Dilberović, a 24-year old student of medicine in Sarajevo, who was
born in Dubrovnik, lying on the ground,
asked before she died, “Is this Sarajevo?” Severely wounded Olga Sučić
breathed her last on the way to hospital. Milomir Vučijak, also known as
Uncle Mišo, as his neighbors at Obala
27 July Street in Sarajevo (what is today
Aleja lipa Street) nicknamed him, died
that same night from serious injuries.
The siege of Sarajevo began.
On April 6th, 1996, the Vrbanja

Bridge was renamed the Bridge of Suada Dilberović and a memorial plaque
was put on the Bridge in honor of the
student who had given her youth to the
city that she had genuinely loved. On
May 9th, 2018, a memorial park dedicated to Suada Delberović was opened
in front of the Faculty of Medicine in
Sarajevo, as a permanent testimony
to the killed youth. Every year, the Sarajevo University awards scholarships
to talented students from the “Suada
Dilberović” Fund. Suada was buried
at the Bare cemetery, in Sarajevo, the
city she had loved so dearly, on April
8th, 1992. Hundreds of people and numerous reporters attended her funeral.
Her mother Sanija, nicknamed Sana,
and sister Mirza live in Dubrovnik, her
sister Edina lives in Sarajevo and sister
Đenana lives in New Zealand. Her father Atif died in 2016, having never recovered from grief over the loss of his
child’s hug he had been robbed of.
„It has been thirty years since the
saddest day of our lives. It is extremely hard to describe what life has been
like all these years since the awful day
which changed everything. Only parents who have lost a child can fully comprehend what it is like. The sudden loss
of a sister, forever, can only be felt by
those who have experienced such loss
themselves. It is simply impossible to
describe grief, as the power of words
fails to describe the depth of emotions
of such kind.
Sorrow does not cease over time,
pain does not weaken, the intensity of
missing her does not decrease as the
days go by. We simply learn to accept
and live with it this way. Every Spring,
as April approaches, our pain intensifies, the wounds and vivid memories reactivate, and so it goes on in circles, in
waves. What we strongly wish for, form
the bottom of our hearts, is that other
people do not live to experience the sor-

row and pain of a loss of a loved one, so
young and innocent. At the same time,
we know that as we write this, it is exactly what someone out there is going
through. And that in itself is devastating.
Throughout her brief life Suada embodied all she believed in: truth, fairness, solidarity, honesty and respect.
Since the early age and all the way
through to her student days, she was
the first to stand up for those who were
weak, the first in line to offer help to
those in need. She nurtured love and
friendship with all people alike - inclusively, equally and unconditionally. Choosing medical profession made
it possible for her to put all her values
in practice and to serve all those who
needed help – not only in terms of medical care, but also kindness, empathy
and a human touch“, members of the
Dilberović family told us on the eve of
the 30th anniversary of her murder.
The values nurtured by the young
student are also taught by her closest
family members.
„Thirty years on, Suada is represented in all the little things which carry her
values and all that she stood for. What
we are teaching our children and new
generations now is exactly that which
Suada promoted and lived for. This
way, we hope that their future will be
brighter than the past and present our
generation has lived through. We hope
that they will build a world based on
values of good, humanity and peace,
where no young lives are lost in vain“,
it is stated in the letter of the Dilberović
family.
Olga Sučić, a 34-year old woman, left
her handbag on that fifth day of April,
1992 in her office at the Executive Council of the Assembly of the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and told her
colleagues: “I will be back soon”. She
never came back to collect her bag.

Permanent Warning
March 20th, 2022. There are flower
bouquets and wreaths laid at the Suada Dilberović and Olga Sučić Bridge.
There is also a woman, wearing a white
jacket, staring off in the distance. Nora
Trifković, a 33-year old woman, lost her
mother on that fifth day of April 1992.
She was 2, and her sister Jelena was 9.
Severely wounded during the war, Jelena was evacuated from Sarajevo to a receiving hospital. She now lives in Denmark. Nora stayed behind in Sarajevo
– to defy, warn and tell. She is often told
that she looks just like her mother. Today, she is mother herself: she has a
nine-year old son, Nidal. Nora’s first
memory is that of a girl who could not
accept the killing of her mother.
“I did not accept it the way it was,
that my mum had been killed, that my
mum had died, that my mum was not
around…Being a child who craved love
and mother’s affection, I was imagining, so to speak, I was hoping that she
had gone somewhere, perhaps, with
another man, to live a different life
somewhere else, that she was going to
come back one day, that it was not the
way it was, that my mum was alive…
But, over time, when you grow up, listen to the news, watch news on television, you hear all sorts of things…With
the years passing by, and the war that is
going on, you come to understand that
it is killing, death, that it is a normal process for individuals who are leaders of
states. So, over time, I came to realize
what had happened.Of course, my grief
has never gone away as I still miss that
love and affection, perhaps, because,
first of all, my parents got divorced before she died, and then, on top of everything, she was killed. But, you accept it
with some pride, and also with some
sadness and yearning because she is
not with you, because today, I have a
son who, unfortunately, has only one
grandfather, my father, and nobody
else – all of them died. Of course, he will
miss a grandmother, everybody will be
talking about their grandmothers, and
their visits their grandmothers, and he
will have nothing to say. He has only
one grandfather, which makes it even
more difficult for me as he is probably
longing for their love”, Nora shared with
us her deepest sadness.
She also recalls the day when her father took her to the Bridge and showed
her where her mother had been killed,
and also a memorial plaque carrying
only one name. As a girl, she did not
know what was going on.
“After an initiative was launched to
change the plaque, after all those requests, petitions and letters sent to the
municipal authorities and various institutions, which I do not remember,
since my father and my grandmother launched it, the newspapers began

writing about it, something was going
on, and, eventually, the plaque was
changed. I felt proud, somehow. I remember the day when the plaque was
unveiled, I was a fifth or sixth grader. My
elementary school, “Vladislav Skarić”,
is close by, and I remember that the
whole class and our homeroom teacher came to attend the ceremony. I had
not known that they would come, so
it was something great to me. I realized that the people had accepted the
truth, that she had been on that Bridge,
that she had been killed, because it had
been hushed up, covered up, hidden,
until photos and videos were shown
on television. Imagine how I felt when
I saw a photo showing my mum being
carried, with a caption beneath saying
it was Suada Dilberović. These are the
things that you cannot explain to yourself, but, thanks God, there is a different plaque now, and it was much easier, you know that it was accepted. But
I still meet the people who say it is the
Suada Dilberović Bridge. I do not mind
it, but it jars on my ears that word, Olga,
is missing, it is simply missing, and it
is annoying and it hurts. In the past,
I reacted, but I no longer do that, it is
not their fault, I cannot blame them,
particularly younger generations, they
do not know it. I do not think I should
explain who my mother was, why the
Bridge did not have that name since the
very beginning, I could not explain it to
myself, let alone to them. Once I said,
the worst feeling I get is when I realize
that if her name had been Fatima, perhaps, it would have been engraved on
the plaque right in the beginning, that
is the worst feeling, it always hurts me,
that nationalism, ethnically based divisions, which, I think, was the main reason for all that”, Nora recalls.
In the past, she used to be angry because crowds of people were silent. She
wandered why nobody thought it necessary to say that Olga had been killed
on that Bridge.
“A woman called me once, and she
never called me again, probably out of
fear. She told me, ‘I took your mother from the bridge to the nearby stone
wall, from where they took her away.’ I
wonder why those people were silent all
those years, why nobody thought it necessary to say after the war: ‘That woman
was killed there, put her name on the
plaque’. It was somehow concealed.
This was why, I was angry, it was not
clear to me, but I can still understand,
those people too might be afraid of everything that happened during the war,
I can understand it”, Nora says.
Perhaps, she was a bit angry at her
mother for running out of office straight
into the river of people, which was rash,
she says, and for not thinking about

Nora and her sister at home, or that she
might be killed.
“This was the reason why, perhaps, I
was a bit angry at her since I am mother now, and I am thinking, I would not
have rushed out just like that, I would
have stayed with my child. But I am no
longer angry. Anger is not my problem,
because, if she had not run out and had
not been killed on that day, I would not
have been here, she might have saved
ten lives in a sea of people, because
only the two of them were shot”, Nora
explained.
She is happy that her neighbors still
remember her mother.
“There are a few neighbors from before the war, who still live in the same
building, and who remember my
mother from the period when she was
married to my father, and they say, ‘You
look exactly like your mother, you are
just the spitting image of your mother’.
When they see me carrying shopping
bags, they say, ‘Your mother did exactly
the same, she washed carpets when she
was 9 months pregnant.’ Such stories
fill my heart, because I know that she
was noticed, appreciated, that people
loved her, that she was valuable. Some
women who had shared office with her
at the Executive Council called me, and
it means a lot to me when they say some
nice words to me, when I know that my
mother is remembered, that they know
who she was, and that she is not only
known for being killed on the bridge.
She is remembered as a nice person,
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which means most to me”, Nora says.
She has a vivid memory of her fraternal grandmother and reintegration
of Grbavica.
“That was also painful, since my
grandmother was in Grbavica, she lived
in the red “Metalka” residential building, across the OHR, and right on a demarcation line, and we did not see her
for 4 or 5 years, until Grbavica was liberated. I remember, we went to the bridge
in Pofalići, the Liberation Bridge, and
we met with her there”, Nora recalls.
She is telling her son stories about his
grandmother whom he did not meet,
the grandmother who became a symbol of the siege, a symbol of the defense
of Sarajevo. Her son Nidal’s homeroom
teacher, who was also Nora’s homeroom teacher, made sure that Nidal
and his classmates know the history
of the city. She often takes them to the
Bridge and tells them that it is the Bridge
of Nidal’s grandmother. But Nidal is not
concerned about the war.
He is mature enough to understand
it, but also young enough to believe
in a happy and nice future. But stories
about a new war make that bright boy
worried. He often says, “Please, do not
frighten me”.
“It is so sad that after so many years
my child is afraid of war. It is too sad,
since I went through that hell, and now,
I have a child at home watching the war
in Ukraine, thinking that it will happen
to us here tomorrow”, the young mother speaks frankly.

Nora, daughter of Olga Sučić / DIDIER TORCHE

That her mother’s sacrifice was not
worth it, Nora says, is shown by the current political situation.
“You see the current political situation in BiH, it was obviously not worth it.
Not only my mother’s life, but the lives
of all veterans, disabled people in this
country, were not worth it, obviously,
and I only hope that the photos from
Ukraine and Russia will bring people
back to their senses. I hope that our politicians will understand that our people do not care about weapons or another war. Our problem is that a bottle
of cooking oil costs BAM 5, this is what
we are thinking about, we are thinking about its price tomorrow, and not
about fighting a war”, says Nora who is
afraid of another war mostly because
she is the mother.
Even her father told her that their
passports should always be at hand, because in 1991 he was the first one to say
that there would be no war, but the war
broke out. Based on that experience,
she thinks that there will be another war
because the minds of the people on all
sides are poisoned. If a new war breaks
out, Nora will leave, although she has
always lived in Sarajevo.
“Trust me, I would be the first one to
grab my child and leave because my
mother was killed and I have nothing today, literally nothing, and I really believe that I would not achieve
anything by staying behind with my
child; he goes to school and should finish his education one day, and then find
a job, while I, at the age of 33, do not
have a permanent job. I have not received anything from this state for the
past 33 years, and the saddest thing is
that when I get a job for a few months,
I get it only because of my mother, and
nobody asks me about my education”,
Nora said, adding that some people,
who were willing to help, called her but
were unable to do anything because of
the political situation.
She identifies as a Bosnian and Herzegovinian because this is how she was
brought up, and “ethnically mixed marriages” are quite normal in her family.
“So long as we believe that we have
to be divided along religious lines,
there will be no progress. All those
pictures from Ukraine are so painful
to me: although I was a small child, I
saw so many things, and I would not
like my child or any other child to have
the same experience and see the same
things. I hope that everybody will understand that a war does not bring good
to anybody. I think BiH is a small coun-

try which has survived so many years
because of its ethnic and religious diversity, and we have always been good
hosts, and people still appreciate us,
remember us by the Olympic Games,
they are telling stories about us, and today, we are dealing with Bakir, Dodik,
Čović and their ilk, and it hurts me a
lot. I would not like anybody to experience what we experienced”, Nora says
with tears in her eyes, adding that if the
current situation continues, she will be
forced to emigrate in order to secure a
better future for her son.

Her Mother’s Legacy
But her love for this city is huge, and
although she had many opportunities
to leave, she remained here.
“After the war, many people asked
me why I had not left the country…I
did not, I feel a need, I feel a duty to be
here, because it is my mother’s legacy, because she was killed here. She
died for me and a million of other children, people, who live here, so, can you
image me leaving? No way. However, the financial, economic and political situation in BiH is forcing me to
pack my bags and leave with my child.
I immersed in make-believe, deceiving
myself year after year, but I think I will
be forced to leave if not by a new war,
God forbid, then by my financial situation, because I have two pensioners
at home who find it hard to make ends
meet, plus me with my child, divorced,
with a measly alimony, permanently
unemployed, with an unsolved housing problem, I do not know where to
start from. I would prefer staying here,
but I think I will leave because I have
been trying to find a permanent job,
but there are always contracts, uncertainty, I work two months, then I have
no job for the next three months, then
again I work two months, then I have no
job for the next five months, it has been
like that for many years, and then I just
comfort myself. The worst thing you
can tell your child is, ‘When mum gets
paid, we will go somewhere’, and then
mum has no job. It puts pressure on me,
it is painful in my chest because if I did
not have anything during the war, and it
is so sad that in peacetime I am unable
to afford certain things to my son. If it is a
luxury to take your child to the cinema,
to buy your child an ice cream….These
are the things that prey on me, and hurt
me. I would be sad to leave, I would regret that decision, I do not feel like leaving, I have a deep connection with this
place; the Statehood Day, the Independence Day, all that is the same to me,
April 5th, 6th, I always feel the same, I
have a very strong bond with my home
country, and I would not like to leave,
because my roots are here. Ante Sučić,
my mother: I did not come here from
another planet, I have a strong bond
with this city and country. Everything
hurts me. When I see the mayor, I feel
sad, she was a child and lived in Grbavica during the war, and today she is the
mayor. My mother’s uncle served as a
mayor, and then I realize that I am not a
newcomer, that I have my roots here…
But, sadly, it means nothing today, so…I
should grab my suitcase and my child,
as if there was a war…”, Nora says and
walks away towards Wilson’s Promenade, towards the Bridge on which her
mother stood at the forefront of defense
against fascism.
The river Miljacka still flows under
the Bridge. Today, some other children,
mothers and fathers walk across the
Bridge. We are eternally grateful to all
mothers and fathers, sisters and brothers, daughters and sons, husbands and
wives who stood up and stopped the
evil.
“A drop of my blood is spilled, so the
river Bosnia may never run dry”.
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Najbogatija riznica tradicionalnih recepata

“Klas” kao simbol bh. ponosa
nikad nije zapitala kako je ulica
Paromlinska u sarajevskom
naselju Dolac Malta dobila ime.
U istoj toj ulici, punih 120 godina
smještena je kompanija “Klas”, a
temelje za izgradnu njene Velepekare postavio je Paromlin. Odatle
i ime ove ulice! 1902. pokrenuta je
inicijativa za izgradnju Sarajevskog
„Paromlina“. Oko ove inicijative
okupili su se sarajevski uglednici
i marljivo radili šest godina na
njenom ostvarenju, tako da se ovaj
ju prvog paromlina s pravom uzima
kao godina osnivanja “Klasa“.

Zahvaljujući prije svega brojnim humanitarnim programima, samo
u ratnom periodu iz „Velepekare“ Sarajevo je isporučeno 114 miliona
komada hljeba za potrebe racionalnog snabdijevanja, 230 g dnevno
po stanovniku. S druge strane, ratne štete mjerile su se milionima
DEM. Obavljajući svoje poslove tokom ratnih dešavanja i opsade
Sarajeva, poginulo je 24, a ranjeno više desetina uposlenika „Klasa“

Ako pogledamo današnji rad i
proizvodnju kompanije “Klas”, pa
se malo osvrnemo na prve godine
historijat, rast i napredak jer su
P
na valjke“, davne 1910. imali jednu
sa parnom mašinom, kotlovnicu sa
dva velika kotla, ekonomiju i stolarsku radionicu, magacin, industrijproizvodnja “Paromlina” iznosila je
više od 1.000 vagona.
P
rat. Cijelim tokom trajanja Prvog
svjetskog rata Paromlin je proizvodio brašno, a zbog teške ekonomske situacije prodajne cijene i
potrošnja po glavi stanovnika bila
je strogo kontrolisana od Vladinog
povjerenika za zemaljski glavni
grad Sarajevo.

Značaj Paromlina u
bivšoj Jugoslaviji
Sarajevski Paromlin bio je jedan od
inozemstva za vrijeme bivše Jugoslavije. U to vrijeme jedan dio upraP
I
P
na – Peštanski mlin „Viktorija“.

na u zgradi nekadašnjeg parom-

P
D
R
kapaciteti Paromlina u tom periodu radili su samo povremeno i
D
i u ranijim ratovima, uredbama

Ž
sastojao se tada od Velepekare

-

TP Ž
met“ koji je tada zapošljavao 158
radnika. Formiran je laboratorij za
-

– industrije hljeba i peciva, te
Tvornice suhog tijesta „Bosanka“
Sarajevo koja se bavila proizvodnjom tjestenine. Kroz godine rada
Ž
Sarajevu, tako i u Ilijašu, Brezi,
Visokom. Prodajni asortiman je
i tip 1.000, bijeli i polubijeli hljeb...
P
Ž prometa“ u periodu od 1957. do

tona godišnje, dok je godišnja

vrste u bivšoj Jugoslaviji. Uporedo

221.000 tona.

Bosanski lokum, rolat
Sarko, čuveni Tost i
hljebovi...
Jedan od proizvoda kojeg i danas
imamo na policama nastao je
„Sarko“ Sarajevo, prva tvornica
R
O

ured dijelio je posebne iskaznice
sa kojima su stanovnici mogli dobiti
dnevne obroke krušne hrane od

1945. godine u objektu sarajevskog Paromlina osnovano je preI
-

vo. Pogoni su potpuno rekonstrui-

-

P
smjena je mogla proizvesti 14.400
komada rolata. Asortiman je ubrzo
proširen novim vrstama biskvita, te
izuzetno primamljivim „Bosanskim
lokumom“.

I
ekspanzija u proizvodnji raznih
vrsta hljebova, te asortiman “Velei peciva, a dnevno snabdjeva više
od 500 prodajnih mjesta.

P
-

su i novi silosi za uskladištenje
pšenice projektovanog kapaciteta
29.000 tona.

A onda se desila opsada
Sarajeva...
Period 1992-1995 bio je jedan od
K
K

O

Ubrzo nakon toga “Velepekara”
pušta u prodaju svoj novi hljeb,
poznat pod nazivom „TOST“,
specijalno pakovanje bijelog hljeba,
-

RA AP
ima mlin i pekaru. Samo tri godine

proizvodnje 2.400 tona brašna

tada najsavremeniji na svijetu.

“Klas” je imao izuzetno dugu
tradiciju dobro organizovane komsirovina, energenata, repromaratne proizvodnje, snabdijevanju i
A
gatski kapaciteti za proizvodnju
gas kako bi se proizvodnja odvijala

humanitarnim programima samo
u ratnom periodu iz „Velepekare“
komada hljeba za potrebe racionalnog snabdijevanja, 230g dnevno
po stanovniku. U Mlinu u Sarajevu
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Brda i tada su potpuno uništena
dva sprata. Sve se ponovo saniralo
L
radili i po desetak dana, a da nisu

proizvoda i tjestenina. “Klas“ u
1997. godini zapošljava 827 rad-

Sarajlija. U oktobru ‘92 godine je
uvedeno racionalisanje hljeba, pola

Pet godina nakon rata, završena je
potpuna rekonstrukcija Mlina i on je
pušten u pogon 25.09.2002. Mlin

nicama prema spisku Skupštine
grada”, objašnjavao je Mešak.

maloprodaji.

najsavremenijim u Evropi. Istovre-

“Klas” je na raspolaganju imao
24 hiljade tona vlastite pšenice u
Sarajevu, a osim toga stvorili su i

J
Evropi. U okviru mlina instalirani

vlastitim sirovinama mogli su raditi
samostalno, dok se nisu stvorili
jednice i tada je dolazilo sve što je
nedostajalo. Od 1. aprila 1992. do
31. januara 1997., proizvedeno je
više od 131 milion komada hljeba,
a svaki dan je izlazilo 77 hiljada
kilograma proizvoda.
Osim hljeba za vrijeme rata proizvelo se šest i po miliona kilograma
makarona te oko 17 miliona kilo-

homogenizaciju brašna i silos za
mekinje. Mlin je potpuno automatidaljine. Pored ovog projekta, u
“Velepekari” je instalirana nova linija za proizvodnju kapaciteta 3.500
kom/h hljeba od 400g, linije za
okviru “Klas” Centra u Mostaru
instalirana je i puštena u rad industrijska pekara, diskont, veleprodaja
20 novih dostavnih vozila.
Sve je krenulo da raste i da se
ravija u pravcu koji je bio nezamisliv 1995. godine. 2007. godine
“Klas“ zapošljava ukupno 1.475
stalno uposlenih. Kupljen je savreO
sistema.
Prekretnica za kompaniju “Klas”
desila se kupovinom njihovog
A

T

privatnim kapitalom, akvizirala ovu
prehrambenu industriju. Akvizicijom
K
A
je: „Sprind“ d.d. Sarajevo i „Mlin i
L
T
A
su AS Jelah, Vispak, Oaza, Solana
AC Food sa brendovima Kent,
Master, Maza, Tops i mnogi drugi,
nastao je veliki prehrambeni sistem
koji danas predstavlja simbol
dine od akvizicije prihodi “Klasa“

-

Iako je danas vodeći,
“Klas” nastavlja razvoj
D
K
u mlinsko-pekarskoj djelatnosti,
S druge strane, ratne štete mjerile
DE O
svoje poslove tokom ratnih dešavanja i opsade Sarajeva poginulo
je 24, a ranjeno više desetina uposlenika “Klasa“.
Direktor Velepekare za vrijeme rata
u Sarajevu je bio Kemal Mešak,
1972. godine. Prvo je bio tehnoje istakao za jedan portal, ‘80-ih

grama brašna i drugih proizvoda.
Sarajevska “Velepekara” sedam
dana u toku cijelog rata, nije bila u
cama i domovima za djecu i stare.
“Velepekara” je za vrijeme rata

tome, nijedan dan nije se desilo
da nema hljeba, a u prvom planu
nam je bilo snabdijevanje bolnice.
Sarajevska Velepekara je nekoliko
puta granatirana za vrijeme rata,
a poginula su 24 radnika od ‘92

dišnje “Klas” proizvodi oko 80.000
tona hrane, a upošljava 940 rad-

-

ara tradicionalnih
baklave, hurmašice i sva ostala

je uplatila 1,7 miliona maraka.

Nakon svih ratnih nedaća,
ponovo “staje na noge”
Uprava “Klasa“ i njeni uposlenici

Velepekare.
“U ratu smo proizvodili u nenormalnim okonostima, bez brašna,

-

nom proizvodnjom amortizovane

-

Svaki segment proizvodnog proi repromaterijala, preko njihovog
skladištenja, do proizvodnje i
isporuke gotovih proizvoda, savjesno prate vrhunski tehnolozi i radnici
s dugogodišnjim iskustvom. “Klas”
godišnje u sigurnost, zdravstvenu
ispravnost hrane i kontrolu kvaliteta
K
Savremen i automatiziran proces
proizvodnje, tradicija, neprocjenjivo
iskustvo, široki asortiman proizvoda i njihov vrhunski kvalitet, te pov-

broj humanitarnih projekata zahvali stabilizacije proizvodnje pekarskih

ištu tako i
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Hadžići među deset najrazvijenijih općina u FBiH
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The art for living
182 premieres were staged in Sarajevo theaters, which were
seen by more than half a million Sarajevans. The theater
under siege showed how much art means to every man in
hard times
Writer: DINO MUSTAFIĆ, DIRECTOR

D

uring the siege of Sarajevo, which lasted 1425
days and became the
longest one in modern
history, the cultural life
of the besieged city has spawned a
very dynamic art scene. It is easy to
show that Sarajevo defended itself
with culture too, since there is a record of 3.102 works of art, 48 concerts
and more than 170 exhibitions. In Sarajevo theaters, 182 premieres were
staged, and were seen by more than
half a million of Sarajevans. The theater under siege showed how much
art in hard times means to every person and how much it can help to endure the impossible.

with a clear artistic intention to capture the substance of life that Sarajevo
represented in those years - “laughter
and crying, wisdom and sorrow, man
and comprehension”. A parallel reality was created that guarded the soul of
Sarajevans to prevent them from contamination with hatred, and to help
them avoid falling into self-pity and
victimization.
The war theater at the time was a
space of freedom, because when it

was besieged, we were liberated inside theater both as people and as artists. There are few such honorable pages of our collective memory in which
people were willing to sacrifice themselves for freedom, but there was also
the audience that filled the halls day by
day making a theater, concert, or exhibition through an urban ritual of resistance to fascism.
The creative energy of the artist is always a possible basis for

establishing a new quality of sensibility and existence. Its declarative, interactive, and practical activity, other
than “producing” works of art is also
a process of unleashing human potential. Art is born through the strong
will of the human psyche and emotions or remains forever tamed in the
sphere of its ineffability. In that way
the creator expresses its engagement
in eternal bridging contrasts between
“feeling” and “understanding”.

Visitors’ Book
We had a visitors’ book for theatrical performances during the war in
which a female viewer wrote: “Thank
you for not letting me go insane.” I
think in that sense art has done an
awful lot in terms of healing. My first
directing professional steps are related to that period - “Theater under siege” is a phenomenon that has
become a subject of serious scientific studies in which eros defeats
death and barbaric politics, not only
with the numbers of premiers held
and reruns, but with its exceptional creativity.
Art confronted the challenge of death
as a game of life. Classical music pieces were played in the streets next to the
ruined buildings, dramatic replicas of
the cosmopolitan repertoire echoed
from Sarajevo theaters in aesthetically thought-out directorial concepts,

It is easy to show that Sarajevo
defended itself with culture too,
since there is a record of 3.102
works of art, 48 concerts and
more than 170 exhibitions

Sarajevo String Quartet plays in the
ruins of the City Hall, winter 1993
/ PAUL LOWE / VII PHOTO

SARTR

New Year, Coast Art Center, 1994. / PAUL LOWE / VII PHOTO
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A teenage rock band rehearsal in Dobrinja,
summer 1993 / PAUL LOWE / VII PHOTO

Miss Sarajevo 1993 / PAUL LOWE / VII PHOTO

artists of that time was not critical
enough; however they were happy
to come to the theater, galleries, concerts, movies and to they enjoyed it,
and we artists were happy to play for
such an audience and enjoyed it. The
relationship between the audience
and art at the time was relieved of
other motivations, of interest, completely existentially stripped and the
only motive was to truly participate in
an artistic ritual, the motivation was pure: to see a play, a
A parallel reality was created film, a painting, a sculpture,
to see a temporary or perand it guarded the soul of
manent act of creation with
deeper and more complex
Sarajevans to prevent them
consequences, where the
from contamination with
truth about man, relationhatred, and to help them
ships and destiny is told, in
which there is an exchange
avoid falling into self-pity
of sensibilities and insights,
and victimization
joy and sorrow, laughter and
crying.

This feature, thanks primarily to theater workers, has also become a leading, recognizable force in the activities of creators from some other fields,
too (film and fine arts, for example).
In this way the artists protected, more
spontaneously than consciously articulated method, the ethics of one’s own
profession, without becoming a victim
of deceptions and passionate, pathological ecstasies. Happiness is not in

Art cannot be appropriated, alienated or destroyed, although throughout history we have witnessed such
insane attempts. Art is literally a durable, impenetrable, though breathable membrane, no matter how fierce
and numerous means are by which it
is attacked, especially in war. However,
its idea is indestructible. The engagement of artists in war is based, above
all, on ethical humanistic and enthusiastic principles, which, perhaps, had

It was played in the middle
of the war

Setting the play “Waiting for Godot”
directed by Susan Sontag, summer
1993 / PAUL LOWE / VII PHOTO

never before been manifested to such
an extent, either in individual or collective terms, in a sense of belonging to a
community.
Therefore, artists did not succumb to
the inertia of the events, but they consistently with an increased motive for
proving their vitality, followed the nature of their art - to be continually open
both in permanently tolerant speech
as well as in self-critical reexamining
of one’s own engagement in a time of
physical domination of aggressiveness
and mental cancers cemented by ethnonationalism. In that respect, a unifying characteristic of the largest number art projects created in the war is
their authentic dynamism which can
be called a movement or some new
sense of the world.

building a better and more beautiful
future on corpses, but to keep the living, to respect the values and works of
art, to fit into the planetary system and
to stay mentally healthy. We will often
hear how we’re exaggerating in dealing
with our recent past, however, there are
rare texts in newspapers or web sites to
be found that talk about what the art
meant for the creators but also for Sarajevo audience at the time.
It was an unusual relationship
which, and it can be said without exaggeration, it had a love character.
The actors and the audience were
simply loving each other in the most
beautiful sense of the word. Everything at the time seemed harmonious, solidary and loving. Perhaps the
attitude of the audience towards the

An unusual sponsor
It couldn’t have been any different
because my story is how, working on
my first professional play “The Wall”
by Jean Paul Sartre during the siege, I
needed some wooden planks, and the
only reliable and possible sponsor in
such circumstances for a play was – a
local funeral home “Pokop.” It is probably the only theatrical poster in the history of the theater which has a funeral
society sponsor logo. And that’s why it
is interesting from today’s perspective
to understand oneself, the people and
the community I was surrounded by;
no doubt then we were in a bare state,
where indeed life itself was the essence.
Regardless how horrible it was to live for
years in complete darkness and without electricity, it was nice to live, real
life, or essential life with artistic truth.
The uniqueness of the phenomenon of art in besieged Sarajevo goes
beyond what happened in former
Leningrad, since it was a real uprising from creators who remained in
Sarajevo in order to raise morale, to
avoid spiritual submission to those
who have been ruthlessly destroying
that city, burned it day by day, and
killed, too. It was an artistic defense
of the right to freedom and life, which
for me personally as an art beginner at
the time changed attitude towards reality, defining me as director and socially engaged cultural worker. When
I summarize the experience from the
siege period, I realize that many concepts and things for me have a different meaning now and before the war. I
feel and live that other meaning: what
is life, what is love, what is separation,
what is death?! Today, death is no longer terrible for me. In the war I lived
with death, became intimate with it
and together with my fellow citizens
overcame fear; I accepted it as part of
life in the arts and in real experience.
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Pri r mi a: Indira Hamzić
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A lesson from the first hand: With journalists and editors of our Newspaper / SENAD GUBELIĆ

A reporter has to determine
the ground truth
After a week of questioning about 60 refugees, I found victims from
Omarska and Banja Luka and wrote my own story. Published on August
2, 1992, and it resounded like thunder, Roy Gutman recalls
Interviewer: MATEA JERKOVIĆ

This is a report by a journalist about
the most horrible crime against a European nation since the Nazi Holocaust. Serbian authorities and rebel
Bosnian Serb leaders call it “ethnic
cleansing,” and Western governments
and institutions have embraced the
euphemism as if they had degenerated
it. However, the facts show that this is
genocide - a deliberate attempt to exterminate a nation just because of its
belonging to a certain religion.

T

his is what the introduction to the book “Witness
to the Genocide Roy Gutman” says, an American
journalist who sent reports
from the occupied parts of the Bosnian Krajina to the world about the
existence of concentration camps.
It was August 1992. As early as 1993,
Gutman was awarded the Pulitzer
Prize for International Reporting,
won a number of other awards, and
in the same year his book was published in New York at the Macmillan
Publishers. It first appeared in Zagreb
in local languages in 1994 in the Duriex edition, and several publishers
printed in Sarajevo in 1995.

The aggressor always invents
an excuse
Gutman was born in 1944 in New
York City, and in 1966 he graduated
in history from Haverford College,
graduated from the London School

of Economics and in 1968 received
a master’s degree in international
relations. He worked for Reuters,
reporting from Bonn, Vienna, Belgrade, London and Washington. He
was head of the Office for Europe,
State Department correspondent
and chief reporter on Capitol Hill.
Since 1982, he has been on Newsday, writing about the fall of the Polish, East German and Czechoslovak
regimes, the opening of the Berlin
Wall, the unification of Germany, the
first democratic elections in the former Eastern Bloc and the break-up
of Yugoslavia.
You have said many times that
Manjača and Omarska were a
shocking discovery and changed
your understanding of journalism. How?

atia, and by the time I determined it
was a war of aggression carried out
by the federal army under Serbian
manipulation, my editors and those
of many other publications had lost
interest in the story.
There was even less interest when
war began in Bosnia, and that was
profoundly frustrating because we
all knew it would be far bigger and
far worse than Croatia. I decided that
telling the story by quoting government spokesmen would never really
interest the reading public. But after
determining who was the aggressor
in Croatia, it was a small step to focus
on the victims of aggression and tell
their story in Bosnia. It meant talking to refugees and spending time
in the provinces where the aggression was occurring, rather than in
the capitals. That is what led me to
get on the first bus from Belgrade to
Banja Luka after the federal Army
opened its “corridor” along the Sava
river. I had heard from refugees who
reached Croatia that there were detention camps around Banja Luka,
and on arriving there I stopped by
the military headquarters and asked
to be taken to them.

- One of the hardest tasks for a journalist at the start of any war is to understand the big picture - what’s really going on and who’s committing
aggression. The aggressor always
invents a cover story which has the
victim provoking the war in the first
place. A reporter has to determine the
ground truth by checking the rhetoric
of both sides and
seeing who’s lying
The best journalism comes not from
and who’s telling
the truth. It took
quoting government officials but
months of reportfrom the testimony of the victims
ing before I figured
out the war in Croabout what happened to them

And that’s how I got to Manjača.
The Serb-dominated federal army
took me to the camp on the day the
International Committee of the Red
Cross was admitted, and luckily, I
had a great photographer with me.

Manjača camp

My story and Andree Kaiser’s photographs established that civilians were
being taken to detention camps, mistreated and often dying. I heard from
the local Bosniak and Croat political
parties about Omarska, which they
described as a death camp, but when
I asked to be taken there, the authorities refused.
The knowledge that Omarska existed but was off limits gnawed at me,
and I decided to organize a search of
Bosnian refugees in Zagreb to see if
anyone had been to Omarska or other reputed death camps. After a week
of interviewing possibly 60 refugees,
I located victims from Omarska and
Brčko Luka and wrote my story. It
appeared August 2, 1992 and had a
thunderclap affect.
The very capable diplomat representing Bosnia at the UN, Muhamed Šaćirbey delivered copies
of the newspaper I was writing for,
New York Newsday, to the desks of
every UN ambassador. The UN organized a fact-finding mission. Reporters in Washington questioned
the Bush White House. At first it acknowledged that it was aware of the
camps, but that raised many questions about why the White House remained had silent. The administration then withdrew its statement and
said it hadn’t known, which added to
the public uproar.
From my base in Zagreb, I interviewed survivors of other camps up
and down the Sava valley. Each story added to the overall image that a
network of concentration camps had
been set up systematically. After a UN
factfinding delegation went to Bosnia,
the Bosnian Serbs had to close down
the camps.
The life lesson is that Journalism can
make a difference. You have to makes
every effort to get to the scene even if
you’re denied access, you must report
in a timely way and you have to get your
facts right. The best journalism comes
not from quoting government officials
but from the testimony of the victims
about what happened to them. camps
began to close after my story appeared,
amplified by Sky News and the Guardian’s visit to camps.
The UN set up a commission of inquiry, leading to the ICTY, and my interviews (and those of my colleagues)
with victims and officials responsible
for the atrocities later provided evidence in the war crimes trials.
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Omarska camp, 29 years later / ANADOLIJA

That experience
drove me to report
the war in Syria and
the crimes committed
against the Syrian people. Syria was like Bosnia, a war crime masquerading as a war.

The life lesson is that
Journalism can make a
difference. You have to makes
every effort to get to the scene
even if you’re denied access

How do you see the war in
Ukraine today?

- The wars in the former Yugoslavia were launched by Milošević and
his ethnic Serb allies in other republics to fulfill of the nationalist fantasy
that history has chosen one ethnicity to rule all the others. That was exactly the opposite of the design that
Tito created for a federation of equals
with rotating leadership. Milošević’s
timing was at the end of the cold war,
a decade after Tito’s death, just as
Communism was sinking as a one
-party rule. Milošević had no alternative to offer the population of Serbia such as a western-style system of
open markets, constitutional checks
and balances and multiple parties, so
he turned to nationalism, pandering
to the worst instincts of the Serbian
population. Nationalism has been
defined as promoting a misunderstanding of the history of your ethnic
or religious group for political gain. It
relies on the big lie, on reinventing the
past, and it inevitably leads to war.
This was the path Milošević took
in Yugoslavia, and Putin has followed his footsteps. The only way
Putin can achieve his aim of creat-

ing a single unified nation of Russia
and Ukraine is by expelling the population of Ukraine or destroying the
country. Putin’s scheme is as mad as
Milosevic’s. Putin so underestimated Ukrainian resistance and overestimated the strength of the Russian
military that I don’t see how Putin
can conceivably win.
And if he doesn’t, he should look to
Milošević to see where he’ll wind up.
Rump Yugoslavia came apart, with
Kosovo becoming an independent
country, and Montenegro as well.
Now it’s rump Serbia.
Could that happen to the Russian empire as well? It all depends
on how much damage the Ukrainian
army manages to inflict on the Russian army.
There’s one big difference between
Bosnia and Ukraine: I think the lesson
was learned from Bosnia that people
trying to defend their country against
an aggressor have to be provided the
weapons they need to survive. The
U.S. and its western partners withheld
weapons in Bosnia, an enormous mistake that wasn’t repeated in Ukraine.
Can you draw a parallel with Bosnia and Herzegovina?

Roy Gutman visits the editorial office of Oslobođenje, 2017 / SENAD GUBELIĆ

- Ukraine was much better prepared for the Russian invasion than
Bosnia could have been for the war in
1992, but the main reason is the Russians organized only a partial incursion into Ukraine in 2014, in which
Russian proxies seized the Donbass
region and Crimea. Ukraine had eight
years to prepare for the next battle, acquiring arms and training, revamping its military, holding elections, addressing corruption and building a
society. Bosnia didn’t have the advantage of time, and it had Yugoslav
troops stationed in the major cities
and towns that turned into the enablers of genocide.
What strikes me is that both Bosnia and Ukraine were internationally recognized states when war broke
out, with seats at the UN and an apparatus that could deal with major powers. I reported the war in Syria from
2012 to 2018, where the regime’s
brutality was identical to that experienced in Bosnia and in Ukraine. But
in Syria the opposition, even though
it represented more than half the
population, was never united, had
no constitution, no parliament and
no state.

Has the world learned the lesson
from Bosnia and Herzegovina?

- In the period after the 9/11 attacks
in 2001, the United States abandoned
humanitarian law, pulling away from
international tribunals and staying
silent in the face of crimes against
humanity. I wrote several journal
articles bemoaning this very real setback.
But the war in Ukraine has revived
interest in humanitarian law. In Syria, the U.S. government was almost
silent during the Russian bombing
that led to the fall of Aleppo, but in
Ukraine, the President of the United
States and European leaders suddenly are clamoring to denounce the Russian assault as war crimes and a crime
against humanity. The U.S. and its
European allies are putting the spotlight on the war crimes in real time
and labeling them for what they are.
So perhaps the lesson of Bosnia-Herzegovina was learned after all -- after
a 20 year pause.
What are you doing today?

- About three years into the war in
Syria, the U.S. government stopped
paying attention to the atrocities oc-

curring daily and stopped supporting the rebels trying to protect the civilian population. Instead, it decided to fight a new group called the Islamic State or ISIS that sprang out of
nowhere and took over vast tracts of
territory. But I kept on hearing from
defectors from the Syrian regime that
ISIS had doing this with the support
of the Syrian government.

One chapter short of
completion
It is something the U.S. government never acknowledged and to the
best of my knowledge, never even
investigated. I’ve spent the past five
years researching and writing a book
on the relationship between the regime and ISIS. I am one chapter short
of completion.
But recently I was approached by
the trustees of the Baltimore Council
on Foreign Affairs, who were looking
for a new president for the group. I
began the job March 1. It’s a great
organization which tries to define
and discuss the major issues in foreign affairs. I commute to Baltimore
(from Washington) several days a
week.
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From a Symbol of Plight
to a Symbol of Success
Serbian authorities will later justify their crimes with controversial
information that the reason for the attack on Kozarac was a conflict
between Muslim extremists and a patrol in Jakupovići, where they
allegedly wounded a JNA soldier. But the facts speak otherwise
Writer: FAHRUDIN BENDER

M

ay 25 will mark the 30th
anniversary of the attack
on Kozarac. Many cities and local communities in Bosnia and Herzegovina fell under a similar scenario in
which never-before-seen crimes were
committed against civilians.
Kozarac, lying on the outskirts of Prijedor, with municipality status during
the Austro-Hungarian rule, comprises
11 settlements among which the largest are Kamičani, Kozaruša, Brđani and
Babići.
According to the 1991 census, 21,993
people lived in the area of Kozarac, the
majority of whom were Bosniaks, who
would become victims of war crimes
and persecution during the war.

Death in camps
“There was a comprehensive pattern
of atrocities against Muslims in Prijedor
in 1992 which has been proved beyond
reasonable doubt”, reads the trial judgment of the International War Crimes
Tribunal against Milomir Stakić, former
political leader of Serbs in Prijedor, who
was sentenced to 40 years in prison for
his responsibility in exterminating, killing and persecuting thousands of nonSerb civilians in the municipality.
After an independence referendum in BiH, the Serb parties accused
Bosniaks of dismantling Yugoslavia,
and the media propaganda was getting worse day after day, especially after the “Wolves from Vučijak” militia
occupied a transmitter on Mt. Kozara,

A father was beaten to death
in front of his son. The men
shrieked with pain. There was
blood on the walls and on the
ground. The men who came out
of there alive had open wounds

Survivors returned and rebuilt their
houses / DIDIER TORCHE

took down the TV Sarajevo programming and replaced it with the propaganda broadcast programs from Banja Luka and Belgrade.
The SDS made a decision in Prijedor
in December 1991 to overthrow the legitimate local authorities, with the intention of bringing in those who were
loyal to their cause. To implement their
decision, they staged a coup on January 7, 1992, and named Stakić speaker
of the Assembly of the Serb People in
the municipality of Prijedor.
In the next days and months, they
formed a series of Serb secret police
stations and armed over 1,500 men.
Towards the end of April 1992, those
reserve police forces, deployed in five
detachments, occupied the buildings
of the municipality, police, the postal
office, banks and the court. The coup
turned into hard reality.
The Serb forces occupied the municipality of Prijedor on April 30 and
banned Muhamed Ćehajić, the municipal leader, from entering his office. Only three weeks later, they arrested Ćehajić, detained him in Omarska camp, and killed him.
“It seems to me that everything that is
happening to me is just an ugly dream,
just a nightmare, I simply cannot understand how something like this is
possible. I just keep wondering whom
I offended, and how much, so that I
have to go through all this. But I still believe in justice, I believe in truth, and I
believe that this will all be cleared up”,
Ćehajić wrote from the concentration
camp to his wife Mina. She read out the
letter she had received from her husband to the court during her testimony at the Hague tribunal.
Ćehajić, just like Nobel Prize winner Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn in the Gulag, spent his last days wondering what
had made him deserve guilt which did
not have a cause.
The entire non-Serb population of
Prijedor, and of Kozarac in particular,
felt a similar absurdity.
The police station in Kozarac, the
territorial defense command, prominent citizens of the local community, including local Serbs, gathered in
meetings as they were concerned about
overthrowing a democratically elected
government.
They had only two options: to resort
to civil disobedience or to maintain the
status quo with the expectation that the
crisis would be solved at the state level.
It was then that an idea was born to
restore temporarily the municipality
status to Kozarac. This initiative still
exists.
But the Serb authorities did not allow it. They gave an ultimatum to the

Trnopolje camp

people in Kozarac demanding that the
police in Kozarac be disarmed, that all
hunting guns be handed over, and that
the Serb tricolor flag be displayed on all
buildings and houses.
Professor Jasmin Medić, of the Institute of History in Sarajevo, describes in
his works how Serbs were superior in
the talks, which they clearly demonstrated by setting demands.
During some talks, the Serb side demanded a shift in loyalty from the legitimate state to the Serb republic.
“Colonel Vladimir Arsić and major
Radmilo Zeljala requested that Bosniaks in Kozarac hand over seven thousand barrels, otherwise, ‘Kozarac will
be levelled to the ground’”, Medić wrote
in his articles.
Mevludin Sejmenović, a negotiator on behalf of the SDA, testified
about it during the trial of Stanišić and
Župljanin.

“We knew that we could not fulfil
the demand since we did not have that
many guns, and if we had returned fewer guns, they would have still accused
us of not fulfilling the ultimatum. The
major said, ‘Gentlemen, it is your problem’”, Sejmenović said.
On May 20, the Presidency of the
Serb Republic of BiH issued a decision
on general mobilization, and the next
day the First Krajina Corps of the RS
Army issued that order also in Prijedor.
Everything was prepared for an attack
on Kozarac. Already on May 22, 1992,
the Serb authorities cut off all of Bosniak
telephone cables. That same night, Kozarac fell into a deep sleep which turned
into a nightmare.
Later, in an attempt to justify their
war crimes, the Serb authorities
claimed that their attack on Kozarac
had been provoked by what is still a
controversial conflict between Muslim
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Remembrance of those who were
killed: The crime at Korićanske stijene
in Vlašić took place on August 21,
1992. / HARIS BADŽIĆ

Kozarac – Memorial / DIDIER TORCHE

Kamičani, Kozarac, July 2019:
Collective funeral and burial of 68
Victims / ANADOLIA

extremists and a patrol in Jakupovići,
alleging that a JNA soldier had been
wounded. But, the facts simply prove
otherwise: their attack was prepared
and planned long before.
The attack on Kozarac began on
the afternoon of May 24, 1992 and was
launched by the unites of the First Krajina Corps of the Army of the Serb Republic of BiH, parts of the 343rd Motorized Brigade, police structures of the
Public Security Station in Prijedor, the
Fifth Kozara Brigade and members of
the Security Service Center in Banja
Luka.
On the other hand, the units of the
Territorial Defense of BiH, led by Sead
Čirkin, and the police in Kozarac lacked
manpower and weapons to stave off
the attack.
“At the beginning of the attack, civilians were exposed to concentric fire delivered by artillery, tanks and other firing

weapons; encouraged by the ‘success’
of their initial attack, the Serb forces invaded the region. The shelling of Kozarac continued unabated. After the
Serb forces intensified their attack by
deploying extra troops and weapons,
systemically destroying everything in
front of them, and systemically attacking civilians, numerous civilians started moving towards Mt. Kozara where,
again, they were exposed to attacks by
Serb military and police. Many civilians, who had failed to reach Bosanska Gradiška, were captured and taken
to the Benkovac barracks. There, they
were tortured and then moved to the
concentration camps”, historian JasminMedićwroteinhisacademicpaper.
Some civilians were deported towards the city of Prijedor. After intensive shelling and military occupation
of Kozarac, the Serb forces conducted
a “cleanup” campaign: many civilians

troops. When the town was occupied,
the Bosnian Serb forces began to assemble all non-Serbs and then forced
them to leave. The Bosnian Serb military and militia beat, robbed and killed
many more civilians during the ethnic
cleansing campaign in Kozarac.
The Bosnian Serb forces
Their initiative to declare Kozarac a
kept thousands
of Muslim and
municipality, which would be the
Croat civilians in
first municipality in the RS with the
Omarska, Keraterm and TrnopBosniak majority, has always been
concenmet with hostility and rejection from olje
tration camps.
There, more
the authorities in Prijedor
crimes were perpetrated and their
details are best
explained in the
ICTY judgments.
For example,
the panel of judges of the ICTY said
that it had been
documented for
the leader of the
SDS in Kozarac,
Duško Tadić,
alone, that in ten
separate cases
he had beaten,
Remembrance of Victims
attacked with a
knife and hit 19 Muslims in Kozarac,
at the barracks in Prijedor and at Omarska and Keraterm camps, and that he
had taken part in and aided the beating
of a Muslim camp detainee and sexual mutilation of another camp detainee at Omarska camp, and that he had
killed two Muslims in Kozarac by slitting their throats.
“You committed those crimes deliberately, with sadistic cruelty, using
knives, whips, metal bars, gun handles,
sticks, and by kicking your victims and
tightening the noose around the neck
of one victim until he fell unconscious”,
the presiding judge said while he was
reading out the judgment.
Other defendants tried and convicted by the ICTY for the crimes they had
committed at the camps were Miroslav
were killed, their properties looted and Kvočka, Omarska camp commander,
destroyed; others were forced out of Mlađo Radić and Milojica Kos, shift
their homes and taken to Omarska, commanders at Omarska, Dragoljub
Keraterm and Trnopolje concentra- Prcać, deputy commander of Omarska camp, and Zoran Žigić, who did
tion camps.
According to the report of the chief of not have an official title but was found
the Public Security Service Prijedor of guilty of the crimes committed in all
May 26, 1992, “around 70 percent of the three camps, Omarska, Keraterm and
territory was cleansed within the clean- Trnopolje. Summarizing the findings
up campaign conducted in Kozarac, in this case, Judge Almiro Rodriguez
Kozaruša, Trnopolje and Kamičani”. described the living conditions at the
Having realized that the Serb forces camps as follows:
“Detainees were fed little food, which
were mercilessly perpetrating largescale war crimes against civilians and was often rotten, and they had almost
that the authorities were not allowing no water. There were no real toilets, and
even wounded children to be evacu- they had to use buckets or the corner of
ated, the Police Station in Kozarac de- a room to relieve themselves, or else soil
cided to surrender on May 26, 1992, in themselves. The sick or wounded dean attempt to save the lives of the re- tainees received little or no treatment.
In general, all those men were wasted,
maining civilians.
In Kozarac, around 800 civilians weakened, and exhausted from the fact
were killed after two days of artillery of living in a climate of violence and fear.
fire and attacks by armored brigade They did not know when their name

would be called. They knew, however, that when their name was called, it
was not so much for interrogation as
for beating. Women were not beaten,
although some women were molested,
others, or even the same, were raped.
In other words, there was no area of
Omarska camp where a detainee could
feel safe or, quite simply, hope not to be
beaten or subjected to some form of violence. A father was beaten to death in
front of his son. The men shrieked with
pain. There was blood on the walls and
on the ground. The men who came out
of there alive had open wounds, could
not stand or were unconscious. The
corpses removed from there had open
wounds to the skull, severed joints, slit
throats. Some of the victims were ultimately executed with a bullet”, judge
Rodrigues described the horror.
In addition to the crimes committed
first in Kozarac, and then at the camps,
the Korićanske stijene crime, which
was committed on Mt. Vlašić on 21 August 1992, was particularly brutal.
A refugee convoy carrying Muslim
and other non-Serb civilians from Tukovi and ex-camp inmates mainly from
Trnopolje near Prijedor to the free territory of Travnik municipality pulled over
on the road along the Ilomska brook,
between Skender Vakuf and Mt. Vlašić.
Darko Mrđa and other members of the
police emergency squad carried out an
order requesting that all men fit for military service be separated from the convoy; they selected around 200 men; they
loaded them onto two buses and took
them to Korićanske stijene. The men
from one bus were ordered off, escorted to the side of the road above a deep
abyss, and were told to kneel; then, they
were shot dead. The men from the other bus were taken off in smaller groups
of two or three, and were killed in the
same way.
A significant number of residents of
Kozarac eventually reached Travnik
where they joined the BiH Army 17th
Knights Brigade, which was one of the
mainstays of defense of BiH.

Renewal of life
The people of Kozarac, former camp
detainees, veterans, survivors and refugee families returned to their homes
after the war. They restored their lives,
the economy and hope in the future of
Kozarac. Their initiative to declare Kozarac a municipality, which would be
the first municipality in the RS with the
Bosniak majority, has always been met
with hostility and rejection from the authorities in Prijedor.
They still have a long way to go, but
they are not giving up on their goal. This
heroic place and its persistent and dedicated people paid too high a price to be
deprived of what they are entitled to.
Kozarac as a municipality is the only
way to grow from a symbol of plight to
a symbol of success of Bosniak returnees to the RS. The authorities in Prijedor and the RS know it just as they know
that it would be the only way for them
to confront their ugly and criminal past.
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The memory on the Bosnian
leopard pattern fades
There are no precise numbers of the ethnically cleansed, or even
‘’only displaced’’ persons during the four years of the aggression,
but the ethnic map of today’s Bosnia proves that Karadžić’s first
war goal, the separation of peoples, has been realized.
Writer: SAŠA RUKAVINA

T

hree decades after the beginning of the aggression,
26 years after the Dayton
Agreement, there is, in fact,
no precise number of the
‘’ethnically cleansed’’ in those four
years in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The
number of the ‘’only displaced’’ has not
been determined exactly.
Dr. sc. Senija Milišić from the Institute of History of the University of Sarajevo states three numbers from three
different sources in the paper “Ethnic
cleansing of the Bosniak population
1992-1995 (methods, directions, statistical indicators) ”.
Milišić writes that until the signing of
the Dayton Peace Agreement on November 21st 1995, according to the BiH
Ministry of Human Rights and Refugees, “about 2.2 million people were
displaced from their pre-war homes
in BiH.” The second source are the reports of Tadeuš Mazoviecki, the rapporteur of the UN Commission on Human Rights, which speak about 2.1 million, and the third figure mentioned by
Milišić is 1.8 million, as stated by Darko Dukovski in his work “The History
of Central and Southeast Europe in the
19th and the 20th century”.

around the world. Of the total number of the expelled and refugees, about
63 percent are Bosniaks. Additionally,
Bosniakswereexpelledfrommorethan
70 percent of the territory of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Dr. Milišić said.
The statistics on the demographic
changes which were calculated in 2008
for the series “The history of the Croats
of Bosnia and Herzegovina”, and divided according to the contemporary regions of Bosnia and Herzegovina, may
help to understand the extent of ethnic cleansing in BiH. In this, the data
from the 1991 census and estimates of
the worldstatesmen.org portal for 2008
were used.
According to these data, in today’s
Federation, the number of inhabitants
decreased from 2,720,074 in 1991 to
2,321,897. There were 1,423,593 Bosniaks (then Muslims) in 1991 and 1,625

milion in 2008, the number of Croats
changed from 594,362 to 650,000, the
number of Serbs dropped from 478,122
to 33,000. In the Brčko District, the
population decreased from 87,627 to
70,471. In 2008, there were 31,000 Bosniaks compared to 38,671, 33,000 Serbs
compared to 18,128, and 8,000 Croats
compared to 22,252. Republika Srpska
had 1,569,332 inhabitants in 1991, and
1,494,912 in 2008. In 17 years, the number of Serbs increased from 869,854 to
1,315 million, the number of Bosniaks
dropped from 440,768 to 120,000, and
the number of Croats from 144,414 to
60,000.
The figures from 2008, of course,
should be taken with a grain of salt because, again, these are estimates, but
they are some indicator. Not only, of
course, for the magnitude of the crime,
but also for the degree of preservation

of the results of that crime. Researchers
are not the only ones who will say that
this crime is basically called genocide
and that it is part of the complete story
of aggression in BiH at the beginning
of the last decade of the last century.
And those who think that the term
genocide was replaced by the term
“ethnic cleansing” because then the
unprepared international community would not have to react in accordance with international law, probably have right. However, this is another topic, within which the claims of
Šimun Penava from the Croatian Institute of History, who once spoke to Radio Free Europe about the role of the
international community in the ethnic
cleansing of the non-Serb population,
will be verified.
- Specifically in Bosanski Novi (Novi
Grad), UNPROFOR placed almost the
entire city in buses and expelled them,
and brought them to Karlovac to the
UNHCR premises. Another example
is Kotor-Varoš, where the International Red Cross signed an agreement and
expelled 90 percent of the population
in an organized way by bus to the area
of BiH which was then under the control and authority of the BH Army, RSE
reported in November 2015 Penava’s
words.
American professors Gerard Toal
and Carl Dahlman, in a paper presented in 2005 in Sarajevo during an international conference dedicated to the
tenth anniversary of the Dayton Agreement, remind that the phrase ethnic
cleansing was ‘’first used in American
media on April 15th 1992 by journalist
Chuck Sudetic, quoting a Western diplomat in a report from Sarajevo for the
New York Times.’’
- The others back then still preferred
the notion of ethnic purification. However, following a visit to Washington by

Cleaning vs. purification
- Of that number (2.2 million), about
1.2 million people “sought refugee protection” in more than 100 countries

In Bosanski Novi, UNPROFOR placed
almost the entire city population in
buses, expelled them and brought
them to Karlovac. In Kotor-Varoš, the
International Red Cross organizedly
expelled 90 percent of the population

Srebrenica 1995: Men went through the forests, women
and children were crammed by VRS into buses and trucks

BiH Foreign Minister Haris Silajdžić in
April and May 1992, the term ethnic
cleansing became widely accepted as
part of the story of the war in BiH as a
European genocide, they state in a paper whose translation was published
in 2007 in the Journal for social and humanistic studies Pilar.

Leaving northern BiH across the Sava river / ARHIVA

Karadžić’s goal of war
More or less all the researchers agree
that ethnic cleansing, primarily of Bosniaks and Croats from the territories
that Slobodan Milošević and the SDS
in BiH denoted as “Serb”, was not just
a crime, it was the goal of the war.
Professors Toal and Dahlman recall,
among other things, thefamoussession
of the Assembly of the Serb Republic of
BiH on Pale in May 1992, during which
the war goals of the then formed RS
Army were determined.
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Who else than Radovan Karadžić introduced them, and, the authors write,
the first goal was “primordial: separation of ethnic communities in BiH”.
- The other goals were the military
geography of that separation, say the
professors.
To avoid confusion, the JNA, Serbian paramilitary and territorial defenses
did not wait for politics. Ethnic cleansing in BiH, according to Dr. Milišić, began in September 1991, when SerbianMontenegrin reservists came to BiH
and attacked the village of Ravno. It
was intensified until the end of that
year on the entire territory of BiH, which
the SDS delineated into “Serb autonomous areas”.
Dr. Milišić writes about three cycles.
The first began as soon as the new government was inaugurated, mostly in
the Serb-Croat and Croat-majority areas of BiH, where the SDS and HDZ
won in 1990.
- The thing is that the most responsible people in companies, administrative bodies and other important positions in municipal bodies were fired
or removed from office. In the second
half of 1991, calls for mobilization were
made periodically on both the Serb and
Croat sides, to which most Bosniaks did
not respond. Failure to respond to the
mobilization meant loss of employment and loss of tenancy rights, which
meant loss of livelihood. Various pressures in the workplace and frequent harassment on the street must be added
to this, especially after the establishment of the SAO, and after the start of
the war in Croatia, she writes.
She writes that this “forced the affected people into exile, while sowing
fear among the masses of Bosniaks”.
- People and families, exiled at this
time, went (fled) to larger cities within
BiH (Sarajevo, Travnik, Tuzla, Zenica, Mostar), but also to the countries
of Western Europe. Thus the ethnic
cleansing began, Dr. Milišić writes.
Turbe, March 1995.
The second cycle, in her opinion, is
essentially the first great wave of ethnic
cleansing and persecution that took
place in late March and early April
1992. A large number of those who realized that aggression was happening,
fled in front of the JNA and Serb forces,
saving lives and expecting that “the crisis will end quickly”.
- During the reconstruction of the
third cycle, we distinguish two phases,
which differ both in time and intensity.
The first phase, thorough and brutal,
began in the first half of April and lasted until the end of August 1992, when
most of RS territory was completely ethnically cleansed.
During this period, the JNA and Serb
forces carried out mass executions, the
population capable of military service
was taken to camps, and women, children and the elderly were expelled in
an organized manner through battle
lines to territory controlled by legal authorities or neighboring countries, Dr.
Milišić writes.
“The best example of this phase
is” she said, “eastern Bosnia (Podrinje), where about 131,498 people were
killed, imprisoned in camps or expelled.” The second phase of that cycle lasted “from the end of 1992 until the
end of the war, when the RS authorities
organized the expulsion successively,
depending, among other things, on the
need for exchange and the need to organize various forms of forced labor.”
- An example of ethnic cleansing
and directions of expulsion, that is, the
planned expulsion, is northern BiH. According to the 1991 census, the region
had 625,000 Serbs, 356,000 Bosniaks
and 180,000 Croats. At the beginning
of 1995, northern Bosnia had 719,000

Serbs, 37,000 Bosniaks and 30,000
Croats. The number of Bosniaks decreased by 90 percent, and the number of Croats by 85 percent, with a simultaneous increase in the number
of Serbs by about 17 percent. In the first
three months of 1995, about 3,000 people were expelled from the area, while
hundreds of people were displaced
throughout Bosnia, including about
300 Muslims who came to central Bosnia via Turbe, writes Dr. Milišić.
I was in Turbe in, I think, March 1995,
when one of the convoys arrived with
part of those 300 “exchanged” persons
or, as they were already called at the
time, Banja Luka Bosniaks. I used the
fact that they were being transported
from Turbe to Bugojno, where they
would be housed in the center for displaced persons, to transport myself to
the part of Novi Travnik under the control of the HVO.
I remember the silence in the bus,
unbroken to Travnik, where the first
complete, undamaged minaret appeared. I don’t know what broke out

Eastern Bosnia: Different methods have been used
to clean cities and villages, the result is one

The people of Banja Luka were expelled to Travnik on July 7, 1993 / MIKHAIL EVSTAFIEV

of one woman, was it a scream, fear,
disbelief... : “People, we are safe, we are
on our own, among our own!”.

The Hague lessons
- The non-Serb population in the territory under the control of the RS authorities was daily exposed to all kinds
of pressure and torture. Every exit from
the house to the street was associated
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with the risk of being taken to prison,
beaten, etc. The houses did not provide
any protection either, because the police, the army and armed civilians could
invade whenever they wanted, which
is what happened, and they could take
away whoever they wanted, beat, rape
and kill, writes Dr. Milišić.
The harassment and torture were
regularly intensified, she recalls, “af-

According to the 1991 census,
ter every loss and
defeat on the batnorthern Bosnia had 625,000 Serbs,
tlefield. At that
356,000 Bosniaks and 180,000
time, the number of murders inCroats. At the beginning of 1995,
creased especialnorthern Bosnia had 719,000 Serbs,
ly.” According to
her, Bosniaks did
37,000 Bosniaks and 30,000 Croats
not receive rationing cards, most often they could not get medical help or welcomed on these “exchanges” since
medicine, and Serbs often used hu- 1992, so that the woman from the bus
manitarian aid as a kind of a “weap- in Travnik did not have to explain anyon of war”.
thing more.
- All this was calculated to force the
For those who did not know or
Bosniak population to leave the territo- refused to admit it even when they
ry under the control of Serbs and their watched it, the last chance to unhomes, but also in general, to leave the derstand were the Hague and doterritory of BiH and “scatter across the mestic trials for the organizers and
world”. Bosniaks were forced to sell perpetrators of genocide. Howeveverything in the territory under Serb er, judging by the results of the imcontrol in order to provide the money plementation of the Dayton Annex
needed to buy tickets, various certifi- 7, which related to returnees, huncates and approvals so that they could dreds of years of imprisonment for
the ethnic cleansing (given to the
apply to leave, writes Dr. Milišić.
That March of 1995, we had heard all perpetrators) have done little to anthis so many times from people we had nul its results.
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n July 1995, the military and police
forces of Republic of Srpska in Srebrenica committed genocide in
which, according to available information, 8.372 Bosniaks were killed.
Years earlier, Bosnian Serb authorities had subjected the enclave’s population to inhumane and life-threatening conditions that would have lead to
its annihilation even without liquidations and forced displacement. Years
of exhaustion, then persecution and
finally mass execution took place in an
area which the United Nations Security
Council had declared a UN safe area by
Resolution 819 of April 1993 and which
under that resolution it was obliged to
protect. The International Court of Justice in The Hague (ICJ) and the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former
Yugoslavia (ICTY) declared the crimes
in Srebrenica as acts of genocide.

Extensive operations
The end of the genocidal operation,
which began after the fall of Srebrenica
on July 11th 1995 and ended five days
later, was the most demanding action
carried out by the Bosnian Serb military
and civilian leadership with Serbian
support during the aggression against
Bosnia and Herzegovina. All political
and military activities were subordinated to that goal - the destruction of
the Bosniak population in the Srebrenica enclave.
Such an extensive operation required the participation of the whole
society. The closeness between the
murderers and the victims, created
during their life together in the same
area, makes the crimes even more
frightening. The victims were taken to
the shooting by buses that used to take
them to work or school, before the execution they were detained in their former school classrooms, gyms, factory
halls... Part of the executions were committed by the military and police units
whose members were not from the East
Bosnia, but most murders were committed by former friends, neighbors,
colleagues, schoolmates, teachers ...
The decision to physically destroy
“only” the male population of the enclave Srebrenica was enacted with a
goal to avoid accusations of destroying the whole community.
However, the end result was the
same, as the Muslim community in
eastern Bosnia was traditional and patriarchal, with men playing a leading
role in both public and private life. Men
were better educated, they were breadwinners and protectors; they made decisions in their families. The removal of
male members of the community and
the simultaneous forcible transfer of
women and children had identical consequences - the complete destruction
of the pre-war Muslim community in
eastern Bosnia. The people we knew as
Bosnian Muslims or Bosniaks are today
a disenfranchised minority in that part
of the country.
The annihilation of Bosniaks in eastern Bosnia is charted and announced
in ‘’The resolution of strategic goals of
Serb people in Bosnia and Herzegovina’’ adopted in Banja Luka in May 1992.
Radovan Karadžić explained the war
goals of Serbian people to the deputies
of the so called Assembly of the Serb
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
as follows:
‘’It seems that we do not even need
to agree on a goal. The goal is written
deep within us. It is sacred because it
is divine and by the fact that human
hand did not place it there. It is the goal
that Serb people feel and cultivate in
themselves and which they never give
up, no matter how difficult it is. We had
to agree on tactics, we had to agree on
practical steps, but we did not have to
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The killings started in the night
on July 11th 1995 in Potočari
Years of exhaustion, persecution and, finally, mass
executions took place in area which the United Nations
Security Council had declared a UN safe haven by UN
Resolution 819 in April 1993 and which, according to that
resolution, it was obliged to protect
Writer: DR. EMIR SULJAGIĆ

agree on the most far-reaching strategic
goals because everyone had the same
thought. And that is the surest guarantee that it is from the deepest being of
the Serb being, from the deepest being
of each of its members.
There are national communities in
the middle of Europe that cannot live
together. They cannot because they
hinder each other’s development.
There are species in the plant world
that cannot grow together. They have to
be removed to make progress. “
In April 1992, the units of the Novi
Sad Corps of the JNA and Serb paramilitary forces occupied the town of
Srebrenica without a fight. Only a few
hundred of its pre-war inhabitants remained in the city. The one-month period since Srebrenica was controlled by
Serb authorities was marked by robberies and crimes.
A group of self-organized Srebrenica volunteers in the late April in
1992 clashes for the first time with the
JNA, paramilitary forces and the local

the enclave. Its boundaries were not
stable and were constantly shifting. Already in the summer of 1992, famine
became central to the life of every inhabitant of the enclave. At the end of
that period, in April 1993, the so-called
Safe Area Srebrenica was formed.

Safe area
The second period of the siege lasted from April 1993 to July 1995 and it
was a time when the enclave was nominally under the UN protection. The establishment of a UN “safe area” did not
stop the exhaustion of the enclave’s
domicile population in Srebrenica,
internally displaced population from
the villages of the Srebrenica municipality that had been occupied by Serb
forces and refugees from other parts of
eastern Bosnia who had been already
withdrawing from Serb forces for an
entire year.
However, the territory under the
control of the units of the Army of the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina

Already in the summer
Serb police. A month later, a meeting of all armed,
of 1992, famine became
hitherto unrelated groups,
central to the life of every
was held in the village of
inhabitant of the enclave.
Bajramovići, and the Srebrenica Territorial Defense
At the end of that period, in
Headquarters was formed.
April 1993, the so-called Safe
Naser Orić was appointed
as the commander. On May
Area Srebrenica was formed
19th 1992, Serb forces withdrew from Srebrenica under pressure of the Territorial Defense in eastern Bosnia during the sumof Bosnia and Herzegovina.
mer of 1992 grew and spread to the
The siege of Srebrenica can be divid- north, in the direction of Tuzla. In
ed into two periods. The first lasted from the following months, the fighting
May 1992 to April 1993, and it was the intensified and until the fall, they
time when the Bosniak population that took control of the areas along the
survived the first wave of violence in the Bratunac-Konjević-Polje road.
Drina valley found refuge in Srebrenica.
As a result of the direct involvement
Since the beginning of the siege, Serb of Serbia, i.e. the Yugoslav Army, the
forces have been constantly attacking persecution of non-Serbs from other

settlements continued in eastern Bos- of the value of the most important tradnia. By the spring of 1993, the effect of ed items dictated the war, ie. power rathat persecution was that the popu- tio at the front. Only cigarettes could
lation of Srebrenica had reached be- still be bought with money. By the end
of the winter of 1992, cigarettes, which
tween 50,000 and 60,000.
When pre-war food supplies were were particularly in short supply, had
depleted, the population began to eat reached a price of a staggering 150 to
rye and oats, whose flour could not 200 German marks per pack.
In early 1993, when it became clear
be finely ground; the bitter flour of the
seeds cut their throats. The feeling of that the RS leadership would not let
hunger for some residents of the en- a single convoy to Srebrenica, thenclave was worse and heavier than the US President Bill Clinton decided to
fear of grenades and sniper
bullets. The hunger changThe removal of male
es people terribly; because
of hunger people did to
members of the community
each other what was unand the simultaneous
thinkable only days before because of a piece of yellow
forcible transfer of women
corn, hard as a stone, they
and children had identical
were willing to risk their
consequences - the
own lives and the lives of
others.
complete destruction of the
Money quickly became
pre-war Muslim community
worthless; a barter market
was established. The ratio
in eastern Bosnia
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By the end of the winter
of 1992, cigarettes, which
were particularly in short
supply, had reached a price
of a staggering 150 to 200
German marks per pack

deliver food to enclaves in eastern Bosnia from the air. Pallets of food and refund packages were thrown from
American planes on the surrounding
hills. Thousands of people moved towards the hills, with or without torches, in groups or alone, guided by instinct. The search for food became a
lottery for life. Until April 1993, when
the then-UN Commander Phillipe Morillon arrived in Srebrenica, everything
was eaten: corn cobs, hazelnut and everything that seemed digestible in the
slightest. Columns of hundreds of civilians passed stealthily through Serb
positions around the enclave all summer and autumn at night and returned
before dawn from the burned and destroyed Muslim villages, looking for
food in them, kilometers deep in the
territory under Serbian control. It was
a competition with death, darkness,
ambushes and inconceivable physical exertion. No one will ever know
how many people did not survive the
“search for food”.
The only thing that could be compared to starvation was the absolute
lack of salt. Almost anything could be
bought in a back chanelled way except
salt. Those who had it until the spring of
1993 did not want to sell it. Sometime
in the middle of that winter, someone
discovered salt reserves for sprinkling
roads - after several hours of overcooking, instead of ablack lump, a thin, snow
white crust of salt would appear.

Operations without anesthesia
Perhaps worse than the death in besieged Srebrenica was the wounding.
The hospital had only six doctors compared to the pre-war 44 that worked in
the city. Most surgeries were performed
without anesthesia. People offered everything they had for medicine. Most of
the time, nothing was enough. Contact
with the outside world was maintained
thanks to radio amateurs. Their first job
was to publish the names of the exiled
Podrinje citizens that found the refuge
in Tuzla and other places in northeastern Bosnia, who survived the attacks or
were deported. Every day hundreds of
people searched for their families, relatives, friends on the lists at the entrance
of the post office building... Radio amateurs were the only way to make contact with family members.
Sadako Ogata, the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, sent a dramatic

was “no longer valid”. The Drina Corps
was ordered to reduce the range of the
enclaves to the city in the case of Srebrenica and a village with a three-kilometer zone in the case of Žepa.
By the spring of 1995, the RS authorities were growing more aware that
a war had to be finished quickly. In
March of that year, the RS President Radovan Karadžić issued the Directive 7
of the Supreme Command. Karadžić’s
strategy was simple: to end the war by
force and force the international community to acknowledge the factual situation on the ground. The Drina Corps
was to carry out this strategy.
A general rehearsal of the attack
and a test of the will of the international community to protect the “safe areas” was conducted in early June 1995.
Namely, on June 3, on the orders of
Drina Corps Commander Milenko
Živanović, units of the Bratunac Brigade and the Special Forces Detachment “Wolves of the Drina” took control of the UN observation checkpoint
in Zeleni Jadar. According to a Drina
Corps combat report sent to the General Staff that day, “the population of
Zeleni Jadar […] moved out in panic”,
and “it was noticed that people from
the wider Zeleni Jadar area were moving towards Srebrenica after the withdrawal of UNPROFOR”. As a result of
that attack, the number of inhabitants
in the city itself increased from 36,000
to 42,000 people. Approximately 85 percent of the population were exiles. The
noose was tightened.

report on the situation in the Srebrenica enclave to the UN Secretary-General Bouthross Bouthross Ghali on 18th
of March 1993:
“Thousands of people enter the city
from the surrounding areas, which are
being systematically attacked and occupied by Serb forces. Thirty to forty
people died of starvation and lack of
medical care. Considering all that, a
massive humanitarian tragedy is happening in the Srebrenica enclave. “
It was at this time that General
Philippe Morillon, the UNPROFOR
commander for Bosnia and Herzegovina, arrived in Srebrenica from
Konjević-Polje, which had been occupied by Serb forces. After being prevented from attempting to sneak out of the
enclave, Morillon addressed the panicked citizens of Srebrenica from the
second floor of the Post Office building,
through a window, telling them that the
city was under the UN protection. The
UN Security Council adopted the Resolution 819 on April 16, 1993, formally
declaring Srebrenica a “safe zone” of
the UN, in response to the “accelerated deterioration of the situation in and
around Srebrenica”.
Despite declaring Srebrenica a UN
safe zone, the humanitarian situation
was still hopeless. During a visit to the
UN Security Council mission in April
1993, Ambassador Diego Arria, Venezuela’s representative of the UN Security Council, called the situation in
Srebrenica a “slow genocide under the
Miroslav, all this must be killed
protection of UN forces”.
The summer and fall of 1993 were
Two days before the attack on Srespent in mild euphoria due to feeling brenica began, Radovan Karadžić
of protection, for the first time since the called on Miroslav Deronjić to Pale
beginning of the war. Convoys of hu- as the most prominent SDS official in
manitarian aid began to arrive regu- Podrinje. After a brief discussion of
larly and at least briefly allayed the fear the possible consequences of the enof famine.
clave’s military occupation, Karadžić
There were no large-scale attacks said: “Miroslav, this should all be
during that period, but sniperists con- exterminated.”
tinued to shoot at the city. The securiAt three o’clock in the morning,
ty officer of the VRS Bratunac Brigade, Momir
Pallets of food and refund
Nikolic, defined the situation as “... making life
packages were thrown from
difficult in the enclave,
American planes on the
not allowing civilians to
surrounding hills. Thousands
do their job”.
In late July 1994, the
of people moved towards
VRSMainStaffinformed
the hills, with or without
the commands of corps
torches, in groups or alone,
that the Ceasefire Agreement of 18 April 1993
guided by instinct

on July 6, 1995, the attack began on Srebrenica from all locations around the city. The
shelling was intense and continuous. Five Dutch Battalion
observation checkpoints in the
southern part of the enclave fell
one after another in an attack
by the RS Army. By the morning of July 11, Serb forces had
begun occupying some parts
of the city. By four o’clock in the afternoon, Dutch soldiers had begun the
evacuation of four to six thousand civilians from the town towards Potočari.
During the night of July 11, RBiH
Army soldiers and male civilians began to gather in the area of Šušnjar and
Jaglić, which were the starting points on
the way to Tuzla. According to some estimates, there were between twelve and
fifteen thousand people in the column.
Old men, women, children and
about two thousand men gathered in
Potočari seeking refuge at the UN base.
The actual number of refugees who arrived there on July 11 and 12 will never be known. The Dutch battalion estimated that there were 17,500 people in
Potočari, while the UN military observers estimated the number to be much
higher - between 30,000 and 35,000.
Today it is known that the political
and military leadership of RS in the
next 24 hours made two strategic decisions with tragic consequences: the
first - to deport women and children
from Potočari, and another to kill the
entire male population of the enclave.
In the morning hours of July 12, outside the hotel Fontana in Bratunac, Momir Nikolić met with his superior - Colonel Vujadin Popović, Assistant Chief
of Security in the VRS Drina Corps.
Popović presented him with a plan
according to which several thousand
of women and children would be deported from Potočari to RBiH Armycontrolled territory near Kladanj, and
that the men would be separated, temporarily detained in Bratunac and then
executed. According to the later testimony, Popović told him: “All ‘’balijas’’
should be killed.”
The men and boys who were separated from the crowd in Potočari were
taken to the Vuk Karadžić school and
the old school in Bratunac. Miroslav
Deronjić says that Bratunac was in the
state of siege that night:
“At that time, buses and trucks with
captured Muslims came to Bratunac
from Konjević Polje. The buses were
parked in the very center of the city so
everyone knew about them. People
were taken to the stadium, the hangar
and the Vuk Karadžić primary school.
Many young or old people were mobilized during the night. They were given
rifles and told to guard and secure the
buses. In the evening, Ljubo Simić reported that there were murders, shootings ... “

Between eighty and a hundred
people were killed that night in Bratunac. In the morning a large number of prisoners, in a column of buses and trucks longer than a kilometer
and a half were taken in the direction
of Zvornik. They were taken to several different locations and detained in
schools and gyms.
The VRS military security services
were in the heart of the organization of
the systematic killing of Bosniak men
population from the Srebrenica enclave . A group of officers from the Security Directorate, led by Ljubiša Bear,
organized the planning, identification
and mobilization of resources, the selection of people to commit crimes, and
the subsequent burial and destruction
of evidence of the crimes. Members of
the Military Police and other units subordinate to the military security service also took part in the conduct of
the crime.
The killings started on the evening of
July 11, 1995 in Potočari, but organized
mass executions took place from 13 to
16 July in the municipalities of Bratunac and Zvornik. The five major execution sites in Zvornik are: a school in
the hamlet of Grbavci near Orahovac,
a dam near Petkovci, the Branjevo military farm, the Pilica Cultural Center and
Kozluk. The largest single mass execution site in Bratunac was a warehouse of
the Agricultural cooperative in Kravica.

Secondary tombs
The process of hiding and destroying evidence of a crime began parallel
to the mass executions. The majority of
the work was done by the engineering
units of the RS Army.
The operation to erase traces and
cover up the committed crimes carried
out by the civilian and military authorities of the RS was codenamed “Asanacija”, which is a term that means taking
hygienic and sanitary measures on the
battlefield. The criminal operation of
moving the bodies of those killed from
the execution site to smaller ones, the
so-called secondary graves was supposed to be secret, but in the end it had
to be done with the use of civilian resources and the manpower of utility
companies in Bratunac and Zvornik,
because military resources were not
enough.
The Prosecutor’s Office of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former
Yugoslavia and the International Commission on Missing Persons found 73
mass graves of Srebrenica victims by
March 2009, when the search for the
missing was left to the authorities of
Bosnia and Herzegovina: 31 primary,
37 secondary and five for which no information was available. The number
of mass graves discovered to date exceeds 100.
(The author is the director of the
Srebrenica - Potočari Memorial Center)
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Oslobođenje, 1993.
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Izet Nanić in the trench

1.201 days of the siege of Bihać
Bihać was a strategic bridge for connecting the Autonomous Region of
Krajina (ARK) and the SAO Krajina in Croatia, all motorized JNA units that withdrawing from Slovenia and Croatia - went to Bosnia, passed through Bihać
Writer: FAHRUDIN BENDER

T

he citizens of Bihać realized
that there would be a war
as early as the beginning of
1991, when written notices
of the Crisis Staff began to
be distributed to the Serb population
of the city.
‘’Strict alertness until Friday, every
window should be a watchtower, shut
down lights at 22.00, avoid incidents.
Provide a bus. Establish a connection

with the JNA army hall, cars should not
be used. Mandatory response to the call
of the TO and JNA. Anyone who gets a
weapon is a military conscript.’’
That is how the war in Bihać was
prepared.

Death in the corn field
Until the beginning of the aggression on Bosnia, the term crisis staff was
almost unknown, until the self-proclaimed Serb areas began to introduce
it, in parallel with the addition of the
prefix Serb in almost all cities of BiH.
The Serb municipality of Bihać was proclaimed on December 28, 1991 in Pritoka near Bihać. Bihać was a strategic
bridge for connecting the Autonomous
region of Krajina (ARK) and SAO Krajina in Croatia, and all the motorized
JNA units, that were retreating from
Slovenia and Croatia to Bosnia, passed
through Bihać.
Altough in the city lived just a bit
more than 17 percent of the Serb population, SDS and JNA wanted it for
themselves.
They secretly dislocated the weapons of the TO and used them to arm
formations loyal to the Serbian Krajina.
In the fall of 1991, the first civil killings on the area of municipality of Bihać
happened. Gospa Halkić was killed
during the corn harvest in the settlement Vikići. According to the eyewitness statements, people who harvested corn were shot from the direction
of the SAO Krajina. By spring, several
more incidents had occured.
The neighboring Bosanska Krupa
was attacked in April, and Bihać only

two months after, the reason for the of Bihać became a battlefield of the largdelay in the start of the war in Bihać has est number of offensives, terrible battles and destructions, but also tactical
not been clarified to date.
It was not until June 1992 that most operations like nowhere else during
residents of the Bihać settlements of the wars in the Balkans. The Fifth Corps
Dobrenica, Spahići, Jezero, Brkići, also performed the largest number of
Golubić, Čekrlije, Vinica, Založje, Orl- successful war operations, especially
jani and Ribić had to seek safety outside since the middle of the war when they
their houses that were on the siege line. began to bring glory to the entire BosRipač is the first place where the ar- nian army. These are just some of them.
The operation Lightning (‘’Munrests of the Bosniaks began and their
closure in the IMT service area, which ja’’) happened on Januar 11th, 1993,
housed the headquarters of the Serbian when the shock Bužim brigade occupolice and which would later become a pied the wider Bajan area, as well as
camp. Along with it, there were also the the earlier operation Fire (‘’Oganj’’),
Račić, Orašac and Kulen-Vakuf camps, where they liberated Čorkovača by takwhile the remote Kamenica building ing over the part of the state border.
near Drvar was designated as the cen- This battle confirmed the strategic genius of young general Izet Nanić. Altral camp.
Bihać was attacked on June 12, and though the operation Birch (‘’Breza’’)
in the siege that lasted 1201 days par- was led by general Ratko Mladić, the
ticipated units of the First and Second fighters of Fifth Corps resisted attacks
Krajina Corps of the VRS, Banija, Kor- on Grmeč-Srbljani and Bužim-Otoka
dun and Lika Corps of VRSK. The most battlefield. In the counter-offensive,
engaged were the units from the Sec- Hasin vrh and Alibegovića kosa were
ond Krajina Corps, 15th Light Infan- liberated. The operation ‘’Grmeč’’ was
try Brigade from Bihać, 3rd Light In- led by general Atif Dudaković, on Octofantry Brigade Bosanski Petrovac, 17th ber 24, 1994, in the direction of Kulen
Light Infantry Brigade from
Ključ, 1st Light Infantry BriWhile people of Bihać barely
gade from Drvar, 11th Light
Infantry Brigade from Bosansurvived, the smugglers
ska Krupa, 2nd Light Infanwere selling bags of flour
try Brigade from Mrkonjić
Grad, 6th Infantry Brigade
for a thousand German
from Sanski Most, 2nd Artilmarks each, the enemy
lery, Engineering Regiment
and mechanized units, as rebegan to deliver poisoned
inforcements of the brigades.
food to weaken them in the
The superiority of these forcoperation „Mač“ (Sword)
es was enormous and the city
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The Fifth Corps started the
action “Sana 95” and they
finally liberated Bosanska
Krupa, and after that Bosanski
Petrovac, Ključ and Sanski
Most. The progress of
the Heavenly Forces (“Sila
nebeska”), as the Fifth Corps
was called, was stopped by
the signing of the Dayton

Vakuf and Vrtoče. In a counter offensive from the other side of battlefield,
the agressor went down to Zavalje,
Vučjak, Žegar and Vedro Polje above
Bihać. The operation ‘’Grabež’’ started on October 25, 1994, when the glorious 502 brigade liberated the barrack
on Grabež. Then happened the great
operation Tiger freedom (‘’Tigar sloboda’’) when the units led by Hamdija Abdić Tigar staged a rebellion in the
city of Bihać in mid-July 1994, so they
used operative intelligence methods to
extract huge military aid through Fikret
Abdić, who believed it to be a real rebellion. This operation is also considered
to be the first break of the Autonomy.
Then, in November 1994, the operation Spider (“Pauk”) ensued in the assistance of the autonomous and Serbian forces, designed at the SDB headquarters in Belgrade. With the collapse
of the enemy offensive, the hopes of the
aggressor to destroy the resistance in
the Cazin region and the Bihać district
through Abdić were lost. Then the forces of SAO Krajina and VRS carried out
the largest pressure on Bihać in the winter of 1994. The city of Bihać was worn
out by the war and starved. The general Atif Dudaković just then rejected
the offers of the UNPROFOR’s generals to lay down their arms and become
a protected zone like Srebrenica, and
thus similar fate was avoided. A turning point in the war happened after two
operations of Croatian Army, operation
Winter 94 (‘’Zima 94’’) and Summer 95
(‘’Ljeto 95’’) that were small in the size of
warfare and in the quantity of the conquered strategic territory, but were the

Fifth Corps

basis for the next action Storm (‘’Oluja’’) after which Bihać was liberated
from the besieging enviroment. Croatian army has with the help of the Fifth
Corps broken SAO Krajina, after which
the Fifth Corps liberated Velika Kladuša
forever, breaking the Autonomous district Western Bosnia. After that, the Fifth
Corps started the action ‘’Sana 95’’ and
they finally liberated Bosanska Krupa,
and after that Bosanski Petrovac, Ključ
and Sanski Most. The progress of the
Heavenly Forces (‘’Sila nebeska’’), as
the Fifth Corps was called, was stopped
by the signing of the Dayton Agreement
and the end of the acts of war in BiH.
Bihać survived all those terrible offensives, but just from one (operation
Sword (‘’Mač’’)) it still today has consequences in the form of multiple cancerous diseases and short lifespan of the
population. The people of Bihać would
not wish such dark days to anyone.
The intensity of the combat operations in 1994 is best seen in the losses
in the units of the Fifth Corps of the ARBiH and among civilian population of
Bihać district. These losses are significantly higher than in the previous two
war years. The total number of killed
fighters and leaders in 1994 was 1,041
of which 56 were officers, 76 non-commissioned officers and other soldiers.
The largest number of the fighters and
leaders died in July 107, in November
294 and in December 187 - states the
Bihać historian Mujo Begić in the book
“In the siege of 1.201 days”.
In those days, while people of Bihać
barely survived, the smugglers sold a
bag of flour for a thousand German

marks, the enemy began to deliver
poisoned food to weaken them in the
operation Sword (‘’Mač’’).
In the confiscated documents with
the label of military secret, the colonel
Petar Borić, the commander of the 15th
Corps of Knin, writes:
-Ontheday25.5.1995,Iwasinformed
by the 15 K reserve captain Drakulić
Mimo, to be at the last checkpoint (border of 21 and 15K) and take over two
trucks reg. 68-45 and 68-46 (without
city signs) and to secure
the passage, through the
checkpoint of the civilian
police of Ličko Petrovo
village, which goes on to
Bihać. The commander
ofthe15.KregimentSevo
Stevo emphasized that
it is an action of a strictly closed character, and
that the goods are poisoned and that the passage should be secured, Atif
and all in order to inflict Dudaković,
losses to population and commander
fighters before the offen- of the Fifth
sivebegins.Itookthetask Corps
seriously and I accomplished it during the day. However, instead of two, three large trucks came,
to which I secured the passage. At the
checkpoint, I later talked to an unidentified person in a new Renault-clio vehicle with Belgrade registration, but I lost
the piece of paper with his name on it,
so I do not know which drivers or road
leaders are involved, and I was not even
interested, given the task I received - described the colonel.

The actors of this operation engaged
in a deliberated poisoning of citizens of
Bihać, hoping to be promoted for it and
get a medal, so they carried out orders
without conscience, considers historian from Bihać, Mujo Begić.
That event is a proof that Belgrad
wanted to poison Bihać. Then the problem with money occured, which was
the reason for writing that report, so
we found out about the whole storytold us Begić.
The colonel Borić was called later
in the night, because a problem arose
during the return of the convoy from
Bihać.ApolicemannicknamedRaćina,
searched the convoy and found a huge
amount of money from a person from
Belgrade (the trail boss).
At the police station in front of
Raćina, there was an open briefcase
full of foreign currency and a pistol in
a holster; he said that he does not allow vehicles to pass back. The trail boss
said that he received 607.000 DM of

foreign currency for sold (poisoned
op.a.) goods. The trail boss stated the
following: Policeman Raćina asked
for half of the foreign currency to let
them go, which he did not receive. He
asked for one percent of foreign currency we agreed on, to which the trail
boss did not agree. He asked for a gun
to be given to him and for them to pass,
to which he did not agree either - describes colonel Borić, who had to go
to the police commander and others
to explain the purpose of the passing
of these trucks, and finally to compile
a report which, unfortunately late, fell
into the hands of the Fifth Corps. The
colonel further states that on May 27,
1995, in Korenica with the commander of the 15th Corps, in the presence of
colonel Zimonje and lieutenant colonel Krković. N., the trail boss arranged
the second tour with 3-4 trucks of poisoned goods for Bihać, and that they
got poison so that they could prepare
some flour for transport and poison
it. From the document it remains unclear whether the second convoy arrived to Bihać, because the colonel
Borić until the end defended himself
against the accusations which originated from the corrupted police officers from Ličko Petrovo village that
they got involved in smuggling and that
they made a lot of money. In order to
prove that it was not smuggling, he submitted a couple of criminal charges,

documented the action of
poisoning Bihać and at the
end imperiled the secrecy of
the entire operation.
We asked prof. Mujo Begić,
since all this is well documented, how come these
people are not prosecuted by
the courts for the gross violations of the customs of war.
‘’If there was a justice it
should be so, however, no
one has ever payed for it, nor
do I know that this case exists
in investigations at all. So we
(Fifth Corps) during the liberation of the barracks and camp in Račić,
which was a camp for the liquidation of
captured citizens of Bihać, found documentation and log books of artillery
fire, lists of civilian targets and so on,
and still no one from the artillery regiment or the Second Krajina Corps was
held responsible for it’’ Begić replied.
Although the Prosecutor’s Office of
the USK Bihać works well, especially
when it comes to the War Crimes Department, they have not been able to
prosecute all crimes in Bihać, especially
after the head of this department, Jasmin Mesić has left the Prosecutor’s Office, according to Professor Begić. Furthermore, it is not just a matter of war
crimes prosecution.
Thirty years has passed, everything
that happened is falling into oblivion,
witnesses have long since moved to another world.
Accurate and up-to-date information, well known in the immediate end
of the war, have been enmeshed with
a multitude of misinformation, propaganda, unprofessional work and malicious revisionism whose goal is to further cover up the truth about the crimes.

The truth is watered down
So the real truth about heroic organization and resistance of Army of
BiH is watered down slowly, with constant humiliation and persecution of
the officer cadre in efforts to revitalize crime and equalize guilt, Professor
Begić thinks.
Even algorithms on the internet
are not in favor of preserving the truth
about the war events, while the books,
documents and knowledge contained
inthemhavebecomeanobsoletething.
And moreover the VHS tapes on which
historical recordings were made, fade
and dissapear like old photographs.
Only individuals keep some of it, or finance themselves to do their work like
Professor Begić who says that he does
not know that in BiH there are some
funds to help academic studies or researchers of objective truths about the
war in BiH. Thirty years has passed. After the war, it was popular to say how a
serious time distance needs to pass in
order for the history of war to be considered objectively. However, that was just
another deception, because when the
evidence disappears, there is nothing to
consider,especiallywhentherearegenerations who don’t even care about it.
On the other hand, passionate nationalists, party bots or patriots from
the diaspora are not in deficit. On the
contrary, their hyperbolic and ignorant
attitude does not help at all.
As if the paint ball weapon, which
they are obsessed with, helps in the case
of a new war.
And with the increase in fuel and
food prices, no one has more experience than the citizens of Bosnian cities that were under the siege, because
they know that the price of flour can go
up to a thousand marks, and that this
flour can be even poisoned too.
No one checks, no one persecutes,
no one is held responsible for wrongdoings, and no one survives long enough.
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olitičko jedinstvo i odlučnost odbornika Skupštine opštine u la . .
. godine pretvorilo se u političko jedinstvo
skoro svi gra ana i nji ovu odlučnost da po svaku cijenu odbrane u lu i Bosnu i Hercegovinu

O

dbornici Skupštine opštine Tuzla su u
junu 1991. raspravljali o problematici
bespravne izgradnje. U toku ove,
mjesecima pripremane sjednice, saznali su da
O

T
J A

K

T

Treba napomenuti da je sala u kojoj se

prava, a prije svega onog osnovnog – prava
T

P
T
aktivnost organizovanja referenduma za
P
maskirani ekstremisti SDS-a blokiraju
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U ljeto, jesen i zimu 1991. godine, Skupština

J

K
T

I
pravca Podrinja nadirale su i kolone izbjeglica.
bezizlazna. Onima koji su
vodili ovaj grad bilo je jasno

odbornicima i gostima. Sjednica je skoro
P
red,

savladati paniku i nestrpljenje.
Skupština je nastavila sa
radom i ubrzo izglasala
O
prijedloga Savjeta za
narodnu odbranu, odnosno
Odluku o organizovanju
odbrane Tuzle i

organizuju odbranu Tuzle,
T
krvi za propast onog
što nisu mogli spasiti.
Tog dana skoro svaki

Tuzlanski Savjet za narodnu odbranu bio je
P
u vlasništvu Opštinskog štaba Tuzle i dvije
okolne opštine bilo u magacinima lociranim u
kasarni, Skupština opštine Tuzla na sjednici
J A
T
odbrane i preda opštinskim vlastima, tj. Štabu
TO Tuzla. Istoga dana se saznaje za brutalni
A
K
P
T

vlasti Tuzle, svi su

Odluka je donesena
jednoglasno. Poslije
sjednice se pokazalo
K

samim prisustvom na
J
zajedno s njima sjedili
predstavnici SDS-a i
J A
E

godine odbornici Skupštine
T

napetosti.
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T

J
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R

T
odbranili ovaj grad i time sudbonosno doprinijeli
Tuzla je do kraja rata ostala slobodna,
T
T

nad civilima bitno uticali na intervenciju
ATO
zajednice u zaustavljanju rata.
Samo jedinstvo, zasnovano na principu

J
govoriti i otvoreno zagovarati odbranu grada

jedinstvo u cilju odbrane grada Tuzle i
O
jednoglasno.
P
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D
R
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DA
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L
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Demokratske stranke i SDS-a. Pošto se
J A
O
T
vlasništvu Teritorijalne odbrane, kao gosti su
J A

T
godine. Tog dana paravojska tzv. srpske
L

specijalna jedinica
P
bezbjednosti Tuzla.

kvorum dovoljan odziv.

dana sazove vanrednu sjednicu Skupštine
opštine.

svakoj zgradi i na svakom ulazu. U rekordnom
vremenu formirane su jedinice branilaca
T
T
ovladati sobom i biti spremna da se brani i
T

O

T
odluku koju, u to doba, nije mogao, niti je

T

T

Tuzla je to potvrdila.
K

T
godine u godinu dokazuje da su tolerancija,
T

se masovno odazvali pozivu za formiranje
P T
i civilne zaštite. Postignut je maksimalan

a min Imam ić
rad na ni
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Izvođenje muzičkih numera na klaviru – Zlatan Božuta (Ludwig van
Beethoven – Sonata op. 27 br. 2, Moonlight sonata, Adagio sostenuto) i
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,,Sarajevske ruže’’ su videoprojekcija Centra za postkonfliktna istraživanja sa imenima
i crtežima djece ubijene tokom opsade Sarajeva uz fotografije Velije Hasanbegovića i
grafički dizajn Šejle Bratić.
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Not that it is not good in Brčko
Unlike the rest of the country, the town on the Sava river
has somewhat regained its pre-war demographics. Return
was possible. Donations have been used to renovate
housing. If someone worked in the civil service before the
war, he was offered to return to his job
Writer: EDVIN KANKA ĆUDIĆ

O

n the last day of April
1992, Serb forces in
Brčko blew up the
Sava Bridge. It is still
unknown how many
civilians were killed on that occasion.
Body parts of dismembered people lay
in front of the Municipality, but also
in other parts of the city. It was the beginning of the occupation of the largest city in Bosnia and Herzegovina on
the Sava River.
Two days later, Serb units led by
Ljubiša Savić aka Mauzer crawled
through Kolobara, occupying the park
around the White Mosque. Those who
remained in their homes watched naively. Some from a nearby solitaire tried
to resist unsuccessfully. Soon, a large
Serbian tricolor was raised on the central Brčko mosque. A symbol of alleged
victory. The Bosniak-majority settlement has fallen. That is how the war in
Brčko began.

The city as a camp
After taking the place, serious crimes
were committed: murders, various
forms of torture and ill-treatment. Property was looted, religious buildings and
illegally detained non-Serb civilians
were destroyed. Three city mosques
- Bijela, Drvena and Savska - were demolished on July 17th. The Catholic
church in the city remained intact.
Residents of Kolobara were taken to
the nearby house of Dr. Jusuf Sajdović.
It is located across from the mosque.
It used to be used as a dwelling space
and gynecological surgery. Men, women and children were brought there.
In the absence of space, they were

In the most infamous camp,
commanded by Goran Jelisić, also
known as “Serb Adolf”, non-Serb
civilians were brought from various
parts of the city and Brezovo Polje

Luka camp, opening of the Memorial room in 2014
/ JUSUF HAFIZOVIĆ

Memorial plaque, Luka
Camp / EDVIN KANKA ĆUDIĆ

crammed. It was hot and stuffy. There
was still electricity. It was cut off from
time to time. However, people did not
stay there long. They were taken to other addresses. Women and children to
Brezovo polje, men to other locations.
Eventually to Luke. In the most infamous camp, commanded by Goran
Jelisić, also known as “Serbian Adolf”,
non-Serb civilians were brought from
various parts of the city and Brezovo
Polje.
Apart from Luka, crimes were committed in other locations. During May,
DTV Partizan was used to detain Bosniaks and Croats. Two minutes walk
from this building is the hotel Galeb
(today Jelena). From May to July 1992,
the facility was used to detain and rape
non-Serb women and girls. The rapes
were also committed in the Hospital,
the Westphalia restaurant, and the
Oslobođenje cinema. Civilians were
detained in the JNA barracks, but also
in the Laser bus company. Crimes were
also committed in the Medical Center
and the Wooden Mosque. Members of
the Serbian TO and paramilitary formations from Bijeljina, Brčko and Serbia
took part in the illegal detention of civilians at the Police headquarters. The
most famous among them were Goran
Jelisic and Monika Simonovic. Together, the two also took part in crimes and
the Brčko port.

From May to July, more than 3,000
non-Serb detainees passed through
Luka. The detainees were placed in
three hangars. Unlike the third hangar, which was mostly occupied by
older men, the second housed a lot of
women and children. Within the camp
there was also an administrative building with offices. Investigations were carried out there. There was a concrete pillar in front of that building. It served to
bind detainees before the beating. At
the beginning of May, Goran Jelisić,
Ranko Češić and others tied Ramiza
Naza Bukvić to him. They beat her.
They eventually killed her. In those
days, Jelisic brought Stipe Glavocevic
to the main hangar. He was covered
in blood. His ear was cut off. He made
him kneel in the middle of the hangar.
He beat him. He then ordered the guard
to shoot the martyr.
The inmates slept on cardboard boxes, on their clothes, or on the concrete
floor. There was a toilet outside the
room. It was not allowed to be used
without the permission of the guards.
They often defecated in a vessel in their
hangar. They did not have enough food
and water. In May 2014, a memorial
room was opened in one of the hangars in memory of the victims of war
crimes, the first museum of detainees
in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Apart from Luka, “Serbian Adolf”
brought and killed civilians in one alley. At the entrance to the Crafts Center. There he executed Husein Krša and
Hajrudin Muzurović. The place of execution has not yet been marked.

District as a ‘solution’ for
everyone
Brčko was destroyed by the end of
the war. As Serbs set up camps in their
area, so did Bosniaks and Croats build
their detention centers in the territories they controlled. According to the
data of the Association of Detainees of
the Republika Srpska, there were also
camps in Gornji Rahic, Bijela, Maoca,
Palanka, but not in Brčko. It was under
complete control of the Serbs.
Returnees to the settlements of Rijeka and Brod could not recognize their

Alley 1992 / THE HAGUE ARCHIVE

houses in ruins. They were razed to
the ground. With the formation of the
Brčko District of BiH, the international community has offered a model of
a multiethnic local community with
a high degree of autonomy. Numerous opportunities have been given to
make the life of citizens as better as possible. An example of how differences
can work nicely. With each other or
next to each other. Everything is divided
into three. However, there is a state flag
on every state facility. There is no other
symbol than the flag and coat of arms
of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The children go to school together.
Pupils learn their mother tongue, no
other language is imposed on them.
Everyone knows about Meša Selimović
and Ivo Andrić. Until recently, every educational institution had its own police
officer. The place of worship was guarded by the police for a long time. Now
there are cameras. Ajvatovica and Vidovdan are celebrated. The Hijrah and
the Orthodox New Year used to be celebrated outdoors.
Unlike the rest of the country, the
town on the Sava has somewhat regained its pre-war demographics. Returnwaspossible.Donationshavebeen
used to renovate housing. If someone
worked in the civil service before the
war, he was offered to return to his job.
Everything seemed to overcome the
tragic past. To say that Brcko is a smallscales homeland.
According to Edin Jašarević, a Bosnian language professor at the School
of Economics, “not much has moved
away from the original idea.” Partly because, he says, “the idea of Brčko outgrowingtheBalkanandBosnianframeworks has not been taken more seriously” and partly because, he adds, “certain
political options suited Brčko to retain
the status of an insignificant provincial
town on the roads connecting some
more important regions for them “.
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o, but it could have been better

Monument to Serb defenders of Brčko
/ JUSUF HAFIZOVIĆ

Monument to the fallen members of
the HVO / JUSUF HAFIZOVIĆ

There is no mention of war
The children go to school
crimes committed in this
together. Pupils learn their
area. According to the Central Register of Missing Permother tongue, no other
sons, 79 missing persons are
language is imposed on
still being searched for in the
them. Everyone knows
Brčko area. 298 people were
identified. The oldest victim
about Meša Selimović and
is Vasva Peštalić. The youngIvo Andrić. Until recently,
est is Elizabeta Čeliković. At
the time of her death, Vasva
every educational institution
was 91 and Elizabeth was 11.
had its own police officer
There is no such data in education materials. Friends of
different nationalities do not
discuss this. It is known who goes to mosque, which was demolished by the
which part of the city, who visits whose communist authorities in 1956.
Although Bosniaks were the majortavern.
The river Brka divides the city into ity in the “Š” area before the war, the
two parts. The left bank is dominated main imam of the Majlis, Mustafa-ef.
by Bosniaks. Almost all Islamic religious Gobeljić points out that is not the case
buildings are stationed there. On the today. That is why, he says, a concession
right side there is only one place of wor- was made to move the mosque to the
ship. The Majlis of the Islamic Commu- part of the city where Bosniaks are the
nity of Brčko has been looking for space majority. He also believes that the confor years to build a mosque on the right struction of a mosque near the original
bank, in the “Š” settlement. Serbs re- location from which it was forcibly refuse that. In the end, the Majlis agreed moved, the historical injustice done to
that the facility should not be built in the faithful would be amended.
Despite all the arguments, Serb polthat settlement. But it has to be in the
city zone. Near the site of the Dizdari iticians are not ready to support this

Alley, crime scene / EDVIN KANKA ĆUDIĆ

Monument to martyrs and fallen
soldiers of the Army of RBiH in Brčko
/ JUSUF HAFIZOVIĆ

idea. There is still no Islamic place of
worship in the area.

Brčko is still a positive example
In 1997, the local veterans’ organization, with the support of the municipality, erected a monument to the Serbian defenders of Brčko in the city. For
the living and the dead. It is known as
a monument to the Serbian liberators
of Brčko. When the District was established, in 2003 the Assembly passed

the Law on Monuments and Symbols
of the Brčko District of BiH. Thus, it was
possible to erect monuments to members of the Army of RBiH and the HVO
on the same scale as a monument to
Serbian fighters.
Civilian victims did not have such a
privilege. The local government did not
erect a monument to them. There is a
memorial plaque on Luka, which does
not state the context of the events from
the beginning of the story. That is the
format that Sarajevo Mayor Benjamina
Karić copied from the locals. She also
did not allow the perpetrators of the
crime to be written on Kazani. Neither
in the District, a member of the commission of the Serbian ethnic group
did not allow the truth to be written on
the symbolic plaque, which is located
on the wall of the hangar. That his fellow Bosniaks and Croats were killed by
neighbors wearing Karadžić’s uniform.
Denial of crime on both sides.
However, the government managed
to remove the monument to Dragoljub
Draža Mihailović from the public area.
A monument to the Chetnik commander was brought from Vukovar
and installed in the city in 1998. It was

made in Belgrade in 1990. Damaged
several times, demolished at least once.
It was located in front of today’s City Library. He was removed and transferred
to Višegrad. Due to that, the Serbian Orthodox Church gave a plot of land in the
Brčko cemetery for the construction of a
new memorial to this controversial person. That is how the criminal was resurrected in 2004. At the Orthodox shrine
in Srpska Varoš. But it is private land.
Those who will rest in that place with
Uncle Draža must think about that.
Despite all this, Brčko is a positive example. But it could have been better.
To attract more investors. To employ
more youth. To start a dialogue about
what was happening in those unfortunate 1990s. There will be no consensus.
Things have to be talked about. Offer
the young people better today. To get
as few of them out of town as possible.
The district gave hope to the returnees.
It is a symbol of the victory of good over
evil. Anything dividing people is petit
bourgeois. Anything that connects is
the worldly. I believe that Brčko connects. If we lose that faith, then Bosnia
and Herzegovina would not make any
sense either.
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BiH was liberated in 1992
Two hundred square kilometers in the Gostović River Basin, which were liberated
by Zavidovići fighters and fighters from the future III Corps of the ARBiH in the
fall of 1992, is the largest liberated territory of BiH in the first year of the war
Writer: MIRZA DAJIĆ

T

heThirdCorpswasthebackbone of the Army of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. By reason of its organization and position, it
was also the Army of the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina General Staff
reserve force.
Two out of three major operations
of the Army of the Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina - Krajina, liberation
of Vozuća, the unblocking of Mt. Vlašić
and Donji Vakuf and the creation of
conditions for the Third Corps to link
up with the Fifth Corps - were organized
and led by the Third Corps.
Bosnia and its resistance are mentioned at numerous military academies of the world and prestigious strategic research institutions. Most of the
credit for resistance, organization and
establishment of an outstanding military structure goes to the Third Corps
of the Army of the Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina, its soldiers and officers and to unselfish support from the
people in those regions.

Comparison with Ukraine
- As a member of the Army of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, I do
not think there is a better compliment
than the frequently made comparison
between Ukraine and the resistance
offered by the Army of the Republic
of Bosnia and Herzegovina, with the
Third Corps as one of its most credited
corps“, said Jasmin Šarić, the last Third
Corps commander, who was assigned
a duty to return, together with his colleagues in the unit, the weapons and
equipment to citizens and businesses, and to prepare the military for their
role in peacetime.
At the outbreak of war, Šarić was a
commander of defense of the City of
Zenica.
- Zenica faced a number of challenges: to vacate the barracks in Zenica peacefully, with the least loss possible, and to try to keep as much equipment and weapons as possible, to preserve integrity and safety of every citizen, and to make sure not a single inter-ethnic conflict happened. We were
aware that BiH was defended at every
place where it was attacked, including
Zenica. We were aware of the passable
route for tanks from Teslić and Blatnica straight to Smetovi. If the RS Army
had taken Smetovi, Zenica would have
been yet another enclave. I am happy that there were no camps in Zenica
nor were there any violations of human
rights and freedoms. The units, which
had been mobilized and prepared in
Zenica, were the backbone of the Third
Corps, Šarić emphasized.
The Patriotic League units, formed in
the second half of 1991, were the forerunner of the Zavidovići units. Their vision was based on the necessity for people to remain in their homes.
- After general mobilization was declared in April 1992, 5,218 persons reported to the Municipal Secretariat of

Jasmin Šarić, former commander of
the 303rd Knight Brigade

War units from Zavidovići took part in all battles in the zone of the
3rd Corps, and on the Sarajevo battlefield / MUHAMED TUNOVIĆ

508 fighters were killed in Zavidovići
units, and 1,135 fighters in the entire
municipality / MUHAMED TUNOVIĆ

Defense, and they were deployed to
eight detachments of the Territorial Defense Staff in Zavidovići Municipality.
The detachments were filled on a territorial principle because the soldiers’
strongest motive was to defend their
villages, city and houses. Special units
were formed as military support to maneuver units, which were formed later, said Ahmet Odžačkić, retired colonel of the Army of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, former Chief of
Territorial Defense Staff in Zavidovići
Municipality and Chief of Bosnia Operations Group.
On 19 December 1992, the 318th
Mountain Brigade was formed. Initially, it comprised three, and later five battalions. Some troops remained within
the Municipal Territorial Defense Staff,
and in November 1993, those units
were merged into the 320th Mountain
Brigade. In September 1994, the 4th
Maneuver Battalion was formed out of
the best fighters of Zavidovići and during the same month, the 328th Mountain Brigade was formed. During the
war, the war hospital, defense industry and police as well the command
posts of the Bosnia operations group
and the 35th Army division played important roles.
Haris Ćatić was an active servicemen before the war, a tank crewman
with a degree from military academy.

Haris Ćatić and Ahmet Odžačkić,
Zavidović war commanders
/ MUHAMED TUNOVIĆ

At the beginning of aggression against
BiH, he left JNA, came to Zavidovići
and was given an unenviable role: he
took upon himself to set up a special
unit of the municipal territorial defense
when no organizational structure existed. When the Army of the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina was formed
and the 318th Mountain Brigade was
created in Zavidovići, he was the first
commander of the Brigade. One year
later, Jasmin Šarić, of Zenica, was appointed commander. Later, he was appointed commander of the 4th Maneuver Battalion; he was honored with the
Golden Lily; after the war, he served
as a chief of the Defense Department
in Zenica.

Podsjelovo, Vozuća, Ozren
Ćatić said that the colonel Ahmet
Odžačkić served at the Municipal Territorial Defense Staff and was, together
with the late Mido Mujanović, from the
Military Security Service, the most literate commander in Zavidovići.
- Thanks to them, nobody in
Zavidovići has been prosecuted for
war crimes. They educated people and did everything right. Everything was prepared in advance, written down and paper-based, and they
always made suggestions to help others perform the tasks relating to the
creation of the Patriotic League and

other formations in Zavidovići. Apart
from the military structure, there was
also a civilian structure, and there
was unity between them. The defense industry, police reserves, police, civilian leadership, all of them
functioned. This was how the defense was organized in Zavidovići,
Ćatić said.
During the war, the total number of
military service members in Zavidovići
was 9,335 soldiers and commanding
officers, of whom 229 were women.
Simply put, it was roughly an equivalent of three brigades or one division.
Most of the credit for successful lives
and survival of the people and army in
this region goes to the civilian authorities, various organizations and individuals. Zavidovići used all of its potential to resist the aggressors and to save
the lives of the people and military in
that region.
- Let me mention the most important combats during the war. In 1992,
we conducted targeted operations to
defend Smailbašići and to liberate
Klek and the river Gostović basin, totaling 200 square kilometers, which
was the largest freed territory in BiH
during the first year of the war. In
1993, we defended the city area in the
battles fought against joint aggressor.
The defense of hill 715 at Podsjelovo is a synonym for the numerous

battles waged throughout 1994. The
defense of that hill became a legend
and an example of persistence and
heroism, and its significance went far
beyond the local community level.
Liberation of Vozuća and parts of Mt.
Ozren, as well as of the road between
Zenica and Tuzla in September 1995
was perhaps the most important victory of our units during the past war.
The Zavidovići units were supported
by almost all units of the Third Corps,
and our troops fought on all battlefronts in Maglaj, Vitez and Sarajevo,
Odžačkić said.
The Zavidovići units are proud
of having 36 recipients of the highest military decoration, Golden Lily,
for their significant achievements
and demonstrated courage, and the
328th Mountain Brigade is the “Glory Brigade”. It was with lots of blood,
sweat and tears that the enemy’s intentions and plans were thwarted,
that the territory of the municipality
was defended, and that people remained in their homes.
During the war, the Zavidovići units
lost 508 members, and a total of 1,135
soldiers were killed in the municipality.
More than 1,400 soldiers were wounded, among them 113 amputees and
five paraplegics. There were over 100
civilian victims of war, among them
22 children.
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The city bridge over Bosnia survived despite constant strikes / WAR ARCHIVES

Fermić: They heard about volunteers
late / MUHAMED TUNOVIĆ

People were compact
Maglaj, which was in a complete blockade
from June 21, 1993 to March 18, 1994, would
never have fallen, he was maintained by
patriotism, love for the state and the defense of
the family, Salem Džonlić recalls The memory
on the siege on Maglaj and its defense
Writer: MIRZA DAJIĆ

I

n a specific geographical and
demographic view, Maglaj was,
tells us Hajrudin Fermić a war
reporter from Maglaj, a microimage of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The compactness and unity of the
people defended it, says Hajrudin
Fermić, a war reporter from Maglaj.
‘’In a specific geographical and demographic view, Maglaj was a microimage of Bosnia and Herzegovina.- We watched the war in Slovenia and later the war in Croatia from
a distance, thinking that it would not
come to us. Certain activities of the
then-JNA suggested that it would not
pass us by‘’ said Hajrudin Fermić,
a war correspondent from Maglaj.
He explained that they later learned

The aggressors did not spare the Health Center either / WAR ARCHIVE

from Ozren Views (‘’Ozrenski vidici’’)
and the Crown (‘’Kruna’’), newspapers
published by the Army of the Republika Srpska, that in 1991, Serbian volunteer units were sent to Vukovar from
the Maglaj area.

We did notThey did not believe
that there would be a war
-When Doboj fell on May 2, 1992,
when a large number of refugees from
there found refuge in Maglaj, then we
saw that something was happening.
We did not have any armed formations. The Territorial Defense Headquarters fell apart. Personnel of Serbian nationality went to Doboj and Teslić.
The wartime presidency of the Municipality of Maglaj had been in office since

Džonlić lost a child in the shelling of
a water pump / MUHAMED TUNOVIĆ

April 1992, and it was headed by Aida
Smajić, who was 30 or so, the first and
only woman president of a municipality in BiH. She was looking for a person
to form a TO Headquarters (Territorial
Defense Headquarters) that would be
the backbone, around which people
could gather. We also had the police,
but they also split off in May 1992, when
Serb members separated and formed
the Serb Public Security Station in Paklenica, that is on Ozren. Volunteers applied en masse since April 1992, but we
had no weapons other than hunting rifles held by individuals and some handguns. In May, an agreement was signed
between the TO Headquarters and the
HVO Brigade Command on the joint
defense of the town of Maglaj, and it
was headed by Robert Brešić from the
HVO, Fermić recalled.
Fermić said that until September
21st 1992, there was a period in Maglaj
when there was neither war nor peace,
and that at the beginning of June, the
Bosniak population was expelled from
Rječica, and also from the local community of Jablanica, from Ozren, Parnica and a good part of Bijela Ploča.
He says that there were several hundred refugees who came to Maglaj
from those places, and dozens of people were taken to the camp in Modriča.
-The real offensive on Maglaj and the
attempt to capture the city happened
on September 21st 1992 at 8.20 am,
when heaven and earth were burning.
They fired from artillery weapons from
the slopes of Ozren and long-range ar-

tillery from Teslić. There were corpses on the street. There were attempts
by infantry from the direction of the
slopes of Ozren to try to occupy the city.
Those attempts, those attempts of a
breakthrough lasted until November
17th 1992 from three locations: from
the direction of Bijela Ploča, across Stari
Grad (Old Town) and through the settlement of Jovići. Thanks to the people
who went to the trenches unarmed to
prevent their infantry from entering
the town, the city was defended. There
were a lot of victims, said Fermić.
According to his words, apart from
Tešanj and Brčko, Maglaj was a place
where the relation between ARBiH and
HVO was clear. Together they defended the town.
-The insidious betrayal by HVO occurred when they practically handed
over to the RS Army their trenches on
the south part of the town of Maglaj, in
Liješnica, and by that line toward city
area. What the RS Army could not do
in the September offensive in 1992, they
did without a fired bullet thanks to that
betrayal of HVO, and they occupied
Maglaj. From June 21st 1993 to March
18th 1994, Maglaj was in a total blockade, with no communication with the
rest of the world, except with the Tešanj
area that was free and likewise cut off in
the blockade, pointed out Fermić.
Fermić emphasized that throughout
the whole period, the RS Army psychologically tortured the civilian population, randomly shelled the town, fired
from snipers on children, women and
elderly. In Maglaj during the war there
were 120 civilian war victims, among
which 50 were children. On October
29th 1993, 15 civilians, among which
four children, were killed by a mortar
shell near a solitaire in Maglaj. Owing
to the radio amateurs, people heard
about the suffering of people in Maglaj.
He says that he is especially proud
of the fact that there was no revenge in
Maglaj and there was no reprisal.
Due to the merits in combat operations, 327th Brigade that had seven
golden lilies, earned the epithet of a
knightly brigade.
According to Fermić, Radio Maglaj worked throughout the war and informed the population. Radio amateur and people from Medical Centre
fought and helped heroically. The Civil Defense constantly worked on the
trenches, and the Red Cross and Merhamet distributed the aid.

No one has beenwas
prosecuted for the killed
civilians
Salem Džonlić, the president of the
Association of Civilian Victims of War
in Maglaj Municipality, said that no one
has been held responsible for 207 civilian victims of war, among which were
57 children.
- Ten years ago, we filed a complaint
with the Prosecutor’s Office. Everything
was done as requested by the Prosecutor’s Office. The cantonal Ministry of
Interior did its job. Then the case was
transferred from the Cantonal Prosecutor’s Office of Zenica-Doboj Canton to the Federal Prosecutor’s Office.
We went twice, they apparently did not
take the file out of the drawer.
Therefore, no one has been prosecuted, said Džonlić. Džonlić lost a child
in the shelling of Maglaj, when one grenade killed 15 people, among them four
children at the water pump near the
solitaire. Patriotism, love for this country and defense of family were crucial
for the survival of Maglaj and the reasons which kept people going in difficult times of war and harsh environment, says Džonlić. He asserted that
Maglaj would never fall because its people were unified.
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Fighters from Tešanj passed the exam
Due to the betrayal of the 111th HVO Brigade from Žepče, Tešanj and
Maglaj were completely blocked from June 24, 1993 to March 19, 1994.
The manner in which Operational Group 7 South ARBiH in cooperation
with civilian authorities defended this area is being studied in military schools
Writer: MIRZA DAJIĆ

T

he defense of the Tešanj area
can be an example to many
in terms of organizing the resistance when the country is
under the attack. Although
they had a large area of responsibility
in the length of a hundred kilometers,
there was organization, unity and good
cooperation between civilian and military structures.
- Given the intensity of the fighting,
we did not have many human casualties. There was unity, synchronization
of civil and military power. We have
had an organized War Hospital since
May 1992, with Dr. Ekrem Ajanović
in charge. Operation Group 7 South
and all the brigades that were part of
it had a multinational character in the
command structure. Not a single religious building in Tešanj was damaged by members of the Army of Bosnia and Herzegovina (ARBiH). The
110th HVO (Croatian Defense Council) Brigade in Usora was on the territory of Tešanj. Good relations with the
HVO have been preserved both here
and with the population, even during
the blockade, said Sakib Kurtić, retired
brigadier of the Army of the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the war
commander of the 202nd Knights Brigade from Tešanj.

25,000 refugees
Before the beginning of the aggression on BiH, Kurtić worked in the Secretariat of National Defense. At the end
of March and the beginning of April
1992, he says that he heard explosions
from the direction of Derventa, and this
was when the war moved from Croatia to Posavina.
- The municipal authorities in Tešanj
made a very important decision on
April 4, 1992 to reform the Territorial
Defense Headquarters. Preparations
for purpose-built production in the

Kurtić continued writing about his
comrades / MUHAMED TUNOVIĆ
Aggressors remained in the same place they were stopped in June 1992/ WAR ARCHIVE

of whom found themselves in trenches on the first line of defense. In addition to Pobjeda, the companies Enker,
Napredak, Sloga and Ukus have been
transformed into a purpose-built industry. Pobjeda later produced largescale ammunition, mortar mines, grenades. Enker produced small ammunition up to 14.5 mm caliber. Napredak
made uniforms for soldiers.
During the war, schools were open.
During the more intense fighting, there
were pauses for several days.
- Brigades were created by enlarging the units. The first brigade that was
founded was the 1st Tešanj Mountain Brigade in mid-June 1992, later
named the 202nd Brigade. It received
two awards for outstanding combat
successes. One was in April 1993 (“Famous”), and at the end of 1993 the epithet “Knight” was added. This brigade
is one of the 18 knight brigades of ARBiH. It was the bearer of the defense
throughout 1992 in the entire area. I
came to lead the 202nd Brigade in early
March 1993 and remained in this position until early 1995. In March 1993, the
207th Mountain Brigade was formed.
Later, it will also receive the epithet
Knight. This brigade was also called
“Pousorska ljuta”, and 202nd was also
called “Garava Brigade”, Kurtić said.
Since a part of the territories of Doboj
and Teslić was also under the zone of

company Pobjeda have begun. This
referred to smaller material and technical means such as trombones, vests,
small ammunition. In April, refugees
began arriving from eastern Bosnia and
Posavina. From April 29 to May 2 of
that year, refugees from Doboj flooded
Tešanj, and on June 10, refugees from
Teslić began to arrive, Kurtić recalled.
He explained that in the period AprilJune 1992, Tešanj absorbed about
25,000 refugees. Many, he says, came,
got by and then moved on on, as far
as possible from Tešanj and the war.
But a lot of people remained and made
themselves available in the defense of
this area.
- Village guards were formed in the
villages, and then units were formed
from those guards. By the end of May,
each inhabited place in Tešanj had
formed one battalion. It was important for the population to feel that there
was someone to defend this territory.
The first combat operations were on
June 1 and 2, 1992. By that time, a dozen TO detachments had been formed,
and there was also one maneuvering
detachment. Tešanj received the fighting quite readily, Kurtić pointed out.
He added that Tešanj is characterized by the fact that almost all company directors remained in their companies before the start of the war, as well
as the intellectuals of this city, some

responsibility, the 203rd Doboj Brigade, called Doboj Bosna, and the
204th Teslić Brigade were formed later. Together, the 202nd, 202nd, 204th
and 207th, with the 1st Maglaj Brigade,
formed Operation Group 7 South. It
was founded at the beginning of March
1993. Mustafa Cerovac, the first commander of the 202nd Brigade, was appointed as the head of the Operation
Group, and Sakib Kurtić was in charge
of the 202nd Brigade.
- At the beginning of 1993, we had five
brigades in Tešanj area. During 1994,
another brigade was formed, the 275th
Tešanj Brigade. It was a liberation brigade by character, it did not have a zone
of action, it had a more interventionist
character. The number of fighters sufficiently ensured the safe defense of the
territory. True, the zone of responsibility was large, about 100 kilometers of the
line”, said Kurtić.

436 fighters died in Tešanj
Brigadier Kurtić pointed out that
“the so-called Army of the Republic of
Srpska, despite all it had in June 1992,
didn’t occupy a single position in this
territory further on.” Tešanj territory
welcomed the end of the war and the
preparation for Dayton in a favorable
position where they had, he says, all key
elevations under their control.
- Due to the betrayal of members of
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the 111th HVO Brigade from Žepče, this
area was completely blocked from June
24, 1993 to March 19, 1994. They let the
Teslić unit pass. No civilian evacuation
took place. The fighter group was together with the population. With the
signing of the Washington Agreement
in mid-March 1994, the formation of
the Federation of BiH was agreed as
well as suspension of operations between the HVO and the ARBiH. It has
been different since then. Seven days
after the unblocking, we managed to
improve the tactical positions in the
area of Crni Vrh, liberating some elevations”, Kurtić pointed out.
This retired ARBiH brigadier published several books on war. His first
book was about the fallen fighters of
the municipality of Tešanj. It states
that Tešanj gave 436 martyrs and killed
fighters. After that, he made a monograph on the suffering of Teslić fighters.
Teslić had 155 martyrs and killed fighters. After that, he published a book on
disabled veterans in Tešanj. There were
595 disabled veterans in this municipality. Of the martyrs and fallen fighters in
Tešanj, 569 children remain. The community has taken initiative to take care
of them, and a significant number of
these children today have a university
degree. He also wrote a book on civilian victims of aggression in Tešanj and
Teslić. Tešanj has 145 civilian victims of
the war. There were 77 civilian victims
of the war in Teslić.
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Ravno Municipality, a
Desirable Place to Live
An attack by JNA and Serbian and Montenegrin volunteer
fighters on October 1, 1991 laid waste to that place.
37 people in total were killed
Writer: MIRZA DAJIĆ

O

ver the past ten years
or so, more than 100
families moved to
the region of Ravno.
Hardly anybody could
imagine that the municipality would
ever become a desirable place to live
after it was ravaged by war in October 1991.
The beauties of its landscape, the
Vjetrenica cave, which is a protected natural monument, with over 8
km-long branched corridors and 135
ponds which are home to endemic
olms, the numerous cascades, speleothem deposits, many monuments
of material culture, and a travel distance to Dubrovnik on the coast of
roughly 6 miles, are all conductive
to the development of tourism in this
region. The Ćiro trail is another landmark which runs from Herzegovina,
via Croatia and Konavle to Montenegro where it will be revived within
the EU-funded Ćiro 2 project. Three
years ago, the idea of revitalizing the
narrow-gauge railway into a cycling
trail within Ćiro 1 project was implemented. It was a joint idea funded by
the EU and implemented through
cross-border cooperation of Croatia
and BiH for the purpose of maintaining the trail as a historical legacy and
developing new tourist attractions.

People started rebuilding houses after the Dayton / MUHAMED TUNOVIĆ
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community, and at higher levels, of
every canton and the state. We adopted a spatial plan for the municipality in 2007 which includes priorities focusing on the strengths of this
region: first, the proximity of the Adriatic coast, almost the entire Croatian
south, from Pelješac to Konavli, with
Ravno, that is, Bosnia and Herzegovina, lying behind, and second, the region’s environment has been fortunately preserved and was not polluted before or after the war. Clean and
preserved environment is clearly visible to visitors. The Popovo Field is a
great resource of the municipality,
Šimunović said.
Earlier, agriculture was based on
fruit, vegetable and crop growing
and livestock farming. A total agrarian economy was realized through
the Hepok Mostar Company. Today,
agricultural production is taking place
at Popovo Field, which is the main
agricultural resource with very fertile
soil. It is suitable for growing various
fruits and vegetables which can also
be grown in greenhouses and glasshouses. Crop production can be commercial or secondary economic activity of the families. Pasture lands indicate that this agroecological zone is
suitable for the development of livestock farming, particularly sheep and
goat farming, and also cattle farming,
to a lesser extent. Land fragmentation
is the biggest problem of agricultural development in the Popovo Field.
The Ravno municipality is initiating
land consolidation projects. A project has been developed for consolidation of about 100 ha of land, and a

and conditions were created for returns. The first war crime in BiH involving mass killings of civilians was
committed on November 13, 1991
at Kijev Do. In total, 37 people were
killed. I think that area was among the
first liberated territories in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, said Andrija Šimunović,

Seven People Slaughtered in
One Day
Of course, agriculture is also important. The Popovo Field, with 2,500
hectares of arable land, is the main resource. Two restaurants are opened,
and the municipality got also a new
municipal building, new roads, an old Andrija Šimunović / MUHAMED TUNOVIĆ In the spring of 1992, the municipality was liberated with the help of Croatian forces / MUHAMED TUNOVIĆ
people’s home, a residential building
not protected, and civilians were at- similar project is being prepared for
with six apartments and a number of
tacked but they did not resist attacks another 100 ha.
business premises for young families
nor was there any military formation
who want to live and work in Ravno.
in Ravno municipality; the aim was Along the Neum and
Ravno belonged to Trebinje. Beto lay waste to the area with the Cro- Dubrovnik Hinterland
cause of its proximity to Dubrovnik, it
at majority. Luckily, the aggressor did
was strategically important for JNA’s
The development of agriculture and
not succeed. After the Dayton, people livestock farming is imperative for deblocking the southernmost part of
began to rebuild their houses with velopment of the territory of the Ravno
Croatia. It was attacked on October
small international donations. The municipality, Šimunović said. Ravno
1, 1991 and completely devastated.
reconstruction burden fell heaviest counts on revival of the processing in24 people were killed, 11 were woundon the owners of houses and build- dustry, and major progress should be
ed, and 18 were incarcerated for two
ings who wanted to provide mini- expected also in services. Family farms
months. The most bestial was the
mum living conditions for their fam- and their interest groups at the level of
massacre at Kijev Do, in which seven
ilies, Šimunović said.
people aged between 60 and 87 were
municipality or agroecological zones
Over the past fifteen years, prog- will be the mainstay of recovery and
slaughtered.
ress has been made in securing mini- development of those activities.
- Last year marked
The Municipality building / MUHAMED TUNOVIĆ
mum conditions, building infrastructhe 30th anniversaThe Ravno municipality is situated
ture
and
motivating
and
attracting
major
of
Ravno,
who
is
serving
his
fifth
ry of the Greater Serat
the
farthest southeast of Bosnia and
Last year marked the 30th
displaced persons, particularly young Herzegovina, stretching about 80 km
term as mayor.
bia aggression against
anniversary of the Greater
Everything that happened during people, to return.
the area of Ravno and
along the Neum and Dubrovnik hinter- A vision of development, that is, land, from Hutovo in northwest down
those eight months was horrific. There
later, against a wider
Serbia aggression against the
were many victims, many atrocities, a spatial planning documentation, to Konavli in southeast. Its boundary
populated area of the
area of Ravno and later, against properties were destroyed. There was a development strategy and every- is delineated by the national border of
municipality. In the
thing that can bring prospects and en- the Republic of Croatia in southwest
no house intact in Ravno.
spring of 1992, with
a wider populated area of the
- During the aggression, people did sure their sustainability set the foun- and the inter-entity boundary line and
the Croatian support,
municipality
not receive any assistance. They were dation for development of every local the Republika Srpska up in northeast.
the area was liberated
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How Mitterrand disappointed
the people of Sarajevo, and
Sontag delighted them
Believing that the arrival of the French president at the end of June 1992 would mark
the end of their suffering, the Sarajevans came out of the shelter to greet the guest
warmly. Instead of stopping the killing and unblocking the city, they received crumbs of
humanitarian aid. But it was different when it comes to the American writer
Writer: DANIEL OMERAGIĆ

“M

y intention is not
to encourage the
people of Sarajevo,
they are already
brave enough,”
the French President François Mitterrand said on June 28th in 1992 when he
visited Sarajevo, already badly wounded by grenades backfilled from the surrounding hills.
The sudden arrival of the French
leader to Sarajevo was considered a
diplomatic miracle at the time. Believing that the arrival of Mitterrand will
mark the end to their suffering, the Sarajevans came out of the shelters to cordially greet the guest. Many of them
shouted, “Long live the France!” and
“Mitterrand! Mitterrand!”
The Assembly of the City of Sarajevo,
at an extraordinary session on June 28th
1992, made the decision to declare Mitterrand an honorary citizen of Sarajevo. In the decision signed by the President of the City Assembly of Sarajevo,
Professor Muhamed Kreševljaković,
it is stated that the citizens of Sarajevo

award this recognition to Mitterrand
“in gratitude for the support and solidarity of the French Republic and the
people of France in the most difficult
moments of Sarajevo’s five-hundredyear history “.
Mitterrand’s arrival in Sarajevo was
the first meeting of the president of the
sovereign state of Bosnia and Herzegovina Alija Izetbegović with a European statesman who decided to visit
the most dangerous point at that moment of history in Europe - besieged
Sarajevo. After the conversation they
had, Izetbegović handed him a television tape showing the destruction of
Sarajevo, its main buildings and settlements, Mitterrand himself suggested to
the President of the Presidency of BiH to
tour the city to be personally convinced
of the extent of the destruction of buildings and of human suffering.

Izetbegović’s plea
Accompanied by the host, Mitterrand visited the ruined City Hospital,
the former Military hospital, where

he was welcomed by the chief physicians’ dr. Abdullah Nakaš and Dr.
Branko Vujović, in the hospital where
160 wounded were treated and underwent 150 complicated operations. Hospital capacities were damaged85 percent. They visited the patient Dražen
Bošnjak, for whom Dr. Vujović said that
his chances of survival were 1: 10,000
based on the severity of the wounds inflicted by the grenade, and then, however, he was out of danger. Another patient Mitterrand and Izetbegović approached was Mladen Tošić, who was
wounded by anti-aircraft machine gun
(PAM).
“My risk of coming to Sarajevo is
nothing special in comparison to the
risks you take. What is happening in
Sarajevo is unacceptable, transcends
all boundaries”, Mitterrand said, and
to those who intend to level the settlement of Dobrinja, he said that France
will oppose that.
France is a permanent member of
the UN Security Council, he said, and
it will raise its voice in condemning the
violation of the ceasefire.
Izetbegović used the conversation
with Mitterrand as an opportunity to
introduce the guest to the dramatic situation in BiH.

The sympathies of the
West are on the side
of BiH, but it is strange
and disturbing for me
as well why there is no
adequate reaction from
the world of politics,
Sontag said in 1993

U.S. Senator, today President Joe
Biden in Oslobođenje

“I pointed out on the injustice done
towards other cities in Bosnia Herzegovina, where the situation is much
more difficult than in Sarajevo”, he said,
noting that he asked Mitterrand to send
a group of humanitarian workers to
Bijeljina, Foča, Zvornik, Mostar and
other towns closed for months.
As a reason for coming, Mitterrand
mentioned two things - shock within
the international community because
of what is happening in Sarajevo, and
the great human suffering of the inhabitants of Sarajevo and BiH, which
he personally witnessed.
“United Nations Security Council,
European Union, The Conference on
European Security and Cooperation

Sontag proved to be a true Sarajevan
/ PAUL LOWE

has begun to pass certain decisions
regarding the situation in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, you can see something
is happening, and these instances are
engaged in direction of resolving these
problems, of which human casualties
are the greatest”, Mitterrand said.
He said that he would share his
knowledge and view of the situation
in Sarajevo towards the implementation of the humanitarian aid.
“This will be just the beginning of the
whole process, and Sarajevo should
be an open city. If Sarajevo Airport is
closed, that process is impossible to
start. I came to raise the world’s attention to the central problem which is humanitarian aid”, Mitterrand said.
A day after he left Sarajevo, the UN
Security Council unanimously adopted the Resolution 761 authorizing the
General Secretary Boutros BoutrosGhali to immediately send additional UNPROFOR troops (one infantry
battalion of 1,000 soldiers) in order to
achieve security, the functioning of Sarajevo Airport and the aid delivery.

Just three minutes before the session,
Mladić’sarmybeganwithdrawingfrom
the airport. After the convoy made of
aggressor’s armored and others motor vehicles began to leave the building where it had been for months, the
airport was taken over by a small group
of UNPROFOR soldiers. Not long after
the first French plane with humanitarian aid arrived from Split to Sarajevo.
Security Council Resolution 757 implied such a move in its first phase. In
the second phase, an artillery withdrawal and unblocking of the entire
Sarajevo area was planned, placing it
eventually under UN control.
Soon it turned out that the French
president had given false hope to
Sarajevans. Mitterrand’s diplomatic engagement ended with humanitarian aid, and the war and suffering in Sarajevo and BiH continued
with even greater force. In the following war years, the people of Sarajevo were bitter remembering Mitterrand’s controversial arrival. He delivered breadcrumbs to Sarajevo, with-
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The arrival of Mitterrand in Sarajevo was experienced as a miracle

Mitterrand’s arrival in Sarajevo was
the first meeting of the president
of the sovereign state of Bosnia
and Herzegovina Alija Izetbegović
with an European statesman

Stambolić bravely opposed
Milošević and paid with his life

out which the city under siege would
not have survived after all, but he also
gave Karadžić the green light to continue the aggression.
Sarajevans had a completely different experience with the American author Susan Sontag. As noted by the director Haris Pašović, she was the first
world famous person who has publicly said that what was happened during the war in BiH was genocide. She
came to Sarajevo with her son David
Rieff in April 1993. In the book “Sontag:
Life and Work “, by the American writer Benjamin Moser, which is translated by Senada Kreso and published by
Sarajevo based publishing house Buybook, the arrival of Susan Sontag to the
besieged city was described.
American journalist David Rieff arrived to Sarajevo in September 1992
to report on the hell the city was going
through. At the end of his first visit, he
had a conversation with Mirsad Purivatra, who later founded Sarajevo Film
Festival, and asked him if there was anything or someone he would like to bring
with him when he gets back.
“One of the people who could perfectly understand what is going on here
is definitely Susan Sontag,” he replied.

Purivatra did not know
at the time that Rieff who told him he will do
what he can – was Susan
Sontag’s son. A few weeks
later Rieff showed up at
Purivatra’s door.
“We hugged and he
said to me: Okay, you
asked me for something and I brought
you a guest. She was standing behind
the door. Susan Sontag. I froze”, Purivatra recounted.
Only later did he realize their relationship. Sontag has visited the besieged Sarajevo ten more since then.
On April 6, 1993, along with David Rieff
and the doyen of European journalism
and senior official to
UNESCO Leon Davičo, she was a
guest of Oslobođenje journalists with
whom she talked for three hours in
the ruined newspaper building in
Nedžarići.
“You need to know that the best
world journalists are currently in BiH”,
Sontag said and also stated that she
is following the events here and trying to influence political circles in her
country:
“The sympathies of the West are on
the side of BiH, but it is strange and disturbing for me as well why there is no
adequate reaction from the world of
politics, or why that reaction is always
late”.

Pavarotti and Bono Vox sang the
planetary hit “Miss Sarajevo”

Sontag then honestly admitted that
she wondered why the prominent writers remain silent, on their safe shores,
“while the whole world here is being demolished,” and she reminded
of Hemingway and the other writers
who were the most direct witnesses
of the epochal events and horrors of
the century.
The famous writer also gave an interview to Oslobođenje journalists for
one from the war issues of the Sunday
magazine in which she said:
“Please tell people I didn’t come here
to make statements, especially not to be
objective in the ‘Wiesel’ style, because I
am not at all objective, I am totally proBosnian, and I don’t want to be telling
people here what’s happening to them!
I came to be here, to talk to people, to
give them my unconditional support,
to walk through the streets of Sarajevo.
Yesterday I walked around the city for
a couple of hours, and I was stopped
by a finely dressed gentleman (by the
way, it is unbelievable how people in
these conditions are still neat and elegant) and asked me to sign my book
‘On Photography’ for him. He said he
was carrying the book around since he
heard that I had come and that he was
very surprised that we already had not
met on the streets of Sarajevo. You see,
people expect from me the very thing I
already did – just to take a walk around
the city. I don’t understand people who

Joan Baez was the first big star
to visit the besieged city

come here for a day, from the transporter to car, and back. That’s ridiculous! Even my ten days are ridiculous,
but I’ll be back again, probably over the
summer...”
After the war, Sarajevo repaid Susan
Sontag by naming the square in front
National Theater after her.
Three days later, the American senator at the time and current U.S. President Joe Biden in his capacity as the U.S.
Special Presidential Envoy to Bill Clinton came to the Bosnian capital. Biden
talked to Izetbegović at the Sarajevo
Airport, and before that with Tuđman,
Milosević and Karadžić. He also met
with a member of the BiH Presidency Mirko Pejanović and Deputy Prime
Minister of BiH Zlatko Lagumdžija.
“I am deeply shaken in my heart
with everything I have seen. I have
traveled the world, and the last time
I was here I had a long conversation with Tito. The world has really changed ever since, and people’s
suffering has increased. The world
would really need to understand
what is going on here and throughout Bosnia. Women and children are
being massacred - this is the most
horrible form of politics for which we
thought was long gone. This is real
genocide! If the world allows it, and
I think Milošević is responsible for
everything, that same world will pay
a very high price for this and that for
others parts of the globe”, Biden said
on April 9, 1993 in Sarajevo.

He expressed deep admiration for
the people he met in Sarajevo and
their incredible courage. The U.S. senator also visited Oslobođenje newsroom on the front line in Nedžarići,
where his host was the editor-in-chief
at the time, Kemal Kurspahić. He paid
tribute to the journalists of our newspaper for their joint work in a multiethnic newsroom.

Vast experience
That April 1993, the guest of Sarajevo was the famous American singer, folk star and human rights activist Joan Baez. Her trip to Sarajevo was
organized by the Open Society Fund
for BiH. Her host was prof.dr. Zdravko
Grebo. She recorded a concert on RTV
BiH, with her guitarist Paul Pesco and
guests, the musicians of Sarajevo musical “Hair”, where she received the
standing ovations from the modest audience. Her guests at the concert in the
city under the siege were also Sarajevo
rock musicians Srdjan Jevđević alias
Gino Banana, Amir Bešo Lazy, Samir
Ćeremida, Igor Žerajić, Boris Bačvić
and Dragana
Ilić.
Baez avoided journalists, and on the
eve of her arrival in Sarajevo she stated: “When I get back, I’ll tell the world
about how I tried to bring in support
from the outside into this besieged city.
And for me, all this is a rich experience,
much richer than I could possibly give
to Sarajevo.”
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Journalists at the Holiday Inn begged
her to be their guest. And it is there she
played until everyone started dancing.
Wherever she appeared, even among
Sarajevo firefighters, the music began.
Music is the universal language that
Baez speaks, nothing was an obstacle,
and during one of the hellish days in
Sarajevo she said:
“I am aware that the people of Sarajevo are enduring more terrible things
and that I am present here when the situation is much calmer”. Baez was the
first great music star to visit Sarajevo.
The former singer of the British band
Iron Maiden Bruce Dickinson came to
Sarajevo in secret on December 14th
1994 with his band Skunkworks, and
held an unforgettable concert at the
Bosnian Cultural Center. The local musiciansAlmanachandSikterperformed
as supporting bands.
The idea for the concert was initiated by Major Martin Morris, a member
of UNPROFOR, who had great help
with the chief security guard-firefighter Trevor Gibson, then also a UN employee. Bruce Dickinson, guitarist Alex
Dickson, bassist Chris dale and drummer Alex Elena accepted the challenge
and headed to Sarajevo where they entered via the cold mountain of Igman.
Although Morris’ superior, General
Michael Rose, demanded that the performance is canceled due to poor transport conditions, the concert was held in
BKC, and tickets were free. According to
witnesses and participants of the event,
documented in the film “Scream for Me
Sarajevo”,theconcerthadamagnificent
energy between the performers and the
audience. Some stressed that this concert by Bruce Dickinson and his Skunkworks for the residents of besieged Sarajevo marked the end of the war.
Sarajevo also paid tribute to Dickinson in 2019. On April 6th, the City of Sarajevo presented the Honorary Citizen
Award to Dickinson.
In December 1994, the famous Zagreb Opera House singer Krunoslav
Cigoj who performed at the Ceremonial Academy on the 750th anniversary of the Cathedral of St. Petra, visited Sarajevo.
“You Sarajevans have shown that
you have a strong spirit. You act at all
levels, not to mention cultural, you
have the Chamber Theater, which
had more performances in war than
in peace. So is the work of music artists
such as the Philharmonic Orchestra. In
all segments one can witness that Sarajevans are very spiritual”, Cigoj told
Oslobođenje at the time.
The former U.S. President Jimmy
Carter also arrived in Sarajevo on a diplomatic mission. After the talks in the
Presidency BiH and on Pale, an agreement for four-month ceasefire was
reached and both sides agreed, which
was supposed to come into force in the
next 72 hours.
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Yasushi Akashi, UN SecretaryGeneral’s Special Envoy, did not
bring peace

Upon his return to the United States,
Carter stated that it was also agreed to
release all prisoners of war. Carter’s
mission ended ingloriously, just like
that of Yasushi Akashi, the special envoy of the UN Secretary-General, who
also visited Sarajevo. Agreements
with the parties signed by Akashi have
proved to be in vain.
The voice of reason
Arrival of Ivan Stambolić from Belgrade to besieged Sarajevo in April 1995
to the Second Assembly of Serbian Citizens, which was attended by more than
500 delegates, and numerous guests
from the country and abroad, was an
important gesture, the voice of reason
that showed that there are people in
Serbia who sympathize with the suffering of the devastated population of the
city and at the same time clearly identify the culprit. He sent the request from
the Assembly to Milošević for mutual recognition of Serbia and BiH and
a proclamation to the Serbian people
in the occupied territories to resist the
ideology that is leading to misery and
hopelessness. Stambolić arrived in Sarajevo with several inCarter’s mission ended ingloriously
tellectuals from Serbia
on, as he told our jourThe former singer of the British
nalist Edina Kamenband Iron Maiden Bruce Dickinson
ica, a private visit. Although he declined
came to Sarajevo in secret on
to give an interview,
December 14th 1994 with his
remaining consistent
band Skunkworks, and held an
with eight years of silence since the conflict
unforgettable concert at the
with Milošević, he has
Bosnian Cultural Center
agreed to talk.
“My friends treat
me the same. Both in
Slovenia and in Macedonia, and those for them, and stayed awake many
from Croatia. Three months ago, for ex- nights for them. I don’t know how if
ample, I was in Zagreb. Now I am in Sa- means anything to them, but I used the
rajevo, among the people with whom first opportunity that presented itself to
I was present in spirit throughout the come to Bosnia. “
Stambolić stayed privately in Mejtaš
three past years, I’ve been around because of the blockade, inquired, feared with his longtime friend Hajrudin

Bruce Dickinson: The concert was full of magnificent energy between the
performers and the audience in Sarajevo / MILOMIR KOVAČEVIĆ STRAŠNI

Krunoslav Cigoj was amazed
by the spirit of Sarajevo

Čengić. Their former mutual friend,
until the famous Eighth Session of the
Central Committee of the League of
Communist of Serbia in September
1987, was Milošević. Stambolić did not
yield to persuasions to break the silence
that April 1995 in Sarajevo.
“I feel there will be time for that soon.
But you have to understand me. This
what was left in me, what was deposited, and what now wants to come out,
should be communicated in Belgrade.
My account of Serbs from Serbia will be
in Belgrade. Among them. Anything
I would have done differently would
have been in contradiction with my
life principles.”
He also said this in a prophetic way:
“I don’t trust Milosević. Nothing. I will
speak about him, honestly and courageously, when I finally decide to do so. “
Stambolić was abducted in Belgrade
on August 25, 2000, a month before the
emergency elections for the President
of FR Yugoslavia. His remains were
found on March 28, 2003 on Fruška
gora. He was killed by Milošević’s
warrant, and the murder was committed by eight members of the Unit
for special operations of the Serbian
Ministry of the Interior led by Milorad
Luković-Legija.
A group of independent media journalists from Serbia and Montenegro
were covering The Second Assembly
of Serbian Citizens in Sarajevo. In the
group were Rade Radovanović (AIM
and Naša Borba), Branka Mihajlović
(AIM), Aleksandra Lukić (Radio B-92),
Stojan Cerović (Vreme and Radio Free
Europe), Esed Kočan (Monitor), Nataša

Novović (Monitor), and TV cameramen Miloš Radivojša and Nikola Majdan, who also visited our newsroom.
There were also those who did not
come to wartime Sarajevo, but whose
engagement helped to draw the world’s
attention to the sufferings of Sarajevo
citizens, as did U2 and their singer Bono
Vox, as well as the famous tenor Luciano Pavarotti who, together in 1995, performed the planetary hit Miss Sarajevo,
and whose proceeds went to humanitarian purposes. In September 1997,
U2 held a concert in Sarajevo as part
of their world tour. Bono Vox received
an honorary Bosnian passport, and the
famous concert by U2 at the full sports
stadium Koševo marked the return of
life into the city that survived the longest siege in modern history.
In 1994, Pope John Paul II wanted to
come to Sarajevo to convey the message of peace. That visit was not realized because no one wanted to guarantee security. However, the Pope delivered a speech he intended to give in
Sarajevo, broadcast on TVBiH. He visited the capital of our country after the
war - on April 12 and 13, 1997, he handed over the Lantern of Peace to Cardinal Vinko Puljić of Vrhbosna, which he
had set on fire and placed in the Basilica of Sts. Peter in front of the image of
Our Lady so that all those who visit the
basilica stop for a moment and pray for
peace in our region, and in Koševo in
the presence of 50,000 believers from
all over BiH held a Mass and called for
peace, forgiveness and reconciliation,
noting that an essential presupposition
of the reconciliation of truth and justice.
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Journalists at the UN briefing in the PTT building / PAUL LOWE

The International Media
in Besieged Sarajevo
A number of experienced journalists, such as Martin Bell of the BBC
and Pulitzer Prize winner John F. Burns of The New York Times, have
made significant contributions, but also the younger generation of
correspondents and photojournalists such as Christiane Amanpour,
Allan Little, Remy Ourdan, Ron Haviv, Paul Lowe and Gary Knight
Writer: PROF. KENNETH MORRISON

A

s the war in Ukraine enters
its second month, images of
the devastation of cities such
as Mariupol and Kharkiv or
shells being fired into apartment blocks in Kyiv are stark reminders that we cannot take peace in Europe for granted. The war has received
significant media coverage. The international press corps, based in various
cities across Ukraine, try to make sense
of what is happening on the ground in
a fast-moving conflict which have already had far-reaching consequences for European security, though the
full extent of these are not yet known.

A turning point in journalistic
practice
This month also marks thirty years
since the beginning of the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina and the siege of
Sarajevo, during which the city was militarily encircled and subjected to daily
sniping, mortaring and shelling, first by
the the Yugoslav People’s Army (JNA)
and subsequently by the Army of Republika Srpska (VRS). The siege, which
was not formally lifted on 29 February

Holiday Inn during the siege / JOEL BRAND

Only eight years earlier, the city hosted the W
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1996 (four years after Bosnia’s independence referendum) lasted 1,425 days,
making it the longest siege in modern
history. More than 11,000 people were
killed and many of the city’s most important cultural institutions, historical
monuments, sporting venues and the
wider social and economic infrastructure were destroyed or seriously damaged. Ordinary citizens, already suffering the privations caused by no gas,
electricity or water and limited food
supplies were subject not only to indiscriminate shelling but were deliberately targeted by snipers.
The siege of Sarajevo became worldwide news. The international media
portrayed it as a compelling struggle
between the lightly-armed defenders
of a city encircled by the might of the
VRS. And this in a city that had, just

eight years before, hosted the Winter
Olympics. For those foreign correspondents who reported from Sarajevo during the siege, it became the most important story of their careers. While a number of experienced journalists, such as
the BBC’s Martin Bell and the Pulitzer
Prize-winning John F Burns of the New
York Times, made significant contributions, a younger generation of correspondents and photojournalists such
as Christiane Amanpour, Allan Little,
Remy Ourdan, Ron Haviv, Paul Lowe
and Gary Knight, among others, made
their names documenting the war in
Bosnia and the siege of Sarajevo.
The siege marked important shifts
in the practice of journalism. Digital
technology began to change the way
they worked; the use of armoured cars,
flak jackets and helmets became more

One of the BBC’s armored cars in Sarajevo / SEAN MAGUIRE

BBC journalist Kate Adie reports from Sarajevo / PAUL LOWE

Winter Olympics / OSLOBOĐENJE ARCHIVE
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significant hazThe Sarajevo TV building, built in the
ards and numerous
1970’s but extended in advance of
checkpoints to navigate) or, later, the
the 1984 Winter Olympics, this large
Mount Igman road.
grey concrete structure was among
However, after the
the least aesthetically pleasing,
UN Protection Force
(UNPROFOR) had
though one of the most solidly
taken control of the
constructed buildings in the city
airport, journalists could access
the city more easily. Once in possession of a UN press be safely kept, and it provided food, a
pass, they could fly directly into Sara- relatively stable supply of water and
jevo via UN aid flights - sardonically generators to ensure a near-constant
dubbed as ‘Maybe Airlines’ - from Za- source of electricity.
Like the Holiday Inn, the Sarajegreb and Split in Croatia or Ancona in
Italy. Flying into the city, usually on a vo TV building was also a vital part of
Hercules C-130, involved a ‘Khe Sanh the infrastructure used by the foreign
approach’, a technique developed by press corps. Built in the 1970’s but exthe US Air Force during the Vietnam tended in advance of the 1984 WinWar in which the plane would nose- ter Olympics, this large grey concrete
dive into a sharp descent and level off structure was among the least aesthetically pleasing, though one of the most
just before landing.
After arrival at the airport, journalists solidly constructed, buildings in the
had to travel down the treacherous air- city. Throughout April and May 1992,
port road onto what became known as the TV station was the home primar‘Sniper Alley’, the main artery into Sara- ily for Radio Television of Bosnia and
jevo. Numerous journalists were either Herzegovina (RTV-BiH). But after the
killed or seriously injured taking this EBU evacuated their base at the Hotel
route, including David Kaplan, the ABC Ilidža in May 1992, a small EBU ‘special
senior news producer, who was fatal- operations team’ returned to Sarajevo
ly wounded by a sniper’s bullet on Au- in June and established a new satellite
gust 13, 1992, minutes after arriving in feed point in the TV station. This beSarajevo and the CNN camerawoman, came a critical part of the journalistic
Margaret Moth, who was seriously in- infrastructure, where TV crews, radio
jured on Sniper Alley on July 23, 1992. journalists and print journalists would
Both were travelling in ‘soft-skin’ ve- all send their footage by satellite or dichicles, which afforded little or no pro- tate reports using satellite phones.
The TV station was considered one
tection. By the late summer of 1992, a
greater number of journalists were ac- of the most secure buildings in the city
quiring armoured cars, which were in- and its robust construction meant that
creasingly regarded as necessary for op- it could withstand the shelling and mortar attacks that it regularly endured beterating within a besieged city.
The majority of journalists were ter than most buildings in Sarajevo.
basedintheHolidayInn,whichbecame It remained, throughout the siege, a
the home for many foreign correspon- hugely important part of the reporting
dents and TV crews (with a few notable infrastructure, without which television
exceptions - the Associated Press were, images of what was happening in the
for example, based in the Hotel Belve- city could not have been as widely disdere in Višnjik) and a crucial network- seminated to international audiences.
ingnode.Thehotel,whichhadbeenthe
temporary base for Radovan Karadžić Nonsense at 9 p.m.
and the leadership of the Serbian DemThe Postal, Telegraph and Teleocratic Party (SDS), had been closed phone (PTT) building, where the UN
after April 6, 1992, when SDS snipers held their press briefings, was also an
firedshotsintoacrowdofpeacefuldem- important part of the broader infraonstrators assembled outside the Bos- structure used by journalists. One of the
nian parliament before the hotel was daily rituals of the foreign press corps in
stormed by Bosnian special forces. The Sarajevo was to attend these daily briefinterior of the building was badly dam- ings, dubbed the ‘Nine O’ Clock Follies’.
aged by the events of that day, but by late They were often rather fractious affairs,
May 1992 what remained of the hotel’s with gathered journalists sometimes
staff returned to work to prepare for its critical of the role of the UN. Briefings
re-opening in late June.
for the press were also held at the BosThe Holiday nian Presidency building, and this, too,
Inn was no hav- became one of the key places for jouren for its wartime nalists to garner information.
David Kaplan, the ABC senior news
guests, most of
This journalistic infrastructure enproducer, was fatally wounded by
whom were jour- sured that the story of the siege of Saranalists. It was jevo, both in terms of military developa sniper’s bullet on August 13, 1992,
dangerously ex- ments and the experiences of the citiminutes after arriving in Sarajevo and
posed to mortar zens, could continue to be conveyed to
the CNN camerawoman, Margaret
and sniper fire worldwide audiences. Creating it was
and located not a significant logistical and technologiMoth, was seriously injured on
only within siege cal endeavour undertaken in the most
Sniper Alley on July 23, 1992
lines but directly challenging of circumstances. The refacing the front purposing of key buildings in the city as
line. Many parts places where the media could gather
station - where the European Broad- of the building were exposed to sniper official information or use communicacasting Union (EBU) established a fire, the lobby windows were no more tions equipment to file copy or transmit
satellite feed point - the PTT building than dangling shards of glass or open images, the increasing use of armoured
where UN briefings took place, and the spaces covered with tarpaulin, and vir- vehicles to navigate more safely within
city’s airport from where journalists tually every window on the building the city and a genuine commitment to
could fly in and out of Sarajevo, had had been damaged by gunfire. Never- the story all combined to ensure that
become part of a vital infrastructure theless, by July 1992, the Holiday Inn the siege remained, albeit only periodithat journalists used to send their dai- had emerged as a crucial communica- cally, on the international news agenly reports on developments within the tions hub for foreign journalists and the da until it was lifted in February 1996.
local staff - translators, fixers, and drivbesieged city.
(Author is a Professor of History at
Getting in an out of Sarajevo was ers - that worked with them. While life
De Montfort University in the UK. He is
fraught with danger. Those attempting there was not necessarily a comfortable
the author of ‘Sarajevo’s Holiday Inn:
to do so went by car via either the Pale- one, the guests did not suffer the daily
On the Frontline of Politics and War’
Lukavica road (and then across the ex- privations experienced by the citizens
and co-author of ‘War Hotels’ (with
posed airport runway) or the Kiseljak- of Sarajevo. The hotel had an underAbdallah El Binni) and ‘Reporting the
Ilidža road (both of which presented ground car park where vehicles could
Siege of Sarajevo’ with Paul Lowe)
widespread; live satellite broadcasts
became more commonplace. There
was also a demonstration of remarkable solidarity between journalists in
the form of the ‘Sarajevo Agency Pool’
(SAP), which facilitated the sharing of
footage so that TV crews, in particular,
could limit their exposure to unnecessary risk.
Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of reporting on the siege of Sarajevo was, however, the relatively rapid development of the journalistic infrastructure that facilitated the work
of foreign correspondents. Between
April and June 1992, there were foreign journalists in the city, but they were
based either in small hotels or private
apartments in Sarajevo or at the Hotel Bosna in Ilidža, where the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) had established their first satellite feed point, until they
were forced to evacuate in
mid-May 1992. As a consequence, there were only
a small number of foreign reporters and photojournalists in Sarajevo
throughout much of the
following month.
There was little in the
way of any reporting infrastructure, though one
would emerge and consolidate in summer of
1992. Indeed, by July 1992
buildings such as the Holiday Inn, the Sarajevo TV
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Oslobođenje War Editorial Office: Slavko Šantić, Marina Rodić, Šefik Dautbegović and Fahro Memić

Memory: Kemo and the newspaper
that conquered its name
The editorial idea was clear - Oslobođenje will inform, there will be no war trumpet, it will
nurture the spirit of interethnic tolerance and cultivate the spirit of the Bosnian tradition.
Such an orientation brought the list fame already in the first months of the war
Writer: EMIR HABUL

I

t was sometime in the second half
of April. The war had largely begun,
whoever could come to the editorial staff in Nedžarići, came there,
and the first shots were fired at the
Oslobođenje building. At the editorial
meeting convened in a hurry, Kemo’s
idea that Oslobođenje will continue to
be published ‘’as long as Sarajevo exists’’ was accepted. I did not attend the
meeting (I was not a member of the
editorial board but a reporter) and the
news was conveyed to me the same day
by Gordana Knežević, who was at that
time Kemo’s deputy.
The decision was then made to prepare the atomic shelter for the war
desk where the emergency duty teams
would work, and to find a place in the
city for a checkpoint to coordinate the
work of the journalists. When asked
what would I do, Kemo’s decision was
that it was more useful for me to write,
and that the time and the opportunities will themselves impose the topics on me.

Professional and honest
The Oslobođenje came out regularly and became more important as the

As it were, I was the first author in that column,
because on the day the newspaper was
published, the BiH Parliament was supposed
to discuss the Neum affair. I did not write a
memorable article, but it wasn’t so bad either

shelling intensified, and the blockade
– both physical and communicational - became tighter. The editorial idea
was clear - the Oslobođenje will inform,
it will not be a war trumpet, it will nurture the spirit of interethnic tolerance,
and it will cultivate the spirit of Bosnian
tradition. Such an orientation brought
the wartime glory to the newspapers
already in the first months of war. The
newspaper became a symbol of the
resistance to aggression, a symbol of
courage (‘’this newspaper is made on
the very front line) and interethnic tolerance (‘’the newspaper is made and
edited by editors and journalists of all
nationalities’’).
What was the basis of the ‘’phenomenon of the Oslobođenje’’? There
are two reasons – one has a broader socio-political context (the Agrokomerc
affair), and the other is the leadership of
Kemal Kurspahić after his election for
the editor-in-chief in December 1988,
which modernized the Oslobođenje.
The consequences of the bonds
affair in 1987 accelerated the process
of democratization in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and one of the consequences was the conquest of freedom by the
media. From this distance I can confirm that the party elite of those times,
which came after the old guard that left
the political scene by the end of 1988
under the burden of the affairs, started strongly with democratic practice,
which led to the emancipation of institutions. Dr. Nijaz Duraković came to
the head of the Party, and introduced a

Kemal Kurspahić, 2009.

more direct way of management and a
more relaxed style of work that opened
up the space for dialogue and even polemics. It is important to mention that
the member of the SFRJ Precidency was
elected for the first time by secret ballot among several candidates (Bogić
Bogićević convincingly defeated two
competitors - Marko Ćeranić, who was
then the president of the RIV BiH, and
Dr. Dragan Kalinić, who was considered a popular politician. For example,
the General Assembly of Bosnia and
Herzegovina also chose the successor
of Duško Zgonjanin, from among several candidates, an act which was unimaginable before that.
The rejuvenated political elite in BiH
accepted the media’s request to choose
editors themselves. At the gathering of
the workers of the Oslobođenje held
in the late autumn of 1988, two candidates were selected, both of them with
editorial, authorial and international

experience: Zoran Kurtović and Kemal
Kurspahić. At the beginning of December, the Presidency of the Socialist Alliance appointed Kurspahić as the editor-in-chief. The leading editors at the
Radio and Television Sarajevo were
elected according to the same model.
A few days before the election,
Kemo turned 42, which is to say, young
enough to have the strength and ambition to ‘’work up a sweat’’, experienced and mature enough to breathe
in new life to the newspaper. Shortly before the election, Kemo returned from
New York, where he spent four years
as a correspondent for Oslobođenje.
Curious as he was and with the passion of the first class journalist (he started writing for newspapers at the age
of 15), that American experience was
decisive for Kemo’s journalistic grinding. When he would come on a vacation to ‘’Kožni’’, as we called the cafe-bar in the building in Nedžarići, we
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soaked up his American stories. We
wondered how leading politicians at 6
or 7 in the morning go live as guests of
a show on the chanel Good Morning
America, without the presenter giving
them questions in the advance; how
journalists do not report extensively
from press conferences but convey
only key statements or information, or
how the press conference only serves
as the basis for the story development,
how topics are searched for, how journalists question politicians, and disregard their reproachs. In the years of a
hard party rule, there was no chance for
a journalist to request a telephone statement from a leading politician, to ask
for a comment or to say that he was not

satisfied with the answer. In the reports
from various forums, the care was taken
to adjust the number of lines to the ‘’pay
grade’’, that is to the place in the hierarchy of officials, which also applied to the
placement of photography. Journalists
were ideologically oriented to be ‘’socio
political workers’’, ‘’children of the system’’. It was neither nice nor risk-free to
make an ideological oversight even on
the entertainment sites. In the summer
1978, a report was published in the rubric Odmor about a Czech family who
were spending their summers in Makarska for years, but complained to the
reporter about rising prices. The reporter duly noted that in Czechoslovakia,
oil, bread, sugar, petrol, etc. cost the
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same for years, and in Yugoslavia the
prices were constantly rising, etc. The
reporter (Željko Rodić) was suspended for six months and banned from
publishing, and the editor of the rubric (Fahro Memić) was suspended
for three months, and the editor of the
news desk (Juka Arnautović) was punished for ‘’non vigilance’’. The reporter could not publish even sports commentary in the Naši dani, which became a part of the Oslobođenje Company that fall.
Coming to the helm of the
Oslobođenje (I must say that the climate among journalists was in that direction) Kemo modernized the newspaper and democratized work and access to texts. He immediately showed
that he is the editor of broad interventions. The first thing he did was to introduce rubrics of open comments and
opinions. On Mondays, there was a
section Yu-Dnevnik in which the editors of TV daily shows from all eight republican and provincial centers wrote
for the Oslobođenje, and on the second
day, there was an entire large-format Yu
Press page with a review of the most interesting or controversial articles from
other newspapers throughout Yugoslavia. In addition, he introduced special
contributions that were published every day (Globus on Thursdays, Nedjelja
- later 7 days, on Saturdays, etc.).
In the newspaper it was a practise to
hear the ‘’other side’’ which revived the
reporting. He made the biggest step forward by initiating the column ‘’U žiži’’
(In the focus) which went on the first
page of the newspaper (the article in
focus was later accompanied by a picture of the author) with complete authorial freedom. As it were, I was the
first author in that column, because on
the day the newspaper was published,
the BiH Parliament was supposed to
discuss the Neum affair. I did not write
a memorable article, but I did not do so
badly either. I developed a theory about
the abuse of the construction rent, because the top executives received arranged lots for approximately two average salaries.
This rubric became very popular and
read. It was short - up to one and a half
page of text, with good authors and with
an attitude. In his war diary (Sarajevo that no longer exists, 1998), Hamza Bakšić wrote under the date of February 24, 1992, complaining about the
difficulty of writing columns and how
young people got out of this obligation:
‘’They write a rubric in the focus, which
goes to the first page, it is easier to write,
everyone reads it. Leading the way in
this are Miro Janković and Emir Habul,
two of the most popular pens of the
Oslobođenje, popular for completely
different reasons, with completely different audiences’’.
This could be discussed, including
the fact that for a long time colleagues
did not really fight to write in this rubric
because journalists were not taught
to express the essence in a few words.
They were used to writing long and in
many details.
Some titles and thesis from the rubric
became metaphors for the topoi of Bosnian and Herzegovinian reality. When
the head of SAO Krajina, Martić, was
arrested in Bosanska Krupa and subsequently released, I wrote the rubric
titled: ‘’Stuck in the elevator’’ to convey a position of powerlessness of the
BiH authorities in the pre-war years;
I wrote another rubric titled ‘’Going
in the middle’’ to express the atmosphere of governmental tactics to avoid
(or postpone) the war, explaining the
necessity of refraining from war conflicts of a country that does not have
the loyalty of the army and police, and
which torn apart by internal separatism
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and unprepared for
Kemo never ceased to
the war.
mention Kjašif Smajlović, our
The Oslobođenje
was directed and led
correspondent from Zvornik
successfully thanks
who was killed by Arkan’s gang
to the course which
in the correspondence premises
was determined by
Kurspahić, in the
on April 8, 1992. For Kemo, Kjašif
time of the breakup
remained a symbol of courage,
of Yugoslavia. That
orientation could be
sacrifice and devotion to the
summarized in two
profession
words: it was professional and fair. Printing numbers began to
grow (on Fridays when the newspa- (Zločin u 19:30). Epilogue: october 3rd,
per published a TV report, the print- 1991. The Constitutional Court ruled
ing reached 120.000 copies), and at the that the proposed law is not in accorsame time the reputation of newspaper dance with the Constitution of Bosnia
and journalists was improved. In the and Herzegovina. Despite the unity of
second year of Kemo’s editorship, the journalists, this struggle for the freeOslobođenje was named the best dai- dom of public speech would not have
ly newspapers in Yugoslavia. With the been possible without democratically
achieved self-confidence, growth of oriented judges sitting in the Constitupublishing, reputation in the guild, and tional Court of Bosnia and Herzegova growing reputation in the region, the ina, which is a result of the personnel
leading team did not accept that the na- policy of reformed communists in the
tional parties take over the newspaper. last years of their rule.
More than a newspaper
As early as the spring of year 1991, the
Let’s go back for a moment to Kestory spread that the editorial positions
mo’s American experience. He wanted to achieve a deeper contact between
the newspaper and readers, he wanted to know what the audience likes,
how it reacts to the rubrics, feuilletons, and how it values journalists. An
agency compiled a questionnare that
was printed in the newspaper at the
end of 1991. Among other things, readers were to state, at their own discretion (no names have been suggested)
which journalist they preferred to read,
and according to the same principle
whose articles they did not like. Kemo
was one vote ahead of me with a bit
more than 300 votes in his favour, and
I did much better with negative votes.
This is my favourite professional recognition: it came from readers and I
shared it with Kemo.
Many articles have been written about the wartime path of the
Oslobođenje abroad and countless
TV reports have been made about the
Kjašif Smajlović
newspaper that ‘’conquers its name’’
would be distributed. The director posi- (a phrase of the writer Sidran), about
tion in the Oslobođenje was supposed a newspaper with countless internato belong to Ilija Guzin (he would later tional awards.
Oslobođenje was more than a newsbecome the first director of the newly formed Serbian RTV in April 1992), paper. The newspaper has become a
and he himself spread the news. Once, symbol of the idea of Bosnia (and HerI asked him in a tavern Stara Rampa on zegovina), complete and democratic, a
Vrace where journalists (later most- newspaper of hope and faith in the proly Serbian journalists) used to come, fession and a democratic showcase of
how he would accept the position of the whole Bosnia and Herzegovina.
During every meeting with Kemo, we
director when he cannot do that kind
of job, and that the Oslobođenje would mentioned this story: ‘’when his book
fail with him, to which he replied with The Crime at 19:30 (2003) (Zločin u
19:30) was promoted at the Media Cena wide grin:
- I was told in the party that it does ter in Washington in 2013, or after the
not matter, so let it fail, answered Guz- promotion of Boro Kontić’s documentary ‘’The years eaten by locusts’’ (Goina giggling.
Together with the leadership of RTV dine koje su pojeli skakavci) Kemo bitSA of that period, Kemo led the rebel- terly sent a message to the journalists
lion against the government’s intention who were war mongers only recently
to nationally divide the three leading : ‘’I don’t think the protagonists of war
media in BiH – the Oslobođenje, Radio mongering will be punished’’. Boro’s
and Television and the appointment film showed that all war propagandists
of the editors. In the spring of 1991, the who directly called for ethnic hatred,
government passed a law that would al- were rewarded after the war with funclow them to do so. A public campaign tions or apartments!
At every meeting, Kemo did not fail
against the proposed media law followed, public protests were organised, to mention Kjašif Smajlović, our correand the law was disputed before the spondent from Zvornik who was killed
Constitutional Court. At the hearing by Arkan’s gang in the correspondence
before the Constitutional Court, Kemo premises on April 8, 1992. For Kemo,
answered the judge’s question why the Kjašif remained a symbol of devotion,
appointment of editors and directors courage and sacrifice to the profession
would imperil the freedom of public (just before he was murdered, Kjašif
speech. Kemo said that ‘’it would not sent a report to the editorial office). As
imperil, but would destroy it, because for Kemo, Kjašif deserved a street or
the one who appoints and removes at least some important journalistic
editors has power over editorial poli- award to be named after him.
cy’’. This episode is described in more
(Author is longtime journalist, editor
detail in the book The Crime at 19:30 and deputy editor-in-chief 1994-1999)
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If we weren’t so bad, we wouldn’t be so good!
Kemal Kurspahić (Oslobođenje), Milenko Voćkić (Radio Sarajevo), Goran Milić
(Yutel) and I (TV Sarajevo) saw each other regularly, exchanging information, trying
to understand what was happening. We were united in our commitment to peace,
dialogue and stubbornness when it came to defending the profession
Writer: NENAD PEJIĆ

N

owadays, 30 years after the
beginning of the war in
Bosnia and Herzegovina,
when I say on some meetings that media in Bosnia and Serbia today are less free than
in 1989. - 1992. period, people would
look at me strangely. How could that
be, they ask, if today there’s more media than ever?
Pre-war Bosnia and Herzegovina
had several influent media houses.
Television, radio, “Oslobođenje”, Yutel, Slobodna Bosna, Naši Dani. None
of these media was controlled by somebody. There was no internet. All of the
decisions we were making, we were
making independently. Of course, under constant pressure and with constant accusations.
TV Sarajevo was then one media
house with more international media
awards than all the other TV stations in
SFRY together! The same was true for
Radio Sarajevo as well. “Oslobođenje”
was awarded with international awards
several times, it had more professional
authority than Belgrade-based “Politika” or Zagreb-based “Vjesnik”. Neither TV house wanted Yutel, except
us in Sarajevo and our colleagues in
Skopje. All of this generated the atmosphere of constant competition and the
quality was improving day by day. But,
when the war was nearing, editors-inchief were more and more oblivious
instead of knowing what was actually
happening!
Kemal Kurspahić (“Oslobođenje”),
Milenko Voćkić (Radio Sarajevo),
Goran Milić (Yutel) and I (TV Sarajevo) were meeting regularly, exchanging information, trying to understand
what is going on. We were unanimous in commitment to peace and

dialogue. We were stubborn about wanted to defined who is a good Serb
the defence of profession. The idea and who is a bad Serb!
What did the division into nationonce came out that us four should
adress the audience together, call- al channels mean in its essence? It
ing for peace. We published those meant that different teams would go
appeals in the same day, in the me- to same events but with different tasks.
That way, the most important thing on
dia we were accountable to.
We thought that citizens would un- Serb channel would be what Serb repderstand which media informs them resentatives said, on Muslim channel
professionally, and which
media is lying to them,
Goran and I left, Kemo and
and that those media of lie
and propaganda would
Voćka stayed in Sarajevo. We
lose that battle. We were
lost. Even today, I think that,
wrong. In the time of crisis and war, citizens rather
with the editorial policy of
believe those media they
tolerance and understanding,
agree with. They rather
read, listen to and watch
we have done more for the
the same thing they bestate of BiH than the state
lieve in, than these media
itself has done for itself
that would question their
attitude. The goverment
were doing everything
they could to divide RTSA into national it would be what Bosniaks said, and on
channels and we suffered the strongest Croat channel what Croats said.
That way, Serb editor would send a
pressure. These pressures were also significant on “Oslobođenje” as well, with cameraman with one task, Croat with
aim to divide their pages. Those who another, and Muslim with third. Three
were most radical regarding the pres- cameramen on the same event? This
sures were from SDS Party. I asked Ra- also meant that these national channels would exclude each other and
dovan Karadžić:
“That means, Radovan, that we will there would be no competition beneed three times as much cameramen, tween them. Therefore, they would be
three times as much journalists and reduced only to the mere group of novthree times as much cars. Who is go- ices that would obey what their leaders
tell them. According to my beliefs, this
ing to pay for that?”
“Serb people will pay, mister Pejić!” meant the postulate for war. Karadžić
Yes, they will, I thought! Karadžić also wouldn’t agree. Unfortunately, I was
told me in November 1991 that Serb right. Later, Karadžić would succeed
Assembly of Bosnia and Herzegovina in his intention. Even today, as I write
will choose Serb editors! I told him that this, TV channels are divided and they
it is worse than The League of Com- look more and more like spokespermunists’ rule. They only defined who sons of their political sponsors, mostly
is a good communist, while Karadžić national ones.

Such division strengthen the separations and now citizens of one and
the same country have totally opposite and different interpretations
and knowledges of the same events.
If it was just a matter of television, it
would not be so difficult to get out
of everything. But the same policy is
pursued in education, sports, kindergartens and colleges.
Milenko Voćkić, Kemal Kurspahić
and me (Yutel was not the target of
that kind) had two options: to agree to
such divisions or to fight them. Agreeingwouldmeantogivethemthepropaganda machinery voluntarily and not to
fight for the ideals we were guided by.
So, it would be a surrender without
a fight. The other option was to fight.
We decided to lose - by fighting. We
did not want to fall without a resistance.
We thought, and I personally think the
same today, that this was an honorable
decision. There was no doubt that we
would lose that battle. The only thing
that was unclear was how and when. It
was absurd, we fought to preserve the
freedom gained in undemocratic communism from the onslaught of the parties of a democratic society!
Honestly, I wished to be fired and
to leave by force. It would be wonderful to be removed by nationalists. In
March 1991, the national parties voted
to amend the law, according to which
they will appoint the management of
RTSA and “Oslobođenje” by national
key. As the national key was widely respected on RTSA and in “Oslobođenje”
for years, this only meant that the national key was not important at all, but
the intention was to appoint its own
people - one party of the director, another of the editor-in-chief, third of the
head of news, etc.

We responded with the campaign
against that law, we pointed out the
nonsense of that law. We organized
a protest in front the Assembly of BiH
and also initiated a judicial proceeding
before the Constitutional court of BiH
and SFRJ. The Constitutional court of
SFRY ordered the postponement of
the decision until the Constitutional
court of BiH rules. Great victory. RTSA
and “Oslobođenje” received hundreds
of letters of support. There is no similar
example of the media in SFRY successfully resisting the government elected
in the legitimate multi-party elections.
More precisely, we actually showed resistance twice - first time when only SK
BiH was in power and the second time
when national parties were in power.
As we were constantly under attack
by all parties that defined us as bad
media because we were “anti-Serb”,
in to the opinion of one party, “anti-Croat” in the opinion of the other
and “anti-Muslim” in the opinion of
the third party.
Kemal Kurspahić once commented this topic:
“If we weren’t so bad, we wouldn’t
be so good!”
I read the other day that the BHRT
account was blocked. Sadly, the state
doesn’t even have the strength to preserve its television.
Goran and I left, Kemo and Voćka
stayed in Sarajevo. We lost. Even today,
I think that, with the editorial policy of
tolerance and understanding, we have
done more for the state of Bosnia and
Herzegovina than the state itself has
done for itself.
It was an honor to be on the right side
with my colleagues.
(Author is former Editor-in-Chief
of TV Sarajevo)

An editor who changed Oslobođenje
Editor-in-chief of Oslobođenje from 1994 to
1999 spoke about Oslobođenje and Kemal
Kurspahić
Writer: MEHMED HALILOVIĆ

H

e was an outstanding professional. A journalist who
rightly gained the trust of
Oslobođenje journalists
and this was the first time
in the history of Oslobođenje, and
even in the history of former Yugoslavia, that journalists themselves chose
their own editor-in-chief. Thanks
to his professional enthusiasm and
commitment, he largely managed to

reorient Oslobođenje from a semi-official newsletter, as it had been until
then, into an independent newspaper. To inspire it with a great note
and great importance of professionalism and, which was probably the
most important in the very beginning, to organize the work of journalists and the redaction in such manner that they can report every day
and be at the service of their readers.

Not in entire Bosnia and Herzegovina, we only succeeded in that later, not to the readers in the whole
world, we also succeeded in that later when we formed the foreign edition of Oslobođenje, but at least in
Sarajevo, all citizens knew that every
morning, no matter how hard bombing and shelling were, they will find
a newspaper such as Oslobođenje at
the street colporteurs’.
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There are a lot of memories of Kemo
Boro Kontić, a longtime journalist and
director of Mediacentar, reminds that
Oslobođenje was left without an oath to Tito
Interviewer: INDIRA ŠAHBAZOVIĆ-KUČEVIĆ

Where were you when the war
started?

- On Sunday, April 5, I terminated the
second program of which I was the editor, when these protesters passed from
Dobrinja to the Assembly, which would
later turn into what is called “national
parliament”. At that time, hence, I lead
that special program on Sunday from
two o’clock until Monday morning at
nine o’clock. As that program started on
April 5, it was not stopped until April 17
sometime, when Radio Sarajevo decided to stop all the programs. There was
no more first, no second, no third and
no 202. It was all one program - a war
program. I was there.
How difficult was to send any picture about events in Bosnia and
Herzegovina to the world?

- It was difficult to send any information. I remember in May 1992, when the
first massacre in Vase Miskina Street
took place, the footage of this massacre came to radio television headquarters, sometimes around May 6 or
7. It was sent by some channels via one
protruding transmitter that was still in
function, near Čapljina. Through that
transmitter, it reached Zagreb television, which then distributed that footage to the world. Of course, all of that
became somewhat better later, but before the truth, it was difficult to send any
information. The world always has its
ears plugged for any information and
it took a long time. Now it seems to me
that, after 30 years, when Ukraine started, it is somehow better and more precise to understand what was happening in Sarajevo in 1992.

Can you share with us your memories of Kemal Kurspahić?

- There are lot of memories about
Kemo. Of all these, it may be interesting when Kemo was trying to change
Oslobođenje. In late ‘80s, he made
one of the moves that was quite revolutionary at that time. Sure, people
find it ridiculous today, but it was
hard to change that. Sometime after
Tito’s death, Oslobođenje had the
sentence “Comrade Tito, we swear
to you, from your path we will never
depart” on the front page. This has
been the motto on Oslobođenje’s
front page for almost ten years. And
he, while changing Oslobođenje, decided to remove this motto sometimes in 1989. But he said he didn’t
inform the others in Oslobođenje
much. That morning, he went on the

Four phases of history
Kemal Kurspahić is unavoidable, one of the
leading persons and figures of journalism in
Bosnia and Herzegovina forever
Writer: ZLATKO DIZDAREVIĆ

M

emories of Kemal
bind me to my entire career, as the
most beautiful days
we lived together.
We were peers who cuckooed from
some other situation. Story about
Kemo is the story about my generation, about our mutual generation that was really different than
those before us and today’s generations. When talking about Kemo,
the history will remember him, and
he should be remembered. He will
be remembered by four different
stories that are important in his life.
First story is the one that Boro already mentioned. This happened
before war, and this was the phase of
Oslobođenje’s opening. Dragging in of
our generation which was in that time
new, young generation. It has become
quite normal for correspondents under the age of 30 to go abroad. It was
quite normal for us to answer the call
from the city committee, whether the
city secretary will get his side after his
conference, to tell him he has a card
and a half and that’s it. Therefore, it
was a period in which completely new
awareness of journalism was being
created, new awareness of our role in
all this, of the obligation to the public, rather than the obligation to the
committees. Kemo was the crest of
that generation, the crest of those decisions to make it so.

Second phase is his war-phase,
which is also a historical phase.
I must say I am confused how
Oslobođenje today doesn’t have at
least one room in Historical museum about Oslobođenje in wartime, because this is something that
whole world recognized as great
professional and emotional story
and as heroism after all. He was the
head of that team, made up of these
people from this generation, people that enter the wartime together.
First day when the bombing started,
nobody called us. Half of the redaction gathered in one place, because
we were aware of possibility that, in
the history of Oslobođenje, it could
happen that one day can go without
the publishing of the paper.
Then we met and realized we
need around twenty people as
technological minimum required
to make that paper, to avoid that
one day in the history without
Oslobođenje. It is a great story in
which Kemo was a leader. He was
the one gathering us, with his sense
for understanding and diplomacy in
relations. Times were difficult, various characters, of course, surfaced.
He managed to gather us and keep
us in one place.
Third story is little known here. It
is his journalist-story in the United
States. Not only as a correspondent,
but also later when he went to the

US, he was, which was a unique example in Yugoslav journalism at that
time, let alone later, the editor of one
group of American newspapers in
Washington, where he worked as a
man who came from Bosnia, which
was very strange at the time. And he
succeeded, he achieved a career and
reputation. Later, it even spilled over
into many jobs and functions in various governmental and non-governmental organizations.
Fourth part of the story about
him is also infinitely significant and
rounds out that image of personality. His post-war texts are also extremely important for the history of
our journalism. After all that, his columns and comments from the United States about our situations, on
many occasions were much clearer, sharper and more concrete and,
I must say, much more important
than the comments of many distinguished commentators here from
Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Therefore, taking everything in
account, it is not only about sentiment, it is not only about private
relations we had, we really were
friends in many situations, we were
meeting before and after that, in
the US and after the US. It is simply
about one man who is unavoidable,
one of the leading persons and figures of journalism in Bosnia and
Herzegovina forever.

Mediacentar published Kurspahić’s capital book “Crime at 19:30”

business trip to Belgrade, but he listened the youth program in his car,
in which the question “what do you
think about this change” was asked
immediately.
The first few who called were like
„have they no shame“, “how this, how
that”, but suddenly, others started calling with “let them be”, “it is smart”...
Suddenly,Kemowritesinthatonebook
he published in the United States, how
that conversation and those people
calling gave him the right to do what

he did, because he was somehow afraid
of what he did. How will all this symbiosis pass between media then, in late
‘80s, who were trying to alter that social reality, as guard dogs of the democratic public. We cooperated a lot after that, not to mention in the war and
after the war. Mediacentar I run has
publised his capital book “Prime Time
Crime” which is a large, perhaps the
most complete description of journalism in Bosnia and Herzegovina, from
1945 to 2000.

Kemal takes the floor
Kemal Kurspahić was a believer in the
independent thought in journalism
It was 1989. Kemal Kurspahić
appointed me as an editor of
Saturday’s political magazine “7
Dana” (“newspaper in newspaper”) in Oslobođenje, on his and
accepted suggestion of the Board, when I was relatively young
journalist. It was during the time
of dissolution of the old socialist self-government system, and
uncertainty of what would it be
replaced with.
Time when socialism in
Yugoslavia is replaced with
uncertainty of frenzied natiRasim Ćerimagić
onalism. Kemal then and later found his editorial credo
in simple journalist-formula: If you want an independent
journalism, rely on educated and free-minded journalists
and editors.
After one year of his leadership in “Oslobođenje”, we were
awarded with European award for the best newspaper in the
world.
Beginning of the war, early April. JNA supplies JATA planes to transfer all the families from Sarajevo exclusively to
Beograd.
We had a meeting of the Editorial Board. Kemal takes the
floor and says simply: “My dear colleagues, the aggression
against Bosnia and Herzegovina has started here. This is a war!
Please, decide, whoever wants to get their families out of Sarajevo, he should do it. Here will be a journalistic event of the
decade. Whoever wants to leave, he should leave. Whoever
wants to witness as a journalist about the war that has started,
he should stay with us. “Oslobođenje” will be published every
day. If we are devoted to our profession and to the truth.”
Several editors changed during my time in “Oslobođenje”.
Most often, those sent by the Central Committee of the League
of Communists of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The only one who
did not care about the official policy of those in power was
Kemal. That fanatic, a believer in the independent thought in
journalism.
He is the one, but not the only one, who is meritorious for 17
prestigious international journalist awards that Oslobođenje
won during that decade.
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Kemal was the guiding star
I realized that I could tell the story of Sarajevo through the story of
Oslobođenje, talking about the people who worked there and their personal
struggles and challenges to present the wider experience of Sarajevo
Writer: TOM GJELTEN

I

went to Sarajevo for the first time in
June1992. I had been in Belgrade,
where someone (I don’t remember who) told me I should contact
a friend of hers, Gordana Knežević,
when I got to Sarajevo. I did, and I
stayed with her and her husband Ivo
for several days. I was very impressed
with them. I had spent time in Serbia
and Croatia, where I found many people thinking of themselves exclusively
in national terms, as Serbs or Croats,
but Gordana and Ivo were different.
Gordana was a Serb, Ivo a Croat, and
many of their friends were Muslim or
still called themselves Yugoslavs, but
those identities didn’t seem to matter. I soon realized this was a common
pattern in Sarajevo, and it made me
realize that whether this cosmopolitan idea could survive in the midst of
nationalist thinking was what made
the struggle over Sarajevo relevant to
the broader world. This was the story I
wanted to tell, and I wanted to tell it in a
personal way, with human characters.
Through Gordana, I saw how
Oslobođenje symbolized this Sarajevo idea. The paper had a multiethnic staff and as an enterprise it was

committed to multiethnic life. Be- Miro Tadić, Zdravko Grebo, Senayond that, it also symbolized the per- da Kreso, Nedžad Imamović, Boseverance and resilience of the Saraje- ris Knežević, Mirza Hajrić, and my
vo people, because the staff refused to grumpy driver, whom I remember only
give in to the war. With great courage as “Smajo.” I know most of these peoand effort, they managed to publish ple are no longer in Sarajevo, but in altheir paper every day, even after their most every case they stayed throughbuilding was bombed. That’s when I out the war, because they believed in
realized I could tell the
Sarajevo story by telling the Oslobođenje
The paper had a multiethnic
story, using the people
staff and as an enterprise it was
who worked there and
their private struggles
committed to multiethnic life.
and challenges to repBeyond that, it also symbolized
resent the broader Sarajevo experience.
the perseverance and resilience
The first person I
of the Sarajevo people
met was Gordana.
Through her, I met Kemal Kurspahić, the editor-in-chief, and other editors: Fahro Bosnia and they believed in Sarajevo.
Kemal was the guiding star of the
Memić, Rasim Ćerimagić, Adil Hajrić
and Zlatko Dizdarević; Columnists Oslobođenje community. He, more
Vlado Mrkić, Mehmed Halilović, Go- than anyone, was able to articulate the
jko Berić; reporters Senka Kurtović, principles that Oslobodjenje stood for
Emir Habul, Vedo Spahović, Džeilana and the historical and political context
Pečanin, Vlado Štaka, Tomo Počanić in which it had developed. Like Gorand others. I also became friends with dana, he was in an interethnic marother people in Sarajevo, including riage. He was Muslim and his wife

Vesna was a Serb. Of all the people I
knew in wartime Sarajevo, he was the
most cheerful and upbeat. He played
an extremely important role in maintaining the morale of the staff and
persuading them that their communal work and the daily production of
their paper was a cause worth their
commitment.
There are two categories of reporters in war zones, and their missions
are quite different. There are journalists who report for the United States or
other countries not directly involved in
the war (like my wife Martha Raddatz
who is currently in Ukraine as a correspondent for ABC Television). Their responsibility is to communicate to the
rest of the world what is going on in the
war zone, to make it comprehensible,
and to get people to care about what
is happening there. That is incredibly
important work, and they need to be
encouraged. This was myself and other foreign reporters in Sarajevo. There
are also the journalists who are from the
actual countries involved in the war. In
Sarajevo, these were my colleagues at
Oslobodjenje. Their work may be even
more important, but their mission is

different. The people of Sarajevo knew
the reality of war all too well. They did
not need someone to explain it to them
or tell them why it was important. The
role of local journalists in a war zone
is to connect the people on the front
line – fighters, aid workers, diplomats,
etc. – with the people they are serving.
The people need to know that someone is fighting for them. These local
journalists are like front-line fighters
themselves. They may not carry weapons, but they have the responsibility
of maintaining the morale of the local
population, which in wartime may be
just as important as fighting the enemy.
I would like to think that the experience from the Oslobođenje Newspaper
help them. My book came out a long
time ago, and I don’t know how many
people now reporting from Ukraine
are aware of the Oslobodjenje story.
I know some are. But I think the story I tell of the Oslobodjenje journalists
is one that should resonate with other
war reporters, whether foreign or local, because the essential experience
is the same, and the lessons that I drew
from Oslobodjenje would apply in similar situations.

Kemal Kurspahić: How It All Began
Kemo did not choose the times in which he would endeavour to realize
his dream, but the times chose him as the man who would defend the
freedom of the press in Bosnia under the greatest pressure imaginable
Writer: GORDANA KNEŽEVIĆ

K

emalKurspahićreturnedfrom
his stint as Oslobođenje’s
New York correspondent in
1985 obsessed with one idea:
that in Sarajevo and Bosnia,
dismissively referred to as the “dark
vilayet” in the Serbian and Croatian
media, it was possible to have a newspaper not beholden to the Communist
Party. In 1989, he became the first editor-in-chief of Oslobođenje not nominated for the post by the Socialist Alliance but elected by its journalists. One
of his first acts was to remove the oath
of loyalty to Tito that was printed daily
on our front page: “Comrade Tito, we
pledge ourselves to you”. It was not
meant at the time as an expression of
support for some political alternative,
but nearly a decade after Tito’s death
it was unnecessary to keep reprinting
the motto. Around the same time, Kemal fostered the paper’s ties with writers and commentators in Skopje, Belgrade, Zagreb, Ljubljana, ensuring that
Oslobođenje would not be a provincial
but a Yugoslav newspaper.

However, the main battles were
still ahead. After the first multiparty
elections in 1990, the new nationalist authorities aimed to take control
of the Bosnian media – Oslobođenje
and TV Sarajevo above all – and to reorganize them along national lines.
As a part of this scheme, Ilija Guzina was proposed for the managing director of Oslobođenje. It so
happened that Guzina played soccer with Miroslav Janković, who, although a nationalist, valued his job.
He asked Guzina how he was planning to run Oslobođenje when he
had never been in charge of a publishing company. Guzina replied that
he was “not going to run the newspaper, but to bankrupt it”, to make way
for three national dailies. The rumour
inevitably reached Oslobođenje, and
strengthened the resolve of those
who supported Kemal and the newspaper’s independence. Kemal played
a key role throughout 1991 in defeating the proposed reforms, beginning
with mass public protests and ending

in victory at the Constitutional Court,
only a few months before the start of
the war.
I remember the first journalist killed
during the war in Bosnia, in April 1992.
News reached us from Zvornik that
Kjašif Smajlović had been killed. We
had no details yet. His body had been
dragged out of his office and he was
buried in a mass grave. Not long before that he filed his last report, knowing that the chetniks were on their way
to kill him. The day before he had sent
his family across the Drina River, to Serbia. His body was exhumed after the
war and given a proper burial.
That month Kemal called us all in
for a meeting. We were still inside our
building, before it was reduced to rubble. Kemal told us that anyone who felt
unable to carry on working under wartime conditions would be allowed to
leave, and that Oslobođenje would provide help with that. That was to be our
last meeting in our old newsroom, although we did not know it at the time.
Despite never having been in a war,

Kemal acted as if he had long experience as a wartime editor. Those staff
members who chose to stay he divided
into two groups. To minimize the risks,
since the road to our building was one
of the most dangerous in the city, Kemal
introduced a system of weekly shifts.
One group was in charge of putting
together and printing the newspaper
in our bomb-shelter, while the other
group, mainly reporters, worked from
an office downtown. The first temporary location was the Railway company
building (ŽTO). The trains weren’t running, so they were quite happy to have
someone using the space. The newsroom secretary was Ulvija Ramusović,
incredibly loyal to Oslobođenje.
Kemal also continued to write. In
a series of articles, he criticized the
then Foreign Minister Haris Silajdžić.
I remember one of those articles, with
the title “One Man Show”. It criticised Silajdžić for not forming a team
and believing that he could conduct
the country’s foreign policy by himself. At that time, Silajdžić was surely

the most popular politician in Bosnia,
and I was concerned that such a strident critique would not go down well
with many readers. I asked Kemal to
at least use a different headline. He
refused, convinced that he was right
and that despite the war we had to hold
our own government to account. Perhaps his most important trait was his
self-confidence.
Another editor-in-chief might well
have said that we are only 200 meters
from the frontline, that it’s impossible to
carry on, and that Oslobođenje’s story
is finished. However, thanks to Kemal
Kurspahić, the story of Oslobođenje endures. He was a true champion of press
freedom in Bosnia. He was not only an
advocate of a free press from the very
beginning but managed to sustain an
independent newspaper even in wartime. Kemo did not choose the times
in which he would endeavour to realize his dream, but the times chose him
as the man who would defend the freedom of the press in Bosnia under the
greatest pressure imaginable.
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Annie Leibovitz and Susan Sontag
visit Oslobođenje’s bomb-shelter
We sat and drank coffee after Annie finished filming in Sarajevo. She took the film out of
the camera and gave the camera to Senad Gubelić, Oslobođenje photojournalist
Writer: GORDANA KNEŽEVIĆ

Oslobođenje, 9. august. 1993.

I

t was a short century. It began in Sarajevo, in 1914, with the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand
of Austria-Hungary and his wife Sophie, and ended with the bombardment of Sarajevo in 1992. That was the
verdict given by Susan Sontag (19332004) in one of our conversations during her visit to wartime Sarajevo, in the
summer of 1993.

Magic rug
On another occasion Sontag was accompanied by a friend, the renowned
photographer Annie Leibovitz (1949). The three of us went to the ruins of
the Oslobođenje building, to the underground bomb-shelter where we
printed the newspaper every day during the war. I discovered that there was
hot water at the shelter. It was a rare
opportunity to wash my hair and feel
warm water on my skin. Under normal circumstances, Susan Sontag’s visit to Oslobođenje and her stay at the
shelter would have been a major event.
It would have been unimaginable to
leave such a distinguished guest alone

for even a minute. But those were not
ordinary times.
Before her arrival, Annie had informed us that she wanted to shoot a
portrait of Haris Silajdžić, then Bosnian
Prime Minister, shirtless and outdoors.
I replied that, knowing Haris, as soon
as he hears that Annie Leibovitz was
involved, he would agree to do the full
monty if required. Unlike many photojournalists who had come to photograph only the dead, the wounded,
and the scenes of destruction in the
city, Annie was also interested in chronicling the war through portraits of people whose lives had been turned upside-down by the war. The exhibition
featuring her photographs from Sarajevo later toured the world.
There was no Google for me to search
for information about Annie at the time,
and I only had my own memory to call
upon. I remembered Annie’s portrait
of Dr. Robert Jarvik, who patented the
first artificial heart in the 1980s. Annie
wanted to know everything about Oslobodjenje, and in total darkness I took
her around the remains of the building,

showingherwhereournewsroomused
to be. She and Susan stayed in the Oslobodjenje building overnight. We sat
drinking coffee after Annie was done
taking photos. She took the film out, and
gave the camera as a present to Senad
Gubelić, Oslobođenje photojournalist.
Annie did that without fanfare, handing
overherpreciouscameratoacolleague.
When I ran into him many years later in
Sarajevo, Senad told me that he still had
the best camera in the city. That morning Leibovitz left Sarajevo.
Susan was directing Samuel Beckett’s play, Waiting for Godot. I saw
her frequently around the city. She
had issues with the actors, who, like
everyone else in Sarajevo, were hungry and exhausted. She would sometimes bring them food from the Holiday Inn hotel, where she was staying.
There was no water for them to wash
their costumes, so they saved them
for the premiere. I remember that Oslobodjenje did not advertise the performance, as we had learned through
experience that whenever we announced an event, the chetniks would

shell the given location. A friend just
showed up at my door to let me know
that the play directed by Sontag would
take place at a certain time and place
(2 p.m. on August 17, 1993.).
The performance was at the Sarajevo
Youth Theatre (Pozorište mladih), and
it was simply wonderful, even though
Susan chose to have only the first act
of the play performed. The absurdity of the situation – the play’s central
characters are waiting for a mysterious “Godot” who never arrives – was
heightened by having each dialogue
repeated three times, by three different pairs of actors. After a standing
ovation, the mayor of Sarajevo, Muhamed Kreševljaković, called Sontag
to the stage. As a token of appreciation,
he said that she would receive something to identify herself as a Sarajevan. I
had no idea what that something might
be, or what to expect. Sontag was then
presented with a miniature traditional
Bosnian carpet. Kreševljaković told her
that every citizen of Sarajevo dreams of
leaving the city on a magic carpet and
that now she would have one of her

own. “From now on you are one of us,
a Sarajevan”.

The square in the city
For the citizens of Sarajevo, Susan
Sontag’s commitment to putting on
a play in the middle of the war was a
confirmation of our belonging to Europe, whose culture and values of tolerance and multiculturalism we shared.
It also kept alive the hope that Europe,
the outside world, still cared about us,
and would put a stop to the aggression
against Sarajevo and Bosnia. However, Susan warned us then that Europe
“that Europe is and always has been as
much a place of barbarism as a place of
civilization”. She had chosen Waiting
for Godot precisely because, although
written decades before, it struck her as a
play written for or about Sarajevo. Like
the play’s central characters, Sarajevo
waited in vain for a military intervention that never came.
The square in front of the Bosnian
National Theater is named after Sontag, as a sign of gratitude for her solidarity with the city in its darkest hour.
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A

ugust5th,1992.Throughthe
back gates of the Omarska
iron ore mine near Prijedor,
currently put to a different,
satanic use: converted into
a concentration camp by Bosnian Serb
authorities, for the detention of Muslim and Catholic inmates, to be murdered, raped, mutilated and tortured.
Not that we knew anything near the
full story, even at the end of that day,
when it became the accursed honour of Independent Television News
and I for The Guardian, to expose this
atrocity to the world. We had come an
arduous route, via a week of obstacles in Belgrade and Pale, and a mock
gun battle to try and scare us away, on
the bizarre and inexplicable authority
of Radovan Karadžić, whom we had
met two days previously in Pale, ranting madness that would be ridiculous
were it not so terrifying.

Behind the barbed wire
Now here we were: to behold columns of men in varying states of decay, emerging from the doorway to a
hangar, drilled across the yard under
the watchful eye of a machine-gunner atop a guard post, into the canteen for ‘lunch’.
There, cowed and terrified, they
lined up for watery bean soup, clearly their first meal in days. Some were
skeletal, with lantern jaws and shaven heads, devouring this meal like
famished dogs, while guards swung

Fikret Alić in the camp

Omarska, August 5, 1992
What does it take, if not Omarska, Trnopolje and Keretem, ethnic
cleansing, rape camps, the siege and torture of Sarajevo - to be
intolerable to the West? Why was the aggressor, who managed the
camps, appeased and supported for three years after our story?
Writer: ED VULLIAMY

their guns. The inmates’ eyes spoke
a silent but articulate terror – there is
nothing like the stare of a prisoner who
dare not talk. As they were drilled back
out, most kept a morsel of dry bread,
perhaps for later, perhaps for someone else. And then another 30 were
drilled through the same, ghastly routine. One man did say, to our cameras: “I do not want to tell any lies, but I
cannot tell the truth”.
To avoid us learning that truth,
camp commander Meakić and police chief Drljača

Keraterm camp

bundled us upstairs, past closed
doorways to rooms I now know to
have contained the quarters where
women were kept for systematic violation, for a ‘briefing’ on this ‘collection centre’ – a lot of blather about
Category A and B prisoners. Back
in the yard, the ITN reporters and I
urged access to the hangar, where
some dreadful secret was obviously
concealed, only to be denied. When
a pair of us made our way towards
it, safety catches were switched off,
guns ready. Time to go, insisted their

awful translator, a Mrs. Balaban, to road, up towards Mount Vlašić (four
another ‘centre’, Trnopolje.
nights before the massacre there of a
In the twisted minds of these people, similar convoy on 21 August), where
this place was apparently of no shame. cars were taken, and some 1,600 peoYet even they had not prepared for ple sent through shellfire, across the
– and were too stupid to avoid – our front lines into Travnik, crossroads
arrival on the same day
as that of several hundred prisoners from yet
Serial, mass rape – by the
another camp, Kerecommander and guards, of
term, lined up behind a
barbed wire fence along
women from Prijedor, In a
the road. We pulled up
grotesque ‘pecking order’, so
– not part of the Serbs’
that the leader of the local
plan – to talk to them,
including emaciated
HDZ party was ‘reserved’ for
Fikret Alić, who relatthe commander
ed the massacre of 130
prisoners in one night
at Kereterm.
Trnopolje was all chaos and crowd- of the war. Out of the long, appalling
ed misery, and at the so-called ‘med- night of this Exodus into no-man’sical centre’, Dr. Idris Merdžanić and land, emerged a fresh, handsome face,
a local vet, Azra Blažević, doing their and the greeting: ‘Welcome to Travnik.
best to treat beaten inmates, slipped We have buses to take you the rest of
us a roll of film, showing what kind of the way”. This was Emir Tica, adjutant to the commander, and womwounds were inflicted here.
The true purpose of Trnopolje – by en touched the patch on his arm, in
definition unknown to the prison- disbelief that a man in camouflage
ers there at the time - became clear could be on our side. On the crammed
two weeks later, when, with report- floors of Travnik, the deportees joined
ers from Reuters and AP, I smuggled tens of thousands of others, most of
myself into a convoy of deportees just whom had been literally ‘concenoutside Prijedor, which was corralled trated’ in Trnopolje before enforced
at gunpoint along a terrifying back deportation.
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Omarska camp / TACNO.NET

Marking the 29th anniversary of the dissolution of the Omarska camp / ANADOLIA

Trnopolje camp

The camps followed me throughout the war, and have done ever since.
Back in the environs of London, some
survivors had been received as refugees, and the full story of Omarska
began to emerge. Prisoners kept like
sardines, forced to drink their own
urine in parching heat, awaiting the
call out – to beating, perhaps to death.
Serial, mass rape – by the commander and guards, of women from Prijedor, in a grotesque ‘pecking order’, so
that the leader of the local HDZ party
was ‘reserved’ for the commander.
The massacre at Hrastova Glavica of
150 men taken on three buses from
Omarska the day we arrived; tied in
groups of three and given a cigarette
before being executed and dropped
into a ravine.
It was not until 2008, at a Bosnia solidarity meeting that a man walked in,
who looked familiar. It was he who had
been unable to tell the truth – Džemal
Paratušić; how I had wondered whether that remark had cost or saved his
life. He was now living with his family in the London suburb of Borehamwood; he greeted me; I nearly fell off
my chair.
In 1995, I had attached myself
to the remarkable Krajiške Brigada of the Bosnian partisan army,
made up almost entirely of camp
survivors, fighting to go home and

in 1995 finally turning the tables of
war, taking ground from which they
had been ‘ethnically cleansed’ (to
use Karadžić’s own term). One day,
after running along a trench under fire, my guide and I reached the
commander’s dugout in a forest near
Donji Vakuf. A man with a scar on his
forehead approached me, and said:
“Do you remember the prisoner in
Omarska who you asked about the
wound to his head, and he said he
had fallen over?” How could I forget him, I replied. “That was me”,

Omarska camp

from Trnopolje. We greeted
one another, in disbeWe pulled up – not part of
lief, as did many survivors
the Serbs’ plan – to talk to
– now scattered and shattered around the world - one
them, including emaciated
another. Most survivors in
Fikret Alić, who related the
the witness waiting room
massacre of 130 prisoners in were more concerned with
how much money the lawone night at Kereterm
yers were making out of their
story than expecting justice,
and they were right. But
said Šerif Velić, a philosopher, “You from the witness stand, they spoke
could not see the guard behind you, with a courage, and in detail, even
staring at me as I answered”. I saw the journalists had not known. If the
Šerif again just the other day, pro- ICTY achieved anything, it was for
moting his book at an event to mark the historical record: Omarska was
the 30th anniversary of the Repub- the kind of place where a prisoner
lic’s foundation at the Bosnian em- was forced to bite off the testicles of
bassy to London. His niece, Kelima his friend, who then died, a pigeon
Dautović (who was held, pregnant, stuffed into his mouth to quieten the
in Trnopolje) and her husband En- screams of pain, to general laughter
ver (who survived Omarska) are dear among the guards “like a crowd at a
sports match”, recalled one witness.
friends, also living near London.
Then, in 1996, trials began at the This ‘entertainment’ was arranged
ICTY, and I volunteered to testi- by a man who had been a friend to
fy immediately. There we were, at both of them before the war: Duško
the Bel Air Hotel in The Hague, with Tadić. If there is one thing that charits breakfast spread, on day one - acterises the genocide in Bosnia from
and the first person I saw, picking too many others, it is macabre intiat the croissants, was Azra Blažević macy. Victims knew their torturers,
rapists and killers – they
had gone to school and
played football, attended weddings and parties
together.
The reaction to our
revelation of the camps
was overwhelming. Not
every story I write gets
a response from the
President of the United
States, but this one did:
the world will not tolerate this, declared George
H. Bush. But it did, and
worse. Omarska was
one bookend of a genocide that was allowed to
continue, by the West’s
connivance, for three
long bloody years after

Omarska was closed, until the Srebrenica massacre in July 1995.
And I often wonder, especially now,
as Bosnians mark the 30th anniversary of war’s onset in solidarity with
Ukraine: what does it take, if not Omarska, Trnopolje and Keretem ethnic
cleansing, rape camps, the siege and
torture of Sarajevo - to be intolerable
to the West? Why was the aggressor,
who managed the camps, appeased
and supported for three years after our
story? Why didn’t – and doesn’t - Bosnia matter, in the way that Ukraine absolutely and rightly does?
Columns are supposed to conclude
with answers, not questions, but I have
none.

Why was BiH not and still is
not important?
For 30 years, I’ve been sleepless in
pursuit of them. Why was it okay to collaborate in Bosnia, even after we discovered Omarska, with the perpetrators’ violence, echoed now by Putin in
Ukraine? In the aftermath and public
sphere, why is it okay for the German
writer Peter Handke to be awarded a
Nobel Prize, having given the oration
at the funeral of President Milošević,
architect of the genocide; and for supposedly liberal feminist Olga Tokarczuk to fawningly clasp his hand, accepting hers, while the Mothers of Srebrenica demonstrate outside, tearfully
outraged? Why is there no sanction on
Noam Chomsky for claiming that the
camps were ‘fabricated’ by ITN and
I, or Claire Fox, whose ‘Living Marxism’ organisation insisted Trnopolje
was a fake, lost in court when sued by
ITN, but who was recently honoured
by Boris Johnson as a Baroness in the
British House of Lords?
Why did and does Omarska not
matter? Why did and does Bosnia not
matter, as Ukraine absolutely does?
The question has baffled – and the answer evaded - me ever since 1992. But,
beholding history repeat itself, never
more than now.
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When did the war begin for you?

-AtthetimeofdissolutionofYugoslaviaIwasacommanderofamechanized
battalion at the garrison in Varaždin. I
was an officer, a professional in the former JNA, and my 32nd Mechanized
Brigade of the Varaždin Corps, and my
battalion, were engaged during the war
in Slovenia. Objectively speaking, my
battalion was the strongest of all battalions, it was the major power in the
Varaždin Corps – we had 27 APCs, 13
tanks, and 6 120 mm mortars. However, already at that time the military had
a hard time recruiting, and we were underpowered.Infact,thatwasalreadythe
beginning of dissolution. In Slovenia,
I had a hands-on experience of a border war. Thanks God, all of my recruits
and officers survived, we did not suffer
any losses. Upon return to the garrison,
I openly told my commander whom I
trusted, Berislav Popov – later, unfortunately, he was tried in both Slovenia and
Croatia, and as many as three times in
Belgrade before he was finally acquitted

In position

We Stopped on Doorstep
of Mrkonjić and Banja Luka
Fikret Ćuskić, general of the Army of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, fought on
almost all Bosnian battlefronts, took part in defense and operations against both the RS
Army and HVO, and is among the few who returned to the country when many were
fleeing; and who led a brigade which is remembered as the 17th Krajina Brigade, first as
glorious, then as a knights brigade, but throughout the war as a maneuver brigade
Interviewer: VILDANA SELIMBEGOVIĆ

of all charges - that it was a border war
andthatIdidnotwanttotakeotherpeople’s children to that war. When a crisis
broke out in Croatia, when barricades
were set up and Varaždin was bombarded by JNA, close to my apartment,
I went to the barracks and requested a
discharge from the military. Soon, I became a free man, and later, on December 1, 1991, I joined a reserve force of
the Croatian Army and on January 13,
I signed a professional contract with
the Croatian Army. When the aggression against Bosnia and Herzegovina
began, of course, I could not stand by
and watch it on TV.
At that moment, you were a professional officer of the Croatian
Army?

for Support to BiH in the Republic of
Croatia, I joined the preparations for
organization of support to BiH. It was
by the end of May and in early June. I
was recruiting and registering volunteers from Slovenia, Croatia and other countries, like Austria and Italy, and
upon Sefer Halilović’s order of June
21st, and, again, with the approval of
the Croatian Army which had already
made the Klana barracks near Rijeka
available to us, I started organizing the
7th Brigade of the Army of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, as Sefer
named it in his order.
Fikret Ćuskić: We had NATO morale

-I was a professional officer of the
Croatian Army, commander of an
Armored Mechanized Battalion in
Varaždin. With the approval of the
Croatian Army HQ – with some high
professionals on board, such as general Stipetić and general Tus, who were
chiefs of staff – and in cooperation
with Ševko Omerbašić, who was commander of the Emergency Command

During the deadliest conflict in the
summer of 1993, there were 27 Croats
from the Bosnian Krajina in our brigade.
None of them left us. A Croat flag was
flown together with the flag with the lilies
on our gate and it was never desecrated

17th Knights Krajina Brigade

They Thought We Were NATO
I conducted intensive training and
made huge efforts to provide equipment and weapons. I have to emphasize that we received generous support
from the Croatian Army which gave up
their barracks to us, provided transportation to the shooting ground in Grobnik and instructors to support the training, so I can say that we came to Bosnia
as a semi-professional army. I will never forget reactions on Mt. Igman when
we arrived. People were stunned when
they saw an equipped and organized
army with a clear chain of command.
I will always remember reactions from
the chetniks whom we captured during
the liberation of Trnovo: they thought
that we were NATO and that NATO
had launched an intervention in BiH.
Are you trying to say that the Krajina servicemen looked like NATO
Marines?
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-We had a similar morale. We had
only one woman in our unit – she was
a Croat from Travnik who was married
to a man from Krajina. There were Croat men in our unit, volunteers and others. The structure of manpower reflected the structure of the Bosnian Krajina
population. We engaged in the operations to unblock Goražde and liberate
Trnovo, upon Sefer Halilović’s order.
The liberation of Trnovo and unblocking of Goražde took place in
the summer of 1992?

-It was in July 1992. We arrived in
Bosnia on July 8, and we were on Mt.
Igman on July 10, where I received Sefer’s written order to command the operation to unblock Goražde. I walked
from Mt. Igman through the territory of Trnovo municipality. There were
two Foča detachments at Grebak – Jabuka and Foča. They were under my
command. I prepared everything and
we re-established a land corridor towards Goražde before July 25, which
was followed by an attack launched by
the forces on Mt. Igman, aimed at unblocking Goražde, which commander
of Operations Group Igman, Mr. Ćatić,
insisted on. We joined them from north
and liberated the facilities above Trnovo, like the Vrbovik repeater, Vis…important hills. Our forces advanced to
the trenches where they joined Edo
Godinjak’s troops. I remember well,
he was a commanding officer at Rogoj
mountain pass. In my opinion, it was
a successful operation of the Army of
the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1992, in which an important territory was liberated and the captured
booty was significant. I will never forget the position of the howitzer batteries
and anti-tank cannons around Trnovo,
they were old weapons but meant a lot
to us. In my view, it was an extraordinary operation, an offensive operation
in which we liberated the territories and
inflicted huge losses. The moral impact
was huge, as the liberation of the entire
territory of Goražde followed in early
September.

wearing sneakers who gave their lives
for the defense of BiH are numerous.
Then, the Krajina unit moved to
central Bosnia?

-At that time, concentration camps
around Prijedor were uncovered.
Then, we sought permission from Sefer because the troops thought that they
should move closer to their native places and try to help. We got his permission, and our unit relocated to the territory of the Travnik municipality. I conducted reconnaissance and then contacted the chief of the municipal staff in
Travnik, Haso Ribo – we were the same
generation at the Academy – and he
gave me the gym in the school in Han
Bila since displaced people were accommodated in the remaining school
building rooms. Central Bosnia, and
Travnik in particular, was already overcrowded, all the people expelled from
Krajina poured into Travnik. Howev-

to create the 17th Krajina Mountain
Brigade, comprising my 7th Brigade
and the 1st Krajina Brigade which already existed in the barracks in Travnik.
This was how a foundation was laid
for a genuinely solid military organization. I think that we had two strong
battalions already in early January. We
formed a third one, and later a fought
battalion from our members from Kotor Varoš. In the early 1993, the17th Krajina Mountain Brigade carried the glory of the Krajina fighters across central
Bosnia and the whole of Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
It should be said that it was a maneuver brigade.

-Absolutely. At that time, it was the
only maneuver brigade, within the 3rd
Corps. It means that we had our own
territory, and 99 percent of our military
members were displaced. Some were
from central Bosnia, for instance, Sejo

Always on the move

A rumor circulated through Sarajevo that some troops of the Army of
the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina had reached Jabuka above
Foča.

-The Krajina units, I mean, the 7th
Brigade together with the local units,
liberated Jabuka above Foča. The Jabuka detachment was located at Grebak. That period was incredible. It was
the first and only time that I met the
late Hasan Turčalo, who was a leader
of the people, their ammunition was
buried in the ground. I still remember
his blisters and calluses from carrying
weights as heavy as 40-50 kg. When
I saw the bread they ate…There was
flour in Goražde, but there was no
yeast. Goražde did not have the basic
medical equipment for combat casualty care. A foreign reporter, who visited Grebak, said that complex surgeries had been carried out without anesthesia. Indeed, all of us were ready to
help Goražde, to bring people back to
life, to help them get supplies and ammunition. We lost Zaim Bešić recently. This is an opportunity to mention
his guides who took displaced people
from Herzegovina via Tjentište and
Grebak to the free territory of Mt. Igman. There were people of all profiles,
and I got Dr. Pašić, a doctor, my relative, my first cousin, dr. Pašić from Kozarac whom chetnik later took from
Omarska camp and killed. They were
happy to get guns, as spoils of war, from
me. Singing, they went away as chetnik helicopters flew above. These are
the pictures that I will never forget. To
me, they are heroes and such heroes
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Brigade, from the best ones – a maneuver unit, was joined by a number of people from Kotor Varoš, from the 27th Brigade with the late Zijo Kovačević, and
later also by some men from Jajce. The
17th Brigade’s contribution during the
conflict with HVO (Croat Council of
Defense) was incredibly huge. By the
end of August, the 17th Brigade was
engaged on eight battlefronts in BiH
– Travnik, Vitez, Busovača, Fojnica,
Igman….
I remember that, at that time I conducted the first interview with you.

-I do not remember that interview, it
was a tense period…But, now, I sometimes watch the videos which Arijana
filmed on Mt. Vlašić, and it brings a tear
to my eye when I see those young men,
those people, that morale. Sometimes
I meet some people, now they are 30
years older, they have changed, many

as combat operations were shifting. Indeed, except St. John the Baptist chapel, which is located on a plateau on
Mt. Vlašić, where the HVO troops were
deployed and fought back–it was damaged by a shoulder-launched rocket in
an exchange of fire – no other church
was damaged or destroyed, let alone set
on fire. In a few instances the mujahideen painted Arabic letters on the walls,
but we hired people who repainted the
walls and fixed everything and then
brought the military police to guard the
buildings. There were fools outside our
control, but we really did everything we
could to protect the places of worship.
If I am not mistaken, shots were
fired at the monastery wine cellar?

-Possibly. They had their own vision
of the world, which was primitive and
tribal, and they wanted to destroy everything that did not fit in their vision.
However, we resisted it most vigorousWhile we fought each other,
ly, and we succeeded.
Let me mention that
HVO and the BiH Army
during the deadliest
controlled 25 percent of the
conflict in the summer of 1993, there
territory, and after we joined
were 27 Croats from
forces, we gained control of
the Bosnian Krajina
over 55 percent of BiH at the
in our brigade. None
end of the war. It is redundant to of them left us. A Croat
flag was flown togethsay what would have happened
er with the flag with the
lilies on our gate and
if the international community
it was never desecrathad allowed us to continue our
ed. Only its fabric deteriorated from age and
military operations
stress over time. No
Croat from Bosnian
Krajina, Ante, Jure,
to mention but a few, Vinko Dandić
from Banja Luka, Tomo Kunovski, who
was responsible for transportation and
bishop Komarica’s close relative, left us.
They stayed with us till the end. It gives
us human satisfaction. We respected
the rules also during the war. Close to
four thousand Croats stayed behind
in Travnik and everybody in the city
was perfectly safe, although HVO brigade deputy commander put pressure
on us to let them go. No, we had not
come there to ethnically cleanse the
region. They said we wanted to force
Croats out of their homes in order move
into their houses. But, as soon as it was
possible, in 1995, the Krajina servicemen returned to their pre-war homes,
which is the best example. Those who
remained in Travnik can be counted
on the fingers of one hand.

17th Knights Krajina Brigade

Those who got married in Travnik.

er, it was only my base, and upon order of the District Command in Zenica,
I provided combat support to the Municipal Defense Staff in Jajce. We began
preparations in coordination with the
municipal staff in Travnik and Jajce,
and on September 26 we launched the
first attack on the positions of the Donji Vakuf Brigade in the village of Kokići.
The chetniks committed war crimes in
Kokići in June and killed the Bosniak
men who were fit for military service,
and expelled other civilians. One chetnik battalion was located there. Thanks
to successful planning, preparation and
organization, we destroyed it – we killed
around 40 soldiers, captured 13, captured a huge war booty, the battalion’s
entire infrastructure, kitchen, logistics,
communications center, mortars, antiaircraft cannons, and all that was relocated to Karaula. Later, we joined the
defense of Jajce. After the fall of Jajce, we
engaged in the defense of Karaula, and
I was a commander for about 10 days
during which Karaula was successfully
defended. Unfortunately, on November 15, Karaula fell, just like Jajce, and
on November 19, an order was issued

Šalak, a famous mortarman. Before the
HVO attacks, our units had good military experience, they had a maneuvering character, and the people throughout central Bosnia trusted them enormously. They knew: when the military
members from Krajina came, frontlines would not change, they felt safe
and trusted us. There was some mistrust in the beginning, just like everywhere else, they asked who we were,
however, we proved ourselves with our
results. On some occasions, our superior command and the 3rd Corps, sometimes even the Supreme Command,
sought support from us. In the fall of
1993, during Operation Krivaja, aimed
at creating a double siege around Sarajevo, Alija Izetbegović in person insisted
that parts of the 7th and the 17th Krajina Brigades come and stop chetniks
on Mt. Igman, which we did.
Yes, you literally prevented the fall
of Igman.

-At Malo Polje, one detachment,
which was formed by the Operations
Group Bosnian Krajina from parts of
the 17th Brigade and the 312th Travnik

of them died in peacetime, but we are
proud that we build an army that fought
under all the principles of war under
the most difficult circumstances, in a
war against two aggressors, in a total
encirclement, without logistics, with
an arms embargo imposed on us. We
did not commit war crimes nor did we
destroy religious buildings.
During that fall, I talked to the
pastor of the Catholic Church
in Travnik and he said that after HVO attacked Travnik,
some launched an attack on
the church but were prevented
by their command, and security guards were provided to the
church.

-Yes, that incident happened, a mujahid broke into the church and fired at
the statues. The Koran forbids idolatry.
Since the church is in the city center, we
– Alagić and myself plus military police
- arrived there within a minute and we
provided physical protection to the facilities in Travnik – to the church and
the nuns’ living quarters – and later, we
did the same in Guča Gora and Dolac,

-Some did, but there were also those
who started small businesses, ćevapi
houses….There is a photo showing the
servicemen leaving Travnik, it was incredible, it is always before my eyes.
We forged strong bonds with Travnik.
More than thirty women from Travnik
got married in Krajina, and now they all
have children. Friendships in war are
closest, their struggle for survival united the mentalities of Krajina and central Bosnia, and we still visit and take
care of each other…
The people in Travnik were saying by the end of the summer 1992:
chetniks used to say, ‘the shelling
of Travnik will start at 16:30, for example, while HVO attacked from
the rear’.

-Look! The secession staged by Fikret
Abdić in Krajina, that act of betrayal,
hurt Bosniaks in Krajina, and what happened here also hurt. HVO said they
were an ally, and were indeed an ally
during one phase of the war, but after
the damned Vance-Owen plan, it all
changed. Their stab in our back was
painful for all Bosnians, and I think that
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the lack of trust still exists in that region,
although there are some very nice examples that prove otherwise. I compare it with the Autonomous Province
of West Bosnia because a stab in the
back hurts most. Look! I can testify that
the 1st Krajina Brigade and the 7th Brigade and Logistics of the 17th Brigade
went through Croatia. We focused on
the West, on Krajina. We were not motivated nor did we ever think that a conflict would be possible, regardless of
what they unfoundedly blamed us for.
All that was painful and we were forced
to respond in order for us to be together
again. We knew that it was an attempt
to divide Bosnia and to annex one part
of the country to the Republic of Croatia. A joint criminal enterprise was adjudicated and final judgments were
reached at The Hague, but the period
of the joint criminal enterprise was not
the entire war, but from January 1993
to March 1994, I think. We must be realistic in our assessment of the historical context. There are darknesses, and
there are lights. During certain phases
of the war, BiH received significant support and assistance from the Republic
of Croatia and Croatians, and particularly from some Croatian senior officers. Five Croatian generals attended
the promotion of the Monograph at the
Islamic Center in Zagreb. I think that at
some point, the people around Tudjman gained the upper hand, like Šušak

30 YEARS
months. The first time our collaboration had an impact was in Kupres. That
was the first step towards restoring confidence and we became allies there.
In the next stage of the war, we maintained quite correct military collaboration with the Croat HVO and also with
the Croatian Army in final operations,
including operations in Krajina, battles for Donji Vakuf and Jajce. Sometimes I send messages to politicians:
while we fought each other, HVO and
the BiH Army controlled 25 percent of
the territory, and after we joined forces,
we gained control of over 55 percent of
BiH at the end of the war. It is redundant
to say what would have happened if the
international community had allowed
us to continue our military operations.
The servicemen from Krajina regained Mt. Vlašić, liberated Donji Vakuf, and the next was the
liberation of Jajce with the Croatian Army and HVO…

he had lost earlier. He launched an operation and attacked the area towards
Ključ with six brigades. The 7th Corps
troops remained virtually alone in the
region of Ključ. We successfully defended Ključ in the fierce fighting and then,
on October 8, Tuđman made a decision
on the Croatian Army’s continued offensive in BiH, and since the entire RS
Army focused on Ključ, the Croatian
Army entered Mrkonjić. This caused
panic in the RS Army. In the meantime,
Dudaković pulled out the 501st and
502nd brigades, regrouped them and
advanced on Sanice with his troops
duringthenightbetweenOctober9and
10, reached Dabar plateau, entered and
liberated Sanski Most. All conditions
existed for our advancement towards
Banja Luka and Prijedor, however, an
ultimatum was issued. Upon order, we
had to halt combat operations on October 14, and the inter-entity boundary
line remained unchanged.

-Our units entered Donji Vakuf during the night of September 13, 1995,
around 22:00 hours. The next day, we
linked up with HVO in Jajce, at the plateau of Dnoluka and Dola we liberated
the remaining part of Mt. Vlašić, and
we already had an operational plan
for further advancement towards
Banja Luka. What happened? General Dudaković and the 5th Corps made
a military breakthrough towards Bo-

The RS Army was under international pressure - let’s put it this
way - on the battlefronts around
Sarajevo?

sanski Petrovac and Ključ, Ključ was
liberated already on September 15, and
pressure was put on general Delić to redeploy some troops of the 7th Corps to
the 5th Corps area of responsibility, in
order to participate together with the
5th Corps, from the west in the final operations and to advance towards Banja Luka. This was successfully done,
and on September 20, the 17th and
other units of the 7th Corps marched
through the HVO-controlled territory: Livno, Grahovo, Drvar, and it was
a famous march. Late at night on September 20, we linked up with the 5th
Corps, and at 11:00 hours on September 21 a report was handed over to general Dudaković. He organized the 7th
Corps troops into an operations group
SOUTH, named me commander of
the group and made his two brigades,
the 501st and the 511th, immediately subordinate to me. Already on September 23, those troops launched attacks. We had an area of 500 square kilometers, northeast from Ključ, a part
of Manjača plateau… We were away
from Mrkonjić Grad three or four kilometers, we were near the Kula barracks, and reached the highest point
of Manjača. However, our troops were
stretched over 25 km wide and 20 km
deep front, while war criminal Mladić
had left the hospital to command the
strategic offensive the goal of which was
to retake the territories of Glamoč, Grahovo and all the way up to Bihać which

centers, even some artillery positions
around Sarajevo…to millimeter precision. Those were the first NATO airstrikes, and the only ones during the
war in BiH, but on strictly selected targets. It was simply NATO’s message to
Mladić, Karadžić, and Milošević: ‘We
are ready to intervene with our military.
We shall no longer allow such crimes
as the Srebrenica crimes to happen’.
It happened last in Srebrenica. It was
so tragic. There is another interesting
thing about international influence.
You know that a ban on flights over BiH
was imposed. However, the RS Army
was allowed to fly during a certain period. They attacked us from the Seagull
ground-attack aircraft flying low over
the river Sana valley, but, thanks God,
we did not suffer any losses. I am still
not aware of their motives, whether
their motive was to allow Serbs to strike
a balance or to stop us, whatever, the
use of airplanes was allowed during
a period of seven or eight days of final
operations.

-At that time, NATO decided to
launch airstrikes on some RS Army positions in response to Markale 2 massacre, and it was in early September.
NATO demonstrated its smart weapons hitting exclusively military targets,
junctions, roads, communication
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and Alagić tried to spin out of control
and continue to advance a bit deeper
over a large territory. However, they too
thought about it coolheadedly, abandoned that option and, of course, accepted the supreme command’s order.
On the other hand, objectively, the war
took our fellow-fighters, friends, neighbors. Besides, my family returned from
Austria to central Bosnia in 1995, after they were forced to leave our home
in Varaždin in 1993. I was disappointed that we had not advanced deeper
into the RS territory and liberated the
places in which the most harrowing
crimes were committed in 1992, in Prijedor, primarily those along the river
Sana valley.
Excavation of Tomašica
mass grave has not yet been
completed.

-It has not. More than 700 people
from the region of Prijedor are still held
missing, and over 3,100 people were
killed in 1992. The most bestial atrocities were committed in Prijedor in
1992. The tribunal did not say it was a
genocide, although within a short period of time, within a period of two to
three months, non-Serbs disappeared
from the territory of Prijedor. Under
the definition, disappearance of one
group amounts to an act of genocide,
while two groups disappeared there.
Bosniaks and Croats disappeared in

they were packed and placed under
JNA’s control. The Territorial Defense
weapons ended up in our units in a few
cases only, there were some weapons
in Jajce…
And in Sarajevo, thanks to Jovan Divjak.

-Divjak was an individual example of personal courage, but we are
talking about the system. BiH was in
a far more difficult situation because
Ukraine has had an organized army
since 2004, it has been trained and prepared by NATO instructors, it has its
own defense resources and its population. We started from scratch. Territorial Defense existed on paper, but was not
armed, we had some movements, such
as the Patriotic League, the Green Berets… but those were movements, not
units capable of defending the country.

Putin’s Defeat
The fact that in 1995 BiH had sovereignty, integrity and continuation is
the biggest achievement in our history. This was an incredible example in
the history of humankind that a state
managed to survive through such difficult times. Another similarity between
BiH and Ukraine concerns their formercountries.TheformerSovietUnion
and the former Yugoslavia were federations. Under the former Yugoslav Constitution, the Republics were sovereign
in Yugoslavia. The largest
state, Serbia, invaded CroNATO demonstrated its smart atia, Slovenia and Bosnia.
What do we have now? The
weapons hitting exclusively
Russian Federation, which
was the largest state in the
military targets, junctions,
former Soviet Union, has inroads, communication
vaded its fraternal people in
centers, even some artillery
Ukraine. The stories are the
positions around Sarajevo…to same as they were in 1991,
about Islamic fundamentalmillimeter precision
ism, threats to Serbs and pre-

Ready for action

and some others, and they imbued politics with their aspirations. However, it
cost both them and us.
It means that another agreement
was required, which followed in
1994, after the Federation was
signed: how did it function?

-Confidence was built step by step
just as the conflict or aggression developed in stages. You cannot expect
yesterday’s enemies who fought each
other with all available weapons, equipment, units and resources to become
allies. The Federation and the Federation Army were formed under an
agreement; however, this could not become a reality overnight. Forces were
separated, heavy weapons were withdrawn, and units returned to their barracks. In the fall of 1994, we conducted
the first joint operation in Kupres not
only with HVO but also with Croatian
troops. In addition to HVO, the 1st Croatian Guard Brigade from Zagreb was
engaged. I will never forget one scene
at the contact point of the units. A Croat from Bugojno, who was a member
of HVO, threatened to slaughter our
man from Bugojno, and we reported it.

A Three-Month Pay Deduction
-Commander Glasnović, as he was,
since those were professionals from
Čapljina, I think it was the HVO Guard
Brigade, punished him with a 30 percent pay deduction in the next three

After all?

-After all, my biggest disappointment was that the numerous 7th
Corps troops from Mrkonjić, Banja
Luka and Prijedor did not enter their
native places with guns in their hands
after we reached Kozarac, unlike those
from Ključ, Sanski Most and Petrovac.
However, soldiers accept orders from
their superiors, although Dudaković

Spoils of war

Prijedor. Unfortunately, nobody talks
about Croats. Bosniaks organize dignified commemoration to honor the
victims at the sites of crimes and on the
dates on which they were perpetrated,
while HDZ ignores it all, although over
60 Croats were killed in one day.
The war is over. What do you think
about what is happening now in
Ukraine?

-There are so many similarities, although Bosnia and Herzegovina was
in a far more difficult situation: it was
under an arms embargo and it had
a larger secessionist movement. In
Ukraine, there are the Donbas region
and Crimea, and the size of those territories is not large. BiH was occupied
in peacetime by the former JNA, within its operational development, which
had moved from Slovenia and Croatia
to the territories of BiH which should
have been annexed to the rump Yugoslavia and Greater Serbia. On the other
hand, there was the domicile population to whom the BiH leaders appealed
in 1991 not to join the reserve force, not
to respond to calls for recruitment and
not to join JNA. The weapons were taken away from the Territorial Defense,

ventive aggression aimed at preventing an alleged genocide. There are so
many similarities. But, until dusk falls
for one man, dawn cannot come for another. Aggression and war crimes happened, sadly, however, this is good for
BiH because all that was an eye opener for the whole democratic world that
has realized what could happen also
in the Western Balkans. I think that
the mini Western Balkan project in
Ukraine was prepared in advance but
Putin’s plans failed because he underestimated Ukraine, overestimated his
own troops, and underestimated even
its state-of-the art technologies. He was
amassing superior, modern weapons
over the past decade, but all that collapsed like a house of cards under the
power of resistance of Ukraine’s people and military. My sincere congratulations. They taught the dictator a lesson. I hope that they will be resisting attacks successfully till the end of the war
and that it will come to an end soon, but
this is already a great defeat of Putin and
the Russian empire. It is good for Bosnia that the West is united and that it
opened its eyes. Putin has succeeded
in one thing: the West united again in
their fight against absolutism.
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he guns fell silent more than
a quarter century ago. An
almost four-year long war
in Bosnia and Herzegovina finally came to an end
with the support of the U.S. Administration that brokered a peace settlement reached at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base on the outskirts of Dayton,
Ohio, United States.
The three-week talks were held between 1 and 21 November 1995. An
epilogue: Bosnia and Herzegovina is
preserved as a single and independent
state, consisting of three constituent
peoples and others, and the two entities: the Federation of BiH and the Republika Srpska.
Under the Peace Accords, the BiH
Federation covers 51 percent and the
Republika Srpska 49 percent of the territory. The Brčko District was formed as
a separate territorial unit.
The main participants of the talks
and later signatories of the Peace Accords were presidents of the Republic
of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and Croatia, Alija
Izetbegović, Slobodan Milošević and
Franjo Tuđman respectively.

Paris, December 14, 1995: Signing of the Dayton Accords

The End of War, Two Entities
and a City Torn Apart
The four-year war in Bosnia and Herzegovina was
finally stopped with the help of the US administration
by an agreement reached at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base near Dayton, Ohio
Writer: EDIN BARIMAC

The chief architect of the General
Framework Agreement for Peace in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, which was
officially signed in Paris on December 14, 1995, was Richard Holbrooke,
former Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright’s Assistant. The Agreement
was witnessed by US President Bill
Clinton, the United Nations Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali,
French President Jacques Chirac, UK
Prime Minister John Major, Secretary
General of NATO Javier Solana, German Chancellor Helmut Kohl, Russia’s Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin, and Swedish Prime Minister
Carl Bildt who co-chaired the Peace
Conference on behalf of the European Union.
“It may not be a just peace, but
it is more just than a continuation
of war. In the situation as it is, and
in the world as it is, a better peace
could not have been achieved”, Alija Izetbegović observed following the
General Framework Agreement signing ceremony in Paris.

The main participants of the talks and
later signatories of the Peace Accords
were presidents of the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia and Croatia,
Alija Izetbegović, Slobodan Milošević
and Franjo Tuđman respectively

The Dayton Agreement brought
peace, as did 11 annexes that came out
of the Dayton talks, including the one
which defines a completely new constitutional set-up of the country and
which has become one of the main
problems of internal functioning of
the state and also an obstacle to the
country’s journey to the Euro-Atlantic
integration. Although there has been a

need over the past years, and attempts
have indeed been made, Bosnia and
Herzegovina has not yet seen its Constitution amended. Each attempt has
turned into a dispute among political
parties over how Bosnia and Herzegovina should look like as a state in the
future, and how it should be internally
organized. The Peace Agreement defined the responsibilities of BiH and its

entities as well as the relationships between the BiH institutions and the way
the BiH Constitution can be amended.
More than two and half decades later, the Agreement for Peace is dubbed
by many a straightjacket put on BiH,
which is tight to the point of coming
apart. Annex 10, which creates the basis for a High Representative, who was
later invested with the Bonn powers, is
part of the Dayton Accords. The High
Representative with his powers should
be both a corrective and an assistant.
Annex 7, which has never been fully implemented, and the question is whether it can be implemented at all, is also
part of the Dayton Accords.
Annex 2 to the Dayton Agreement
defines the Inter-Entity Boundary Line.
As a result, Sarajevo became a city torn
apart. Arbitration on the Inter-Entity
Boundary Line in Sarajevo’s neighborhood of Dobrinja lasted several years.
The Inter-Entity Boundary Line divided even apartments, and, in some cases, under the Agreement, a living room
was in the Federation, and a kitchen
in the RS, or vice versa. Still, a solution
was reached in the end, while the settlements such as Dobrinja 1 and Dobrinja 4 remain divided – one part is
in the Federation, the other is in the
RS. No matter how complex, Sarajevans turned that situation too into
jokes about the residents of Dobrinja
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Original signatures in Dayton

1 and Dobrinja 4, warning them not
to lean out of the window, otherwise,
they’ll go toppling off the Federation,
and vice versa.
An end to the siege of Sarajevo was
declared by the then government of
BiH on February 29, 1996. Only a few
days earlier, on February 23, under
the freshly signed Dayton Accords,

Oslobođenje, Septembar 11, 1999

the Federation police entered Sarajevo’s municipality of Vogošća which
had been under the RS Army control
during the war. It was the first prewar municipality of Sarajevo that was
reintegrated into Sarajevo. 85 Federation police officers and 85 officers of the International Police Task
Force entered Vogošća, and a plaque
was fixed on the municipal building by the former Interior Minister
of BiH, Avdo Hebib. It should be said
that Vogošća was one of the few municipalities that fully restored their
pre-war boundaries after they reintegrated. The municipalities of Ilijaš,
Hadžići and Sarajevo Center also regained their pre-war territories.
Three days later, on 26 February, the Federation police, escorted
by IFOR troops and the International Police Task Force took control of
the settlements of Rajlovac, Reljevo,
Dobroševići, Ahatovići, Nedžarići and
the Airport settlement (Aerodromsko naselje), located mainly within the
territory of Novi Grad Municipality and
partly within the territory of what used
to be the Ilidža municipality.
Ilijaš was retaken on February 29.
With the Federation police passing
from Vogošća to Visoko via Ilijaš, the
capital of Bosnia and Herzegovina was
unblocked. However, it was not before
the early March of 1996 that the Federation police and civilian authorities
of Sarajevo’s Center Municipality entered the settlements of Sarajevo which
should have been reintegrated together
with Vogošća on February 23 – Pionirska dolina, Nahorevo, Kromolj.
Reintegration of the municipalities
of Sarajevo continued in Hadžići on
March 6, and in Ilidža on March 13,
1996, when more than ten thousand

returnees entered Ilidža
together with the Federation police. This was how
the southern gate of the
city was re-opened.
With the return of the
settlements of Grbavica, Kovačići and Vraca
to the citizens of Sarajevo on March 19, 1996,
the process of reintegrating the areas which were
returned to the capital of
Bosnia and Herzegovina under the Dayton
Peace Agreement was
completed. Grbavica
had been under the occupation of the aggressor for nearly four years
and the site of most heinous crimes committed during the
siege of Sarajevo.
War criminal Veselin Vlahović Batko
is remembered from that period. The
BiH Court sentenced him by the end
of March 2013 to 45 years in prison for
the war crimes he had committed in
Grbavica. Vlahović, who was dubbed
the Grbavica monster, killed hero Goran Čengić, a famous handball player of Sarajevo’s Bosnia club, while he
was trying to save his neighbor, doctor Husnija Ćerimagić, professor at the
University of Sarajevo, whom monster
Vlahović also killed.
During the first seven days following reintegration, it was possible to
enter Grbavica, Vraca and Kovačići
only across the Brotherhood and Unity Bridge, now called the “Hamdija Čemerlić” Bridge. Upon return to
Grbavica, the citizens saw catastrophic
scenes: one of the symbols of Sarajevo –
the Grbavica stadium – was devastated,
the streets were desolate and destroyed.
According to testimonies by the citizens who were among the first ones to
return to those settlements on March
19, 1996, Grbavica, Kovačići and Vraca
were unrecognizable, and looked like
Hiroshima. The roads were buried under piled-up rubbish, the stench of soot
followed them everywhere they went.
Fire was burning in many apartments,
and thick black smoke billowed out of
the windows.
Although reintegration of Sarajevo
officially ended, the numerous settlements and parts of what used to be Sarajevo’s municipalities before the war
remained in the RS. One of such municipalities is Trnovo. Also, parts of the prewar municipality of Ilidža – Vojkovići,
Kasindo and Grlica – remained in the
RS where the municipality of East Ilidža
was formed.
Parts of settlements
Dobrinja 1 and Dobrinja
4, which remained within the RS, and Lukavica,
Miljevići and other parts
of the pre-war municipality of Novo Sarajevo, were
declared a new municipality of East Novo Sarajevo.
A new municipality, East
Stari Grad, was formed on
the part of the territory of
the pre-war municipality of
Stari Grad, in Vučja Luka, in
Hreša. These regions (East
Ilidža, East Novo Sarajevo,
East Stari Grad, Trnovo)
along with the municipality of Pale, which was within the Assembly of the City
of Sarajevo before the war,
and Sokolac became part
of the new city called East
Sarajevo.
Although not meant to
be a long-lasting solution,
the Dayton Accords still endure today.
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nioninvestplastika d. d. Sarajevo je
savremena štamparija koja u svom sastavu
ima pogone za offset štampu, proizvodnju

Osnovana je davne 1970. godine. Za vrijeme rata
pogon u Sarajevu je zapaljen, a pogoni u Semizovcu
K
MIMS Grupacije.
R
T
naredne godine pokrenuta je proizvodnja polietilena.
metara novog proizvodnog prostora.
Danas, Unioninvestplastika d. d. Sarajevo je
najsavremenija štamparija u regiji koja broji preko
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klijenata. Snaga naše kompanije je svakako i naš
našoj kompaniji osigurati, kao i do sada, visoku
PRIPREMILA: Indira Hamzić
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